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For a time, Nalan’s mind was buzzing with joy, indescribably disturbed.

“Why did you save me…”

In the next second, Nalan almost collapsed with joy, and shouted at Gone hysterically:
“Why do you want to save me…why don’t you let me die…”

The father died and the family was devastated.

More importantly, the enemy was right in front of him, but he couldn’t kill him, and he
was rescued in the end.

The more Nalan Xinran thought about it, the more sad and angry, the more she thought
about it, the more miserable it became.

“I…”

Gonie opened his mouth and wanted to say something, but he just said a word but
couldn’t go on.

At this time, Nalan became more and more excited, and continued to shout at Gone: “It’s
all because of you that my Nalan family suffered such a catastrophe, you made me so
miserable, why did you save me, why? …”

call!

Hearing these words, Gone took a deep breath and said bitterly, “Xinran, do you really
hate me so much?”

Nalan was stunned for a moment.



Do you really hate him?

It was not him, and he would not escape the siege of various sects.

But… how could he be forgiven for killing his own family and his father?

Thinking to himself, Nalan Xinran bit her lip and nodded: “I hate it, I wish you would die
immediately.” Nalan Xinran almost said the last sentence through gritted teeth.

I wish you died immediately.

This sentence, like an invisible giant hammer, slammed into Gone’s heart. He looked at
the woman he loved in front of him, his heart was ashes, and his heart was trembling
faintly.

She…she hates me so much.

Is this what love feels like?

In a trance, the appearance of Muryen appeared in Gone’s mind, and an unprecedented
sense of regret and guilt rose in his heart.

Back then, when Moyan merged with a human and gave birth to a child, she never
understood as the supreme being of the demon race, and, in the end, she personally killed
her.

Was Muryen at that time also as desperate as herself…

Perhaps, this is retribution, killing the most loyal subordinate by himself, and now, it is
finally his turn.

call!



Thinking of this, Gone took a deep breath, looked at Nalan Xinran, and said slowly:
“Okay, you killed me to avenge your father, this time I will remove the demon soul
guard.”

“I’m stubborn, I want to kill with a cruel cry, and I’ve done a lot of evil things. Now you
Nalan family are even more harmed. You’ve fallen into a situation of no redemption.

After saying this, Gone removed the demon soul shield around him, smiled happily at
Nalan, and then slowly closed his eyes.

Hearing this, Nalan’s eyes flickered with pleasure, and his heart was too complicated to
say, and he didn’t know what to do for a while.

“Happy!”

Seeing her hesitation, Gone opened his eyes and said helplessly: “Hurry up and die in
your hands, I am willing, don’t hesitate.”

Hearing this, Nalan’s body trembled with delight, biting her lips tightly, her heart was
even more complicated, but thinking of her father’s tragic death, she subconsciously
picked up the long sword on the ground.

laugh…

In the next second, Nalan clenched his teeth happily, clenched his long sword and stabbed
at Gone’s heart.

When he stabbed this sword, Nalan Xinran felt entangled in his heart, and his hands
trembled uncontrollably. Gonie smiled and looked at her quietly, without any intention of
dodging.

hum!



Just at this critical moment, suddenly, there was a strong aura fluctuation outside the
dilapidated hall, followed by the shout of the God King Haotian: “Goni, don’t hide, come
out and die.”

“Reborn Financial Giants”

The voice is powerful and shocking.

Dang!

Hearing this loud shout, Nalan’s heart trembled with joy. At that time, the sword stabbed
sideways, slashed on the column, and then bounced to the ground.

At the same time, Nalan Xinran was also secretly surprised.

Oops, this God King Haotian is here so soon?

At the same time, Gone’s expression changed, and he quickly reacted at that time, and
said solemnly to Nalan: “Haotian is chasing, you hurry up and hide.”

Nalan picked up the long sword happily, and his delicate face was full of stubbornness:
“This God King Haotian, who helped the head of the Wudang Sect, killed so many
disciples of my family, I want revenge.”
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The last word fell, and Nalan was ready to rush out.

popping…

Seeing that she didn’t listen to the dissuasion, Gone didn’t hesitate, and shot like
lightning, hitting several acupoints on Nalan Xinran’s body.



In an instant, Nalan’s tender body trembled, and she couldn’t move. She was shocked and
angry at the time: “You…what are you going to do?”

call!

Gone breathed a sigh of relief and smiled slightly: “I lost you once just now, and I can’t
lose you a second time. Although you have gained half of my demon soul power, it is far
from enough to kill the God King Haotian. “

As he spoke, Gone looked around, saw a secret passage behind the Buddha statue, and
immediately hugged Nalan happily.

The secret passage was covered with slate and covered with dust, but it could not hide
from Gone’s eyes.

Hearing this, Nalan Xinran’s delicate body trembled faintly, and a strange feeling rose
from the bottom of her heart…

card wipe…

Soon, when he reached the secret passage, Gogne pushed aside the slate and saw that
there was a secret room under the slate. At that time, Gogne did not hesitate and directly
put Nalan into it.

“Sword Comes”

“you…”

At this time, Nalan was pleased, anxious and angry, and said coquettishly, “Hurry up and
relieve my acupuncture points.”

Naturally, Gone would not obey, he smiled at that time, and said slowly: “Xinran, don’t
be impulsive anymore, the Nalan family still needs to rely on you to pass on, if you die,
the Nalan family will really cease to exist. already.”



At this time, Gognie temporarily forgot that besides Nalan Xinran, the Nalan family also
had a Ginger.

yes….

Hearing this, Nalan’s heart moved with joy, and he suddenly woke up.

The eldest brother is gone, his father is dead, and Wushuang doesn’t know where he is. If
he commits suicide, the Nalan family will cut off the inheritance. Then, how will they
face the ancestors?

“Happy!”

Just when Nalan was thinking about this secretly, Gone continued: “I owe you Nalan
family too much, and I know you won’t forgive me. I can only do this to wash away
some sins.”

“Moreover, Haotian and I are old enemies, and the grievances must be completely
resolved sooner or later.”

Speaking of which, Gone looked deeply at Nalan Xinran, with a deep affection that could
not be concealed in his eyes, and said a little reluctantly: “No matter who wins or loses in
the future, you must not speak up, you must protect yourself, and don’t let Haotian knows
you are here.”

After the last sentence fell, Gone raised his hand to deploy a barrier at the entrance of the
secret passage to isolate the movement in the secret room, and then slowly covered the
stone slab.

“you…”

At this moment, Nalan was excited and couldn’t help but said, “Don’t go…”



In order to save me just now, he consumed half of his demon soul power. Under such
circumstances, how could he be the opponent of the God King Haotian? Isn’t this looking
for death?

To be honest, Nalan had been looking forward to Gone’s death without a burial, but at
this moment, for some reason, he couldn’t hate him.

However, an enchantment was deployed at the entrance of the secret passage, and Nalan’s
delighted cry was not heard by Gone at all.

“Gone!”

At this moment, in the air outside, the provocation of the God King Haotian sounded
again: “The supreme demon of the dignified, the three worlds, has it become a tortoise
with a shrinking head?”

God King Haotian wanted to rush in, but because he was afraid of Gone, he had to be
cautious.

Swish!

Hearing this, Gone’s face turned gloomy, and he strode out. When he went outside, he
saw the God King Haotian floating in the air, dressed in golden armor, glowing in the
sun, with extraordinary might.

Seeing Gone come out, the pupils of the Haotian God King suddenly shrank, and he
sneered: “Finally willing to show up. I thought you were going to hide in there all the
time.”

While saying this, the God King Haotian secretly sensed Gone’s situation.

Soon, realizing that Gone was consuming a lot of Demon Soul power, the Haotian God
King immediately lost his worries.



Ha ha!

Facing the ridicule, Gone was not angry at all, and retorted: “Haotian, you are less yin
and yang, you are the king of gods, but you help Aotian cause chaos in Kyushu, and
provoke grievances between various sects and the Nalan family. I’m not going anywhere
yet.”

“Also, if I were the king of gods, I would have sat in the position of the emperor a long
time ago, but you, Ao Tian and Ao Lin, were toyed in the palm of your hand, and I would
be ashamed for you.”

These words pointed directly at the sore spot of the God King Haotian.
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Swish!

At this time, the God King Haotian suddenly changed his face and stared at Gone: “Very
well, when death is imminent, you dare to mock me? Die!”

hum!

The voice fell, and a powerful aura erupted from the body of the God King Haotian, and
the figure turned into a golden beam, heading straight for Gone.

Not to be outdone, Gone went up to meet him, and in the blink of an eye, the two sides
fought fiercely in mid-air.

At this moment, in the secret room inside the main hall.

Nalan happily sat on the ground, unable to move because of the acupuncture point, but
was secretly anxious. That God King Haotian is very powerful, I don’t know if he has a
helper or not, and Gone’s strength is seriously exhausted, and the two sides will definitely
suffer a loss…



Thinking to himself, Nalan gladly tried to stimulate his inner strength to open the
acupuncture point.

It’s just… Gogne’s acupuncture technique is completely different from the acupuncture
technique in the Kyushu continent. Nalan happily tried several methods, all of which
have failed.

Under such circumstances, Nalan Xinran could only close her eyes and pray secretly in
her heart.

Gogne, don’t let anything happen to you.

Having gone through so many things today, Nalan Xinran’s mood has completely
changed, and unconsciously, a different kind of feeling has arisen for Gone.

At this time, the sky above the broken temple.

bang bang bang…

The fierce battle between Gone and the God King Haotian became more and more
intense, and he saw that the figures of the two sides kept moving back and forth in the air,
colliding, and bursts of terrifying vibrations erupted, and the entire sky was about to be
distorted.

“Sword Comes”

At first, Gone was able to deal with it calmly, but because half of the demon souls were
missing, he gradually became a little weaker.

Ha ha…

When the God King Haotian noticed this, he was indescribably excited and proud. At this
time, he found an opportunity to shake Gone back, and immediately laughed: “Gonie,
you are also doomed today, it is meaningless to hold on, accept your fate.”



Downstairs in the last word, the divine power of the Haotian God King broke out
completely, and he saw that the surrounding air was instantly stagnant.

Terrifying divine power, suppressing people panic.

hum!

The next second, the God King Haotian suddenly raised his right hand and struck Gone
with a palm like lightning.

This palm was as fast as thunder, and the distance between the two sides was very close,
almost in the blink of an eye, and it arrived in front of Gone.

Madd….

Feeling the speed of the God King Haotian, Gone was startled and couldn’t help but
scolded inwardly. He had no time to dodge, so he could only raise his hands and deploy a
magic protective film in front of him.

boom!

The next second, his palm slammed hard on the protective film, and he heard a roar. At
that time, Gogne only felt that a vast and unparalleled force erupted. At that time, he
groaned and took a few dozen steps back in the air.

After stabilizing his figure, Gonie only felt the magic power surge in his body, but in the
end he held on abruptly.

“Ha ha!”

The God King Haotian was full of smiles, looked at Gone contemptuously, and said word
by word: “You haven’t recovered the power of your demon soul, and you are not my
opponent at all. It’s too late to surrender now, and I will consider leaving you alive.”



The tone is arrogant and unquestionable.

“joke!”

Hearing this, Gone chuckled and sneered: “Haotian, you are only capable of this. When
you met me in the past, you were always cautious and would only look for opportunities
to make surprise attacks. Now, while I am weak, Outrageous words.”

“The dignified God King Haotian will only do this kind of deceitful deeds. I don’t know
what people in the world will say about you when they know about it…”

To the end of the mockery, Gone’s eyes flickered, and he said word by word: “Even if the
ancestors of the prehistoric come, I will not frown, just because you want me to
surrender, are you worthy?”

Are you worthy?

Three words, like a giant hammer smashed into the heart of the God King Haotian.

“good very good!”

In the rage, Haotian God King nodded again and again, stared at Gone, and said coldly:
“Since you don’t know the current affairs, don’t blame me for not giving you a chance.”

Click!

The last word fell, and the Haotian God King waved his long arm, holding a long weapon
that was interlaced with gold and silver in his hand.

This is a halberd, with a long handle of pure gold and a silver halberd head. The golden
light and the silver light correspond to each other, and it is powerful. This halberd is
called the Moon God Halberd. It was originally a treasure collected by the royal family of
the gods. When he succeeded to the throne, he gave the Moon God Halberd to the
Haotian God King.
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However, the God King Haotian was very conceited and rarely used it on weekdays. At
this time, he was ready to completely kill Gone, so he showed it without hesitation.

call….

As soon as the Moon God Halberd came out, a chilling air instantly enveloped the world.

At this moment, Gone’s deep affection suddenly became solemn.

“Goni, everything is over, accept your fate.”

At this moment, God King Haotian said coldly, raised his hand and waved, the spiritual
energy of heaven and earth gathered frantically towards the Moon God Halberd, and then,
a golden beam burst out, tearing the heaven and earth, and coming towards Gone.

Oops!

Feeling the power contained in the golden light, Gone’s face was extremely solemn, and a
trace of panic rose in his heart.

At this time, Gone didn’t have time to dodge at all. He didn’t have time to think about it
at the time. He quickly urged all the power of the devil’s soul to condense a bloody sword
shadow to meet the golden light.

boom!

The blood-colored sword shadow collided with Jinmang, and a terrifying roar erupted.
Then, the sound of Gonewa was knocked out and flew a few hundred meters away, and
finally landed in the woods west of the ruined temple.

“puff…”



At the moment of landing, Gone gushed out a mouthful of demonic blood, and his face
was pale and pale. In order to resist the power of the Moon God Halberd, he exploded all
the power of the demonic soul in his body. At this time, he was indescribably weak.

“Gone!”

At this moment, the God King Haotian landed slowly, stared closely at Gone, and walked
up to him step by step, indifferently said: “You have done a lot of evil deeds, this is the
inevitable result, do you have any last words?”

Ha ha….

Hearing this, a smile appeared on Gone’s weak face, and he slowly said, “Stop talking
nonsense, and do it.” It doesn’t matter if he is dead, as long as he can live happily.

It’s just a pity… I can’t protect her in the future.

God King Haotian stopped talking nonsense, a killing intent flashed in his eyes, and
immediately, the Moon God Halberd burst out in his hand.

puff…

This halberd directly nailed Gone to the ground, and in an instant, the blood of the devil
sprayed out, dyeing the ground red. Immediately afterwards, the God King Haotian urged
his figure, rushed to him quickly, and slapped his right palm on Gone’s head.

“Heaven Comes”

Hearing a dull sound, Gone’s whole body trembled violently, and then, a white object
shimmering with light escaped from his body.

This white object, the whole body is crystal clear, the surface is surrounded by black mist,
the shape is like a head, it is very strange.



This thing is Gone’s unique demon spirit bone.

The Demon Lord’s Spirit Bone is the source of Gone’s life. As long as the Spirit Bone is
taken out, it proves that Gone’s lifespan has ended here, and there is no possibility of
rebirth.

call!

At this moment, the spirit bone was taken out, Gone slowly exhaled his last breath, tilted
his head diligently, glanced at the broken temple again, and then slowly closed his eyes.

Gladly, I tried my best.

The road in the future will be a blessing or a curse, and you have to walk by yourself.

Ha ha….

God King Haotian held the spiritual bone and looked at it for a moment, then he looked
up to the sky and laughed.

The Supreme Being of the Demon Race, who has plagued the Divine Realm for
thousands of years, finally died in my hands. This great achievement, looking at the
entire Divine Realm, who can compare?

Excited in his heart, the God King Haotian glanced at Gone contemptuously, his figure
exploded into the air, and finally disappeared into the sea of     clouds.

……

On the other side, in the underground secret room in the ruined temple.

Time passed slowly.

For Nalan Xinran, every minute and second passed was a torment.



call!

Finally, after an unknown amount of time, Nalan took a deep breath, and the acupuncture
points on his body unraveled on their own.

However, Nalan Xinran was not excited at all, but quickly broke the barrier and rushed
out of the secret passage. She has half of the power of the demon soul of Gone in her
body, so it is not difficult to break the barrier.

When he arrived at the dilapidated hall outside, Nalan happily looked around and saw
that the whole dilapidated temple was quiet, not a single person was seen, and he frowned
secretly at that time.

Seeing this, Gone escaped from the pursuit of the God King Haotian.

As soon as this thought flashed, Nalan shook his head quickly. Gone is the enemy of the
family, what is he worried about?

With mixed feelings, Nalan happily walked out of the ruined temple.

Swish!

When he got outside, Nalan was pleased to inadvertently saw the scene in the woods in
the west, and suddenly his tender body trembled, and he saw a bloody figure lying quietly
in the woods.

Who is not Gogne?
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“Gone!”

The next second, Nalan exclaimed with joy and ran over quickly.



When he got to the front, Nalan Xinran couldn’t stop trembling when she saw Gone’s
situation, and her heart was also aching.

I saw that Gone was dying in front of him, and there was a bloody mouth the size of a
bowl at the mouth of his heart.

And his face was pale and pale, with no blood at all.

“you….”

Seeing him like this, Nalan was both uncomfortable and distressed. He squatted down
and said that Gone was slowly hugging him: “How are you? Why is this…”

When he said this, Nalan was heartbroken.

To be honest, Nalan Xinran always wanted to kill Gone, but at this time, seeing his tragic
state, he really couldn’t hate it.

“call…..”

Hearing Nalan Xinran’s voice, Gone slowly opened his eyes, a gleam of brilliance in his
eyes, and said with a smile: “Xinran… How did you come out?”

As he spoke, Gone looked around, wanting to explore the trail of the God King Haotian.

Until now, Gogne is still concerned about the safety of Nalan Xinran.

However, he didn’t know that after the Demon Lord’s spiritual bone was taken out, the
God King Haotian left directly.

Seeing his actions, Nalan Xinran couldn’t help but look around, and then said softly,
“God King Haotian is not here, he should have left.”



Saying that, Nalan thought of something with pleasure, and hurriedly tore off a piece of
the skirt to block Gone’s wound, but no matter how hard it was, it couldn’t block it, and
the blood kept seeping out through the cloth.

“Why are you so stupid!”

In the face of the situation, Nalan was flustered and uncomfortable, tears streaming down
his face, and said to Gone, “Why didn’t you leave just now and have to fight him?”

With his ability, as long as he escapes, the God King Haotian will definitely not be able to
catch him.

call!

Feeling Nalan’s happy grief, Gogne took a deep breath and said weakly, “If I leave, what
will you do? I can’t let him know that you are inside…”

The sound is so small that you can’t hear it if you don’t listen carefully.

“Wow!”

These remarks completely defeated Nalan Xinran’s psychological defense line. At that
time, he couldn’t bear it any longer, and hugged Gone tightly and burst into tears. Tears,
like broken pearls, kept falling from his face.

Gogne wanted to reach out and pat her on the shoulder for safety, but when she was
dying, she couldn’t try any strength, smiled at that time, and whispered: “I have done so
many evil things before, and I have harmed your Nalan family. It is self-inflicted to end
like this.”

“Also, I controlled you and your father before…”

Before he could finish speaking, Nalan cried and shook his head with joy: “I forgive you,
I forgive you… You don’t have an accident, promise me, don’t have an accident…”



When he said this, Nalan gladly burst into tears.

“You…forgive me?”

Hearing this, Gone’s eyes glowed with joy, and he was very happy: “You really forgive
me?”

Nalan hugged him tightly and kept nodding: “I forgive you, forgive you, you don’t want
to die, I forbid you to die, did you hear, did you hear…”

call!

At this moment, Gognie’s whole body was relieved, and Nalan’s willing forgiveness was
the knot in his heart. Now that the knot is opened, he has no regrets.

“Happy…”

At this time, Gone quietly looked at Nalan Xinran, his eyes were full of tenderness: “I’m
very happy to have your forgiveness, my Demon Venerable Spirit Bone was taken away,
and I can’t live anymore, I wanted to protect you for the rest of my life. It’s a pity that
this wish could not be fulfilled.”

“You have to live a good life in the future, you know…”

Before the last sentence was finished, Gone’s pupils were distracted, and he lost his
breath in an instant.

“Do not..”

Seeing this, Nalan burst into tears with joy, his eyes flashing with endless grief.

He is the Supreme Being of the Demon Race, he will not die, he will not die.



At this moment, Nalan gladly just held Gone in his arms, recalling the bits and pieces of
being with him before, tears flowed freely.

“Goni, don’t die, did you hear me, open your eyes, open your eyes…”

By the end, Nalan Xinran’s voice was getting smaller and smaller, and her voice was
hoarse.
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This….

Seeing this scene, Tie Bowen’s heart trembled, looking at Prince Aotian’s eyes, filled
with incredible.

how can that be?

The feather arrow shot by the sunset bow contains the power of the fierce sun. No one in
the world can block this arrow, but the person in front of him easily blocked it.

If I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes, I wouldn’t have believed it.

wow….

At the same time, the people below were also stunned, watching Prince Aotian shocked.

Such a terrifying arrow was actually blocked. Is this still a human being?

Ginger sat there cross-legged, seeing this scene, while recovering his inner strength, he
couldn’t help but said: “Brother Bowen, this person is not only strong, but also very
cunning, you must be careful.”



When he said this, Ginger wanted to rush to help, but his internal strength had not
recovered, so he could only watch and worry.

Hearing the shout, Tie Bowen nodded, indicating that he should not worry.

“Ha ha….”

At this time, Prince Aotian reacted and laughed at Tie Bowen: “Boy, it seems that I still
overestimate you, it’s a waste to have such a magical weapon in your hands.”

“What else do you have, even if you use it, I don’t have the patience to spend time with
you.”

Whoosh!

When the last word fell, Prince Aotian’s divine power exploded, his body was as fast as
thunder, and he hit Tie Bowen with a palm.

In the blink of an eye, he arrived in front of Tie Bowen.

Mad, what a speed.

At this moment, Tie Bowen was startled, and instinctively waved his palm to meet him.
Immediately, the palms of the two sides collided, and Tie Bowen groaned, and he was
sent flying.

Boom!

Tie Bowen flew more than 100 meters away, and finally smashed a hole in the wall of
Furong Garden before falling heavily to the ground.

“Brother Bowen!” Seeing this scene, Ginger couldn’t help exclaiming. He wanted to rush
over, but he was too weak to stand up at all.



call!

Listening to Ginger’s cry, Tie Bowen took a deep breath and wanted to respond, but his
body was churning and he couldn’t say a word.

He clearly felt that the palm of his hand just now broke several ribs, and it was painful.

To be honest, if it was someone else, this one would definitely die, but Tie Bowen had the
power of the Sunset Bow to protect him, so he could save his life.

“Jumping Clown!”

In mid-air, Prince Aotian was full of pride, and said coldly, instead of chasing after him,
he tilted his head to lock on Ginger, and mocked: “Stinky girl, thinking that bringing the
rescue of the Rakshasa tribe can turn the situation around, you are too naive.”

“No one can help you now, you can die.”

The voice fell, and Prince Aotian burst into a figure, hitting Ginger with a palm.

If this palm hits, Ginger will definitely die. For a while, the surviving Nalan family
disciples are all anxious and want to rush over, but there are too many enemies around
and they can’t rush.

finished….

Seeing Prince Aotian getting closer and closer, Nalan Wu’s eyes flashed with endless
hatred, and at the same time, his heart was filled with despair.

“Fairy Wood”

Grandpa…. granddaughter is useless and can’t help you get revenge.



Thinking about it, Ginger looked at Tie Bowen in the distance again, very sad and
heartbroken.

“f*** Nima!”

At this moment, Tie Bowen was also heartbroken. At that time, his eyes were blood red,
he struggled to stand up, and howled: “If you dare to hurt Wushuang, I will tell you to
die!”

The crazy voice spread throughout the whole Furong Garden. At the same time, Tie
Bowen raised the sunset bow with his left hand and put his right hand on the bowstring,
slowly pulling it away…

This time, Tie Bowen exploded all the internal power in his body.

What?

Seeing this scene, everyone present was shocked.

Being injured like this, can you still pull the magic?

At this time, Tie Bowen didn’t care about everyone’s eyes at all, his eyes were locked on
Prince Aotian, his spiritual power blended with the sunset bow, and finally, a cold voice
came from his mouth, resounding throughout the world.

“Sunbreaker Arrow, kill!”

hum!

The moment the voice fell, the clear sky suddenly dimmed, and the power of the
scorching sun in the scorching sun above his head gathered crazily and merged into the
sunset bow.



Afterwards, Tie Bowen’s armor shattered one after another, revealing his solid muscles,
and his hair was flying wildly.
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Just when Nalan was heartbroken, he saw a black mist escaping from Gone’s body,
surrounding him, condensing and not dispersing.

This is the last wisp of the demon soul left by Gone, and it seems that he is still attached
to Nalan Xinran and refuses to leave…

“Gone!”

Seeing this scene, Nalan was stunned again, and was somewhat overjoyed: “Is that
you…”

At this time, Nalan was pleased, and had the last hope in his heart, believing that Gone
was not really dead and would be reborn soon.

However, she was wrong.

This remnant of Gone’s soul could not hear her words at all, and finally gathered together
to form a peculiar black jade, which fell in front of Nalan Xinran.

Immediately afterward, Gone’s body radiated a blood-red light, and then slowly
dissipated… In the end, only the black long gown remained.

poof….

Seeing this situation, Nalan Xin was completely in despair, and her delicate body
shuddered and slumped on the ground.

At this time, Nalan was pleased and finally realized that Gone was completely gone and
could never be reborn again. She wanted to cry, but she couldn’t cry now.



I don’t know how long it took, Nalan calmed down with pleasure, picked up the black
jade, and gently put it in his heart to feel it.

She clearly felt that there was a faint power fluctuation in the black jade, which was the
last ray of demon soul left by Gone. After feeling it for a while, Nalan happily put the
black jade close to her body.

After doing this, Nalan gladly dug a tomb with both hands, burying the black long gown
as a tomb of Gone. Afterwards, Nalan happily stayed in front of the tomb for a long, long
time, and did not leave until night fell.

……

On the other side, Zhongzhou City.

In a villa located in the southern district of Zhongzhou City, Zhu Bajie sat on the sofa in
the living room on the second floor, clasping his hands tightly, indescribably nervous and
worried.

From the next room, Gonggong’s painful bass sounded from time to time.

At the door of the room, a few beautiful maids were standing there, and they were all
nervous.

This villa was purchased by Zhu Bajie in business. At the beginning, Zhu Bajie entered
the film and television industry on a whim and made a lot of money. Later, when he got
tired of it, he sold the company and lost a lot of money. .

Zhu Bajie used the money to buy real estate in all parts of Kyushu, and this villa in
Zhongzhou is just one of them.

Three days ago, after Zhu Bajie was found by Gonggong in Shennong’s seclusion place,
the two came to Zhongzhou together.



In order to facilitate Gonggong to raise the child, Zhu Bajie arranged for her to live in this
villa and recruited several maids to serve her. However, Zhu Bajie’s frivolous behavior
and frivolous speech made Gonggong angry.

Half a day ago, Gonggong and Zhu Bajie quarreled again over trivial matters. At that
time, the fetal gas moved, and his stomach hurt. Zhu Bajie panicked at that time, and
quickly comforted him.

Who knows, the more Gonggong hurts, the worse it gets.

It didn’t work for Zhu Bajie to help her channel her inner strength, so she could only go
to Shennong. As a result, Shennong went out and was not in a seclusion place. There was
no other way.

However…

This Jianghu doctor has been in the room for almost half an hour, but he has never come
out.

Zhu Bajie was panicking as he waited outside, almost on pins and needles.

Gonggong’s strength is strong, and there will definitely be no danger. Zhu Bajie is
worried about the child. This is the first child in his lifetime, and there must be no
accident.

squeak…

Just when Zhu Bajie was in a hurry, the door suddenly opened, and the Jianghu Youyi
came out sweating profusely, with a bitter look on his face.

Zhu Bajie hurried over and asked impatiently, “How is it? What’s the matter with my
lady?”

call…



Jianghu Youyi took a deep breath and said complicatedly, “Mr. Zhu, your wife’s anger is
too strong, causing the child to be born with stunted growth, and the situation is very
special.”

After saying this, Jianghu Youyi was embarrassed.

What?

Hearing this, Zhu Bajie was startled, and quickly looked into the room, only to see where
Gong Gong was lying, his delicate face covered with cold sweat, very painful.

“Then what are you waiting for?” Seeing this situation, Zhu Bajie was so anxious that he
shouted at the Jianghu Youyi: “Hurry up and heal, as long as you can save the child, I will
give you one million…”

At this time, Zhu Bajie was completely panicked.
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“Mr. Zhu!”

The Jianghu Youyi looked embarrassed and only promised: “I also want to be cured, but
your wife’s situation is too special. I am not skilled in medicine, so I don’t dare to blindly
take action.”

Having said that, Jianghu Youyi thought of something, and continued: “But according to
my inference, if Mr. Zhu can find the anti-abortion medicine ‘Five Elements Linglong
Pill’. Maybe…”

Before he could finish speaking, Zhu Bajie waved his hand impatiently: “Go, go, get out
of here…”



As the most powerful person in the Jiuzhou rivers and lakes, Zhu Bajie, of course, knows
the Five Elements Linglong Pill, but this kind of pill is very rare. Back then, the Beiying
Palace only collected two pills.

“Yes, then I retire.”

Seeing Zhu Bajie’s anger, the Jianghu Youyi didn’t dare to neglect, folded his fists, and
walked away in despair.

Five Elements Exquisite Dan…

After the Jianghu Youyi left, Zhu Bajie sat on the sofa with his head in his arms,
muttering to himself, feeling agitated inside.

correct.

Suddenly, Zhu Bajie thought of Darryl.

Brother Darryl’s accomplishments in alchemy are unparalleled in the Kyushu continent,
and he will definitely be able to refine the Five Elements Exquisite Pill. How could you
forget him?

Thinking to himself, Zhu Bajie stood up excitedly, but in the next second, he sighed.

Darryl’s whereabouts are uncertain, Shellmound sees the beginning but not the end, and
now I don’t know where it is. It is difficult to find him in a short time, but the situation of
Gonggong can’t wait.

For a time, the more Zhu Bajie thought about it, the more distressed it became.

After struggling for a moment, Zhu Bajie slowly approached the room and flattered
Gonggong: “Miss, how do you feel?”

“Go away!”



At this time, Gonggong had unbearable stomach pain. He was so angry that he
immediately shouted: “I don’t want to see you. If it wasn’t for you, I wouldn’t suffer like
this.”

Well…

Zhu Bajie looked helpless and smiled bitterly: “How can you blame me? The doctor just
said that you are too angry.” This Gong Gong is really a tigress, if only he could be
gentler.

“To shut up!”

As soon as he finished speaking, Gonggong got angry and shouted: “You still have the
face to say, if you hadn’t been angry with me, would I have been so angry? What did I do
to meet you like this? ah….”

Zhu Bajie was scolded by the dog-blood spray, but he couldn’t say a word at the time, so
he could only walk out of the room with a smile on his face in embarrassment.

Although Gonggong has a big temper and is not easy to get along with, she can’t ignore
it. Who told her to destroy her own child in her stomach.

Brother Darryl could not find it for the time being, so he could only go to Shennong
again.

Thinking to himself, Zhu Bajie said to the maids outside the door, “You guys, take care of
Madam, I’ll leave and come back soon.”

“Yes!”

Several maids responded at the same time.

Zhu Bajie stopped talking nonsense, explained a few more words, and left the villa in a
hurry, rushing towards Shennong’s seclusion place.



……

the other side.

On the mountain road a hundred miles southwest of the Nalan family, a figure slowly
moved forward, a lonely figure.

It was Nalan gladly.

After setting up a tomb for Gone at that time, Nalan gladly planned to return to the family
first, but along the way, he kept thinking of Gone in his heart, and the more he thought
about it, the more uncomfortable he felt.

Whoa!

At this moment, a group of people suddenly rushed out from the woods next to him, each
with a knife and a sword in their hands, and surrounded Nalan Xinran.

“First Evolution”

These people are the masters of various sects who had been scattered from the Nalan
family before.

“Nalan is pleased?”

Seeing that Nalan was pleased, the masters of the various sects were all taken aback and
looked around subconsciously.

At that time, the Demon Race Supreme took Nalan away with pleasure, and everyone
saw it. At this time, she was alone, and they couldn’t help but wonder if the Demon Race
Supreme was nearby.

However, none of them knew that Gogne was dead and vanished.



“It’s you…”

At this moment, Nalan was pleased to see the masters of various sects in front of him,
and his delicate body was shocked, his delicate face became solemn, and his eyes could
not hide the resentment.

In front of these people, the Kongtong faction, the beggar gang, the Feiyumen… They
were in the Furong Garden before, wantonly massacred the disciples of the family, that
bloody scene, Nalan Xinran will never forget for the rest of his life.

“Nalan is pleased!”

At this moment, Yu Dahai, the deputy head of the Kongtong faction, took a step forward,
clenched the golden ring saber in his hand, and stared at Nalan Xinran and shouted: “It’s
really a narrow road for the enemy, I let you run away in Furong Garden before. , now to
see where you hide.”
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Having said that, Yu Dahai looked around vigilantly, and continued: “What about Gone,
the Supreme Demon of the Demon Race? Ask him to come out and die together.”

At this time, Yu Dahai had an arrogant tone, but he was so panicked in his heart.

He said this on purpose, just to confirm whether Gone was nearby, and if he was nearby,
he would flee with his disciples as soon as possible.

If she is not there, take Nalan Xinran immediately. You know, Nalan Xinran is a famous
goddess of the rivers and lakes. As long as she is taken down, the Kongtong faction will
be famous in the rivers and lakes.

wow….

The voice fell, and the other sect masters around also shouted.



“Yes, let him come out and die quickly.”

“Your Nalan family colluded with the demons. It’s not a pity to die, none of you can
escape.”

“Today, all of you heretics will be eradicated…”

When the masters of the various sects shouted, their eyes flashed with slyness. They were
not stupid. Like Yu Dahai, they also wanted to make sure that some Gogne was nearby.

Swish!

The screams kept coming, and Nalan happily bit his lip, and a raging anger rose in his
heart.

Thinking of Gone’s death again, Nalan Xinran trembled even more in the suburbs, unable
to restrain the killing intent in his heart. If this group of people were not bewitched to
besiege the Nalan family, Gone would not show up to help, nor would he after that. It will
hurt, and it will not leave you forever.

“You, all! You should! Die!”

At this moment, Nalan Xinran became angrier and angrier the more she thought about it.
At that time, she had lost her mind. She opened her red lips lightly, and spit out a few
words coldly.

laugh…

When he was about to approach, Nalan gladly drew out his long sword and stabbed Yu
Dahai in the heart.

This sword contains 100% of Nalan Xin’s inner strength. When the sword edge passes,
the air is suddenly torn apart, and the power is amazing.



This woman is… crazy.

Faced with this situation, both Yu Dahai and the other sect masters present were all
shocked.

They never thought that Nalan readily said that he would do it, and the first shot would be
a killer move.

Especially Yu Dahai, feeling the power of Nalan Xinran’s sword, felt a chill down his
spine. He had no time to back off, so he could only raise the golden ring saber to resist.

clang!

The long sword slammed into the golden ring saber fiercely, making a shock, Yu Dahai
only felt a powerful force coming, and immediately groaned, staggered back a dozen
steps, and the blood in his body was churning.

Nima…

Soon, Yu Dahai stabilized his figure, looked closely at Nalan Xinran, and cursed
inwardly, shocked.

This Nalan is glad to be the top expert of the Nalan family, and now he has become a lost
dog, and he can still burst out with such a powerful force.

Thinking to himself, Yu Dahai took a deep breath, and then mocked at Nalan Xinran:
“Nalan Xinran, how are you? As the Supreme Being of the Demon Race, is it a bit
shameful for you to be a woman against the enemy? .”

While speaking, Yu Dahai was vigilant around him.

Although Nalan Xinran is very strong, Yu Dahai is not afraid at all, what he is afraid of is
Gone.



Swish!

Hearing this mockery, Nalan’s face flushed with joy, and she was extremely embarrassed.

Gone’s death has already made her very sad, but Yu Dahai and the others in front of them
are making fun of her and Gone’s affairs, which is undoubtedly adding fuel to the fire.

In anger, Nalan said coldly: “Killing you gang of despicable and shameless people, it is
impossible for others to shoot, I can kill you all alone.”

“Death!”

The last word fell, Nalan gladly walked lightly, the long sword drew a shock, and came
towards Yu Dahai again.

call!

Yu Dahai took a deep breath, holding his identity, he couldn’t retreat, he could only grit
his teeth, waving the golden ring saber to meet him, and fought fiercely with Nalan
gladly.

clang clang…

In the blink of an eye, the two sides fought fiercely for more than a dozen rounds. At
first, Yu Dahai was a little confident, but he was gradually suppressed by Nalan Xinran.

You must know that Nalan Xinran has half of the power of the demon soul of Gone in her
body. Although there is no fusion, her strength has improved a lot.

The other sect masters did not rush forward to help, but retreated to the surroundings and
watched quietly.

call….



At this time, I noticed that Nalan Xinran’s strength was much stronger than before, and
the masters of various sects were secretly shocked.
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what happened?

I haven’t seen each other for a long time. How could Nalan Xinran’s strength be so much
stronger than before?

clang!

Just when everyone was secretly shocked, Nalan Xinran collided with Yu Dahai’s sword,
and heard a shock, Yu Dahai groaned, and was shaken back again.

The moment he stabilized his figure, Yu Dahai shouted at the crowd, “Fellow fellows,
stop watching the show, Nagone is not nearby, let’s go together.”

When speaking, Yu Dahai cursed inwardly.

These hypocrites are just waiting to pick up ready-made ones, but I will not let you get
your wish.

Hearing this, the masters of the various sects looked at each other, but no one came up to
help.

In the next second, He Mingchun, the sect master of Feiyu Sect, shouted: “Sect Master
Yu, since the Supreme Demon is not there, only Nalan Xinran is the only one, and your
Kongtong faction is enough, so we need to take action?”

The voice fell, and the others nodded in agreement.

“Yes, we are still vigilant around us to prevent that Demon Race Supreme from raiding.”



“Just a woman, can’t your Kongtong faction still deal with it?”

“Yup…”

Yu Dahai guessed right, these sect masters, each with a ghost, want to pick up
ready-made, and do not want to waste their own strength.

Mad!

Hearing this, Yu Dahai was furious, looked around and shouted: “Don’t talk nonsense,
hurry up together, this woman is a bit weird, her strength is more than twice as strong as
before.”

“You continue to waste your time, and when the Demon Race Supreme comes to support,
everyone will not be able to survive.”

The last word fell, Yu Dahai silently adjusted his internal strength, clenched the golden
ring saber tightly, and rushed towards Nalan with pleasure.

yes….

Hearing Yu Dahai’s words, the masters of various sects were stunned, and their faces
became solemn.

If Nagone came to support him, none of those present would survive.

At this time, everyone did not know that Gone had died in the hands of the God King
Haotian and no longer existed.

“Master Yu, I’m here to help you.”

“And I…”

The next second, several sect masters spoke, then jumped up and rushed to join Yu Dahai
to deal with Nalan Xinran.



call!

Seeing this scene, the disciples of the various sects below couldn’t help but take a deep
breath.

Just saw Nalan Xinran’s charming figure in mid-air, shuttle back and forth between
several masters, that S3xy curve, perfectly displayed, so many disciples watching below,
their eyes are straight.

Ten minutes passed in the blink of an eye, even if Yu Dahai and others cooperated
closely, they were still unable to suppress Nalan.

On the contrary, in a few rounds, Yu Dahai and others were stabbed by her long sword.
Although these injuries were not fatal, they also affected their performance.

Mad!

Under such circumstances, Yu Dahai was very anxious. At that time, he had a flash of
inspiration and shouted at Nalan Xinran: “Nalan Xinran, you have some reputation in the
rivers and lakes, but you are willing to escape into the devil’s way and be a woman of the
devil. Don’t you feel ashamed?”

When he said this, Yu Dahai’s eyes flashed cunning and sinister.

Yes, he deliberately wanted to anger Nalan Xinran.

You must know that the state of mind is the most important thing in the duel between
masters. Once you are provoked and lose your mind, you will reveal flaws.

“you wanna die!”

Sure enough, Nalan Xinran was instantly irritated, and then she shouted: “The dog can’t
spit out ivory, so I’ll kill you first.”

At this time, Nalan Xinran was very embarrassed and angry.



She and Gone were innocent, and they didn’t even have close contact. At this time, she
was so slandered by Yu Dahai, how could she not be angry?

Ha ha….

Seeing that she was successfully provoked, Yu Dahai was secretly delighted, and
immediately continued to shout: “What? You did such a shameless thing, are you still
afraid of being told?”

“There are so many people from all corners of the world present, and I am probably as
curious as I am. Have you and Nagone already been in the same room?”

“I’m thinking, are the children you gave birth to human beings, or demons, or…. not
human or demons? Hahaha…”

boom!

The last sentence fell, and the audience burst into laughter. Everyone looked at Nalan’s
happy eyes with contempt and complexity.

Immediately afterward, many sect masters followed Da Quer.

“What is not human and not demonic, I think it is nondescript.”

“It’s wrong, it should be called a demon.”

“Haha, I’m afraid that she will be born a freak, but it’s a pity that she is such a beautiful
beauty…”

Chapter 4211
When people didn’t dare to hear the words, you said, I said, Nalan’s face flushed with
joy, and he was completely furious.

“A bunch of shameless people…”



In anger, Nalan Xinran shouted coldly and tenderly: “If I don’t kill you, I, Nalan, gladly
swear that I will not be a human being.” When the voice fell, Nalan Xinran burst into
inner strength, and with a twist of the sword, stabbed towards Yu Dahai fiercely.

She and Gone are innocent, how can they allow people to be so blasphemous and
slander?

hum!

It’s just that the long sword was halfway through, and suddenly, Nalan Xinran’s delicate
body trembled, and her face turned red and white.

She clearly felt that the inner strength of her dantian suddenly became disordered.

At that time in the ruined temple, Nalan Xinran committed suicide in despair, and Gone
did not hesitate to use half of the power of the devil to regenerate her, and this half of the
power of the devil needs Nalan Xinran to slowly comprehend before it can be integrated.

However, at this time, under Yu Dahai’s deliberate provocation, Nalan Xinran almost lost
his mind, and the power of the devil’s soul erupted in anger, and he received backlash.

poof…

In the next second, Nalan Xinran’s dantian’s inner strength became more and more
chaotic. At that time, her delicate body trembled and fell directly from the air.

Seeing this situation, both Yu Dahai and other sect masters were overjoyed.

Ha ha….

I thought it would be difficult to subdue this woman, but I didn’t expect it to be effortless
in the end.

“quick!”



At this moment, Yu Dahai landed quickly, and couldn’t wait to instruct the disciples of
the Kongtong faction: “Hurry up and help this woman, then overwhelm our Kongtong
main altar and slowly interrogate.”

While saying this, Yu Dahai looked up and down Nalan Xinran’s charming curves,
unable to hide his greed.

Nalan Xinran is recognized as the goddess of the rivers and lakes. She is so S3xy and
charming. When she is brought back to the main forum of the Kongtong School, it is not
as simple as a simple interrogation. If you have the opportunity, you must taste her.

Anyway, the Nalan family colluded with the demons, and the whole rivers and lakes
knew it. Even if they defiled her, no one said anything.

Thinking of this, Yu Dahai was eager to move, and he was already a little impatient.

“Yes, deputy head!”

Hearing the order, several disciples of the Kongtong faction walked over quickly and tied
Nalan Xinran with five flowers.

“Shameless, scum…”

Nalan happily yelled at him. He wanted to struggle and resist, but the internal force in his
dantian was too disordered, causing his body to be weak and unable to break free.

Soon, several disciples of the Kongtong faction tied Nalan Xinran’s hands and feet, and
prepared to take her away.

“Wait…”

However, at this moment, He Mingchun, the sect master of Feiyu Sect, strode out and
said with a displeased expression: “Yu Dahai, you are a little bit unethical. You Kongtong
faction?”

When saying this, He Mingchun looked at Nalan Xinran intentionally or unintentionally,
with greed that could not be hidden in his eyes.



Whoa!

The voice fell, and everyone else responded.

“Yes, your Kongtong faction is a bit inauthentic.”

“Everyone stepped out just now. If you want to interrogate, you should interrogate them
together.”

“Yes, you can’t take people away.”

Like Yu Dahai, He Mingchun and others also covet Nalan Xinran’s beauty.

Such a stunning beauty, who wouldn’t want to kiss Fang Ze?

Madd….

Faced with this situation, Yu Dahai’s face instantly turned gloomy. He looked around at
that time and said coldly, “My colleagues, at the very beginning, I did it first.”

“Also, you have seen that in order to catch this woman, I suffered several injuries on my
body. Besides, if I hadn’t deliberately provoked her just now, could I have caught her so
quickly?”

“So, this Nalan is pleased and should be handed over to our Kongtong faction for
interrogation.”

The words were loud and clear, and there was no doubt about it.

When everyone heard it, they quit and shook their heads.

“No no no…”

“Yu Dahai, what you said is light, without us, you can’t catch him just by relying on your
Kongtong faction.”



“That’s it… you don’t mess around… Catch Nalan Xinran, everyone has a share.”

Everyone’s rebuttals kept coming, and Yu Dahai was very angry, but he didn’t know how
to refute for a while.

call!

Seeing this, Nalan bit her lip tightly, and she couldn’t tell the anger in her heart.

I’m really useless. I didn’t kill them to avenge the family, but they caught them. Now that
they are in the hands of these hypocrites, I might as well just die.
Chapter 4212
However, now that the acupuncture point is being tapped, I can’t die if I want to die.

“Sect Master Yu!”

At this moment, He Mingchun walked out slowly and said to Yu Haida: “For a demon
girl, we don’t need to be so stiff. In my opinion, we might as well have a one-on-one test,
each sect sends out If you come alone, if you can win to the end, this woman will belong
to which sect, how?”

Whoa!

The voice fell, and all the other experts present nodded their heads.

“Yes, this is a good way!”

“That’s fairer.”

Faced with this situation, although Yu Dahai felt very unhappy, he could only nod his
head: “Okay, since everyone said so, let’s compete in the arena.”

To be honest, Yu Dahai didn’t want to compromise like this, but there was no way,
Kongtong was sent on the rivers and lakes, and only belonged to second-rate sects, and
he couldn’t offend so many sects for one woman.



Thinking to himself, Yu Dahai instructed his disciples to take Nalan Xinran aside.

At this time, the masters of the various sects also slowly dispersed, leaving an open space
as a ring.

“Everyone!”

At this moment, Yu Dahai cleared his throat, looked around, and said slowly: “The
competition will start now, but let’s say it first, fists and feet have no eyes, and if anyone
is injured and maimed later, don’t wait for an opportunity to retaliate in the future. “

The voice fell, and everyone nodded.

“It’s natural.”

“Does this need to be said?”

When responding, the masters of various sects were a little impatient.

Yu Dahai was too lazy to talk nonsense, and waved his hand: “Which sect wants to take
the lead, please come up.” The voice fell, and Yu Dahai strode out of the open space.

“I’ll come first!”

As soon as the words fell, a burly figure strode out from the crowd of beggars. He was
about 30 years old, with a arrogant expression, a scar on his right eyebrow, a blue dragon
tattoo on his arms, and a powerful aura permeating his body.

It was the elder Qinglong of the Beggar Gang, Du Qing.

There are four elders in the beggar gang, namely, Qinglong, Leopard, Suzaku and Meltra.
Among the four elders, Qinglong is the strongest.



Soon, Du Qing reached the center of the open space, and swept his eyes sharply: “Du
Qing of the beggar gang is the first to come up to teach me, who will come first?” The
voice was loud and spread throughout the audience.

call…..

At this moment, the surrounding masters of various sects looked at each other in dismay,
and none of them dared to fight. This Du Qing’s aura is so strong, no one wants to be the
first to get in trouble.

According to legend, this Du Qing was once a robber from Jiangyang, and was hunted
down by Jianghu. In desperation, he took refuge in the Beggar Gang, and only saved his
life by relying on the protection of the Beggar Gang. Although he vowed not to do evil
again, his temperament was ruthless and his actions were ruthless. , The ‘Bengshan Fist’
that he practiced was fierce and domineering, and he once killed the king of Tianshanxi
with one punch.

Such a person, who is not afraid of three points?

Ha ha….

Seeing this, Du Qing raised a contemptuous smile on the corner of his mouth, and said to
the audience, “If no one comes up to challenge, Nalan will gladly leave it to our beggar
gang to deal with.”

When the words fell, many disciples of the Beggar Gang were very excited.

If Nalan Xinran has the right to dispose of it, the prestige of the beggar gang in the arena
will definitely increase a lot.

As for the masters of other sects, their faces were a bit ugly.

This was the first match, and it froze.

If this matter spreads to the rivers and lakes, wouldn’t it be laughed at?



“I’ll meet you!”

Finally, a man slowly walked out of the Tianyitang crowd, reached the center of the
venue, and said to Du Qing, “Heavenly Hall Wang Jin, I came here to ask Elder Du for
some great tricks.”

Ha ha!

With contempt flashing in Du Qing’s eyes, he said coldly, “Don’t talk nonsense, let’s do
it.”

Feeling Du Qing’s contempt, Wang Jin’s face instantly turned gloomy.

“Good come!”

Du Qing sneered and rushed forward.

bang bang bang….

In the blink of an eye, the two sides fought fiercely.

……

On the other hand, the Wudang faction.

In the room at the back of the hall, blue smoke lingered, revealing a kind of otherworldly
cleanliness. Where is Prince Aotian sitting cross-legged, his eyes slightly closed, he is
silently recovering from practice.

At this time, Prince Aotian’s face was gloomy and cold, and his whole body was filled
with a hostile aura.

Chapter 4213
In the Furong Garden of the Nalan family, Prince Aotian resisted the arrows of the Sunset
Bow several times in a row, and the last time, he was injured by his Primordial Spirit.



Primordial spirit was injured and it would take at least half a month to fully recover,
which made Prince Aotian very annoyed.

“Sect Master Senior Brother!”

At this moment, the voice of an elite disciple resounded outside the door.

Swish!

Prince Aotian was in a bad mood. Hearing someone disturbed him, he suddenly opened
his eyes and said coldly: “Didn’t I tell you, I’m not allowed to disturb you without my
permission, don’t you have a long memory?”

Feeling the anger of the sect master, the elite disciples outside the sect suddenly trembled,
and quickly said: “Sect master, calm down, I didn’t intend to disturb, but I have
something to report.”

With that said, the elite disciple wiped the cold sweat from his forehead and said
cautiously, “Just now, God King Haotian visited and wanted to meet the head.”

At this time, the elite disciple was very puzzled.

Senior Brother Ye Yun is just the head of the Wudang faction, and his status in the arena
is not very high. Why is the God King Haotian so respectful to him?

And…. the character of the senior brother in charge seems to have changed from before.

Back then, when Senior Brother Ye Yun was not the head of the sect, he had a gentle
temperament and got along with his senior brothers, but now, it has become more and
more sinister, and people will shudder when they see it from a distance…

How did that happen?

“Um!”



Just when the elite disciple was muttering secretly, the faint voice of Prince Aotian came
from the room: “Please invite him over.”

“Yes, Senior Sect Master!” The elite disciple quickly responded after receiving the order,
then turned and left.

After a while, the disciple returned with the God King Haotian.

squeak…

God King Haotian pushed open the door and signaled the disciple to leave.

“Your Highness!”

As soon as the forefoot left, the Haotian God King slowly approached, and asked Prince
Aotian: “How is the injury, should it be no problem?”

Prince Aotian took a deep breath, stood up slowly, and couldn’t hide the anger on his
face: “Ma De, originally this time, I bewitched the various sects to besiege the Nalan
family. The girl actually brought the Rakshasa cavalry.”

With that said, Prince Aotian gritted his teeth and said, “I didn’t expect that Tie Bowen
actually realized the power of the Sunset Bow. Otherwise, the Nalan family would have
been slaughtered.”

“I will avenge this revenge sooner or later.”

When the last word fell, Prince Aotian’s eyes were full of killing intent.

call!

Hearing this, God King Haotian took a deep breath and patiently comforted: “In the final
analysis, His Highness is still too light on the enemy, if…”

“Okay, okay..”



Before he could finish speaking, Prince Aotian waved his hand impatiently: “Stop talking
about this, how are you chasing Gone? You won’t let him escape again.”

Facing the question, the God King Haotian smiled slightly: “I came back to see His
Highness specially, that is to say, Nagone has been completely killed by me.”

“From now on, there will be no more turmoil in the Divine Realm, and everyone can sit
back and relax.”

Saying that, the Haotian God King slowly took out something from his body.

It is the Demon Spiritual Bone.

Swish!

Seeing the spirit bone of Demon Venerable, Prince Aotian was shocked, his heart was
surging, and he was speechless for a long time.

This God King Haotian actually killed Gone… It’s unbelievable.

You must know that the gods and demons have been fighting for tens of thousands of
years. Even if the ancestors of the prehistoric took action, it is difficult to completely
destroy the demons, but he destroyed the supreme of the demons.

“Haha, good, good!”

Finally, after more than ten seconds, Prince Aotian calmed down, laughed loudly, nodded
and applauded at the God King Haotian: “As expected of the God King Haotian, who is
famous in the God Realm, Gone died at your hands. Up, it’s a good death.”

“His Royal Highness the King of God, this time, he really helped God’s Domain to
eradicate the hidden dangers, and his achievements will last forever.”

Ha ha…



After this Liao praise, the God King Haotian smiled slightly and bowed his head humbly:
“His Royal Highness is too praised, this king is just lucky, encountering Gone’s weak
strength, if it is really a peak match, there is no chance of winning. “

“However, this also shows that the demons are exhausted. God’s will is so!”

Chapter 4214
Prince Aotian nodded in agreement: “That’s right. The King of God has made a great
contribution, and he should have held a banquet to celebrate, but the situation is special
now, and I can only wait until the day I ascend the throne of Heavenly Emperor, and then
I will reward it in front of the priests.”

Hearing this, Prince Aotian hurriedly said, “Thank you, Your Highness!”

Prince Aotian smiled: “Between you and me, don’t be so polite. This prince is going to
continue to practice and recover. You should go back to Qintian Prison first.”

With that said, Prince Aotian turned around, and then stretched out his hand: “By the
way, this Demon Venerable Spirit Bone will be given to this Prince.”

Um?

God King Haotian was stunned for a moment, not knowing what his intentions were.

You must know that this Demon Venerable Spirit Bone is the proof to kill Gone, and it
symbolizes his Zhuo Zhuo’s military exploits. Now, what’s the matter?

Seeing him hesitate, Prince Aotian looked unhappy: “What? Are you unwilling to give
it?”

With this demonic spirit bone in his hand, he will be justified when he ascends to the
throne of the emperor in the future. Such a simple truth, the God King Haotian will not
understand it…



call!

Hearing this, the God King Haotian took a deep breath and squeezed a smile on his face:
“If your Highness wants, how can I not give it?” After speaking, he offered the Demon
Venerable Spirit Bone.

At this time, the God King Haotian had a smile on his face, but his heart was extremely
cold.

This Prince Aotian actually wants to rob me of the credit. Well, I won’t care about you
for now, and I will slowly settle accounts with you when there is a chance in the future.

To be honest, God King Haotian was sincere and wanted to help Prince Aotian regain the
throne of Heavenly Emperor, but after contacting him for a while, after knowing Prince
Aotian’s character, he already regretted it.

At this time, Prince Aotian asked for the Demon Venerable Spirit Bone in person, which
further deepened the estrangement between him and the God King Haotian.

Ha ha…

After getting the Demon Venerable Spirit Bone, Prince Aotian was overjoyed, but with an
aloof attitude on his face, he waved his hand and said, “Okay, let’s step back.”

Haotian God King responded and turned to leave.

……..

the other side.

Darryl left Shennong’s seclusion place and rushed to Donghai City as soon as possible.

However, the villa in Donghai City was already in ruins, empty, and there was not a
single person. In desperation, Darryl had no choice but to inquire around.



After half a day of inquiries, Darryl learned that Tracy took Lorenzo and everyone to
Shellmound Island.

Hearing this news, Darryl didn’t have time to think, and rushed to Shellmound Island as
soon as possible.

After several hours of flying, Darryl finally arrived over Shellmound Island.

Swish!

As soon as Darryl appeared in the sky above Shellmound Island, he was discovered by
several patrolling Shellmound clan powerhouses.

When he saw that it was Darryl, who gathered the strong dragons, he immediately
showed respect and saluted.

“Dragon Zun!”

“I have seen Long Zun!”

Darryl nodded and then slowly landed on the square in front of the main hall.

At the same time, several strong dragons reported loudly to the hall.

“Long Zun is back!”

wow…

Hearing the movement, Xian Di, Krista, and Lorenzo quickly walked out of the hall.

“Father!”

At this moment, when Tracy saw Darryl, he couldn’t hide his joy and excitement: “You
are finally here, I miss you so much.” With that, Tracy threw himself into Darryl’s arms
and hugged him tightly.



“Father misses you too.” Darryl patted Tracy’s shoulder lightly, his eyes full of love.

I haven’t seen you for a long time, my daughter has matured a lot and is more beautiful.

Ha ha…

Just as he was talking, Peter squeezed out the crowd, clenched his fist and hammered
Darryl’s shoulder: “You are here, Brother Wen and I thought, what happened to you?”

Having said that, Peter gave Darryl a bear hug.

Darryl pretended to be disgusted: “Go, two big men, why are you holding me?”

The voice fell, and everyone laughed.

At this time, Lorenzo stepped forward, first looked at Darryl up and down, and then
smiled: “We have been worrying about you for the past few days. Seeing that you are all
right, I am relieved.”

With that said, Lorenzo couldn’t help but ask: “That day you invited God King Haotian to
Wudang Sect. What happened after that? Why is there no news all of a sudden?”

Swish!

At this moment, the others around were also watching Darryl closely, waiting for his
answer.

Chapter 4215
Darryl breathed a sigh of relief, and smiled bitterly: “I was too naive at the time, thinking
that God King Haotian would help me deal with Prince Aotian, but who knows, they
have already formed an alliance in private…”

Later, Darryl explained the situation at that time in detail.



At the end, Darryl couldn’t hide his anxiety: “When I was investigating your
whereabouts, I also checked the whereabouts of Ya’er and Ling’er, but unfortunately I
found nothing, and I don’t know where they were teleported to.”

Whoa!

Knowing this situation, Lorenzo and Peter were all very angry.

“Ma De, I didn’t expect God King Haotian to be a hypocrite.”

“Yeah, one thing on the surface, one behind the other, really hateful…”

“You said, were Ya’er and Ling’er arrested by the Qin Tian prison?”

Everyone you said, I said, Darryl exhaled and smiled: “It shouldn’t be as serious as you
said, if the two Ya’er are really caught by the Qin Tianjian, with the behavior of the
Haotian God King, they will definitely be the first time. The news is released, so that I
can show up.”

“And now, Qin Tianjian has not made any movement at all, which means that the two
Ya’er are all right for the time being.”

When the words fell, Lorenzo nodded in agreement: “Fengzi is right, the two Ya’er are
definitely not arrested, but where they are now, we don’t know.”

Everyone nodded.

Darryl did not speak, but he was praying secretly in his heart.

Ya’er, don’t let anything happen to you.

“Brother Wen!”

After praying, Darryl asked, “What was your situation at that time?”



Lorenzo was about to answer when Peter shouted first: “Ma De, that God King Haotian
and Prince Aotian secretly joined forces to take us down on a trumped-up charge.”

“At that time, no one was caught. Fortunately, my niece was smart and courageous and
rescued us from the prison of Qintianjian.”

At the end, Peter looked at Darryl with envy: “Fengzi, you said that you are not a
good-looking person all day long, and it is really unfair to give birth to such a good
daughter.”

Ha ha….

Darryl couldn’t help laughing: “This shows that God still favors me.”

While talking, Darryl took Tracy’s hand and was very pleased.

My daughter has really grown up and can be on her own. As a father, can you be
unhappy?

At this time, everyone around was full of praise for Frost Bing.

“Father!”

In the face of everyone’s praise, Tracy was very embarrassed, her delicate face showed a
hint of blush, and then she thought of something, and said softly to Darryl: “Actually, if
you can rescue Uncle Wen and the others, you can’t count me alone. Thanks to both of
them.”

“I wouldn’t have been successful without them.”

Um?

Hearing this, whether it was Darryl or Lorenzo and others, they were all stunned.

The next second, Darryl smiled and said, “Really? Who are those two people?”



Tracy sighed lightly and said slowly: “It’s Ginger, and there is a man from the Rakshasa
clan.”

It’s them?

At this moment, Darryl and Lorenzo all had complicated expressions.

Back then, Ginger slandered Gary, saying that he colluded with Moyan privately and had
a child, which caused Tianmen’s status in the arena to plummet.

Because of this, Peter and Lorenzo did not have a good impression of her.

I just didn’t expect that this time everyone could get off the line from Qin Tianjian, and
this Ginger actually helped. It really is unpredictable and unpredictable.

“Father, Uncle Wen, Uncle Sun!”

This is, Tracy said with a serious face: “I know that everyone has opinions on her.
Speaking of which, I was also angry when he slandered my brother before, but after
contacting this incident, I can feel that Ginger is really has been reformed.”

Um…

Hearing this, Darryl nodded: “There is an old saying, knowing mistakes can be corrected,
and doing good things is great. It is not a bad thing that Ginger can make a change.”

Lorenzo, Peter and others nodded.

“Okay, let’s not talk about that.”

At this time, Lorenzo took a deep breath, patted Darryl on the shoulder and said, “We
were still discussing what to do with the current situation. Now that you are back, we are
also relieved. Let’s deploy quickly.”

Chapter 4216



The words fell, and Peter followed: “Yes, the hypocritical people like Haotian God King
and Aotian Prince must be eliminated as soon as possible, otherwise, Kyushu will never
have peace.”

“Darryl!”

At this time, Xian Di, who had been silent all the time, walked over slowly and said
softly, “There was no news from you before. My Shellmound clan has been on hold. Now
that you are back, you should quickly make up your mind about what to do next.”

Swish!

The voice fell, and the eyes of everyone present were focused on Darryl.

Facing the eyes of everyone, Darryl took a deep breath and said, “In the current situation,
it is very difficult for us to compete with God King Haotian and Prince Aotian.”

“Also, there is another Gogne whose whereabouts are unknown.”

When he said this, Darryl couldn’t hide the worry on his face.

At this time, Darryl did not know that Gone had been killed by the God King Haotian and
no longer existed.

At this moment, Darryl thought for a while, and continued: “The only way now is to
deploy the teleportation formation. I will return to God’s Domain as soon as possible and
report the matter to Aolin in detail.”

After all, Aolin is the Emperor of Heaven, ruling over the Divine Realm. As long as he
makes a decision, everything will be solved.

Of course, the sooner this happens, the better.

Hearing this, Lorenzo and everyone nodded.



“Right!” Darryl suddenly thought of something, and smiled at Xian Di: “There is one
more thing, I need to trouble the Queen, please send the Shellmound messenger to help
me find the two Ya’er.”

“That’s fine!” Sandy nodded.

Afterwards, Darryl and everyone discussed the details, and ten minutes later, they began
to deploy the teleportation formation on Shellmound Island.

…..

the other side. In the valley a hundred miles northwest of the Nalan family.

bang bang bang…

In the open space, Du Qing and Wang Jin have fought for more than a dozen rounds.

“Ha ha!”

At this moment, Wang Jin sneered and mocked: “What beggar gang elder Qinglong, this
is nothing more than that.” When the words fell, Wang Jin roared and punched Du Qing’s
heart.

This punch he used all his strength, the wind howled, unstoppable.

Seeing the punch coming, Du Qing mocked and stood there with no intention of hiding.

Bang!

The next second, Du Qing slowly raised his right palm and grabbed the punch from Wang
Jin. He heard a dull sound, and Du Qing stood there steadily, as steady as a rock.

On the other hand, Wang Jin was trembling all over, and he was almost unsteady.
Moreover, his fist was tightly grasped by Du Qing, like an iron hoop, and he couldn’t
break free at all.



“Wang Jin, right?”

At this moment, the corner of Du Qing’s mouth raised a trace of cruelty, and he said
slowly: “I already gave you a few tricks just now, and now I don’t have time to play with
you.”

When the voice fell, Du Qing twisted hard.

Click!

He heard the sound of bone-shattering, and Wang Jin’s entire arm was instantly broken.
Immediately afterwards, Du Qing took a kick and slammed it into Wang Jin’s heart.

“Ah!” At that time, Wang Jin screamed, and the whole person was kicked and flew out,
flying dozens of meters away, and finally landed in the grass. After landing, he was full
of blood donation and was out of breath.

hiss…

Seeing this scene, everyone present couldn’t help gasping for air, looking at Du Qing
with deep fear.

As expected of the elder Qinglong of the Beggar Gang, this strength is too strong.

You must know that Wang Jin of Heaven’s Will is also famous in the arena, but at this
time he was killed by one move. And one move to kill is really cruel.

While shocked, many disciples of Heaven’s Will Hall were filled with righteous
indignation.

“Du Qing, you dare to kill my people from Heaven’s Will?”

“You’re too ruthless, aren’t you?”



In the face of the anger, Du Qing smiled contemptuously and said lightly: “Before the
ring just started, the deputy head of Yu explained in advance that fists and feet have no
eyes, life and death are up to the sky, why?

call…..

Hearing this, all the disciples of the Heavenly Will Hall present blushed and had nothing
to refute.

Afterwards, several disciples walked over quickly and carried Wang Jin’s body away.

“Everyone!”

At this time, Du Qing stood in the middle of the open space with a proud posture, looked
around the audience and said slowly: “I just got lucky and won a game, who will come up
to challenge next?”

Chapter 4217
Everyone looked at each other and hesitated.

This Du Qing’s strength is too strong, and there is no full confidence, who dares to come
to power? “I come!”

At this moment, a big man refused to accept it and rushed up with a clamor, and he
fought fiercely with Du Qing in an instant. However, in less than two rounds, he was
smashed and flew out by Du Qing’s sharp punch.

After landing, the big man vomited blood and passed out.

In the next few minutes, several more sect masters took the stage to challenge, and
without exception, these sect masters who challenged were all defeated by Du Qing!

“Hahaha….”



After winning a few games in a row, Du Qing was indescribably proud. He looked around
with a big laugh, and shouted, “Who else is not convinced, come up. I’ll teach Du Qing at
any time!”

When he said this, Du Qing was filled with fighting spirit, and his face couldn’t hide his
excitement.

If there is no challenge in the future, then Nalan will be his own. If it was before, I would
never have dreamed that one day I will get the right to dispose of the goddess of the
rivers and lakes. I am really excited when I think about it…

The last word fell, and the audience fell silent.

One minute..

two minutes..

Quickly, five minutes have passed!

The entire venue was silent, you could hear a single drop of a needle, and the masters of
the various sects in the audience all looked at each other, and no one dared to take the
stage to challenge.

Before so many people went up and lost, is it shameful to go up and lose?

call!

Looking at the arrogant Du Qing in the arena, Yu Dahai took a deep breath, a sneer
appeared on the corner of his mouth, and then quietly took a pill and walked up slowly.

Thinker

He was taking Xiao Huan Dan, which could restore his inner strength in a short time.

On the field, Du Qing, although very strong, has been fighting several times in a row just
now, and his internal strength has almost been consumed, and this is a good opportunity
to make a move.



“Vice-head Yu!”

At this time, watching Yu Dahai come up, Du Qing narrowed his pupils slightly, and said
lightly, “Can’t help but play at last?”

Although Yu Dahai is not weak, he is not empty at all.

“Stop talking nonsense, let’s get started!” Yu Dahai didn’t bother to talk to him, he said
lightly, and his face showed a bit of impatience.

Ha ha…

Feeling Yu Dahai’s contempt, Du Qing’s face turned gloomy, and he clasped his fists
symbolically: “It seems that the deputy head of Yu is very confident, then I will learn
your tricks.”

hum!

As soon as the words fell, Du Qing’s internal strength exploded, and he punched Yu
Dahai with a punch as fast as a meteor!

This punch is exactly Du Qing’s housekeeping stunt Shattering Mountain Fist, which
contains Du Qing’s strong internal strength, the air around him seems to be torn apart
when the fist wind passes by!

Looking at Du Qing’s punch, Yu Dahai’s expression was indifferent, without the slightest
fluctuation. He knew that Shattered Mountain Fist was powerful, but this type of punch
was powerful but slow.

Seeing that this punch was about to hit Yu Dahai, he saw his foot slip, and he used his
body technique to dodge the blow gently and skillfully.

Um?

Du Qing was very annoyed when his punch failed. Yu Dahai was very cunning. He
wanted to use up the power of Shattered Mountain Fist without confronting me.



Thinking to himself, Du Qing got serious, speeded up, and punched again.

Yu Dahai still avoided fighting, and continued to dodge with his body technique.

In the face of the situation, Du Qing was very angry, and immediately broke out the
Shattering Mountain Fist, punching like the wind, like a tiger descending the mountain,
unstoppable.

However, no matter how many pieces Du Qing made, he was finally avoided by Yu
Dahai!

call….

Seeing this scene, the surrounding sect masters all nodded in approval.

Sure enough, Yu Dahai was more experienced and chose to avoid his edge.

If it was a head-to-head fight, no one could block Du Qing’s Shattering Mountain Fist.

“Bang!”

Just when everyone applauded, Yu Dahai found an opportunity and slapped Du Qing on
the back. Du Qing snorted, staggered back a few steps, spat out his last blood donation,
and sat on the ground.

With a smile on his face, Yu Dahai clasped his fists at Du Qing: “Promise!”

Du Qing’s face was extremely gloomy, but he didn’t say anything. He waved and called a
few beggar gang disciples to help him down.

At this moment, none of the people present sympathized with Du Qing. You must know
that in the previous few games, those who fought against Du Qing were either maimed or
died.

Chapter 4218
Now that Yu Dahai didn’t kill the killer, it was already kindness to keep him alive.



At this moment, Yu Dahai smiled and looked around: “Which one is coming up to
challenge?”

“Oops..Are you in the ring..I’m coming, I’m coming…”

As soon as he finished speaking, he heard a burst of laughter in the sky not far away, and
then, a figure flew over quickly, with a grinning face, uninhibited, but the whole body
was filled with a powerful aura.

It was Zhu Bajie!

After leaving the villa, Zhu Bajie looked around for Shennong’s whereabouts, but
couldn’t find Shennong. He happened to pass by here, and when he saw so many sect
masters gathered, he came to take a look.

Zhu Bajie likes to join in the fun the most, and when he sees the crowd set up in the ring,
he immediately becomes unbearable.

Swish!

In an instant, all the people present focused on Zhu Bajie, feeling the unfathomable
strength, and they were extremely shocked in their hearts.

This…. who is this person?

What a strong strength!

Speaking of which, Zhu Bajie’s name on the rivers and lakes is very loud, but after
looking for Shennong to change his appearance half a year ago, many people in the rivers
and lakes could not recognize it.

It’s him…

At this moment, Nalan Xinran, who was tied to the side, saw Zhu Bajie, his heart
trembled, and he couldn’t tell whether he was happy or sad.



Nalan Xinran has always had no good feelings for Zhu Bajie. Although he is very strong
and can save himself, he is famous for his lust, and it seems that it is nothing to fall into
his hands and those of these hypocrites. the difference.

“Ouch!”

Just when everyone was secretly surprised, Zhu Bajie landed quickly and saw Nalan
Xinran at a glance.

Seeing that Nalan was happily tied up, Zhu Bajie was instantly filled with righteous
indignation and shouted angrily at the people around him: “You little bastards really don’t
know how to pity fragrance and cherish jade, how can you tie up Nalan beauty? Quickly
loosen it!”

The voice was so loud that it couldn’t be refuted.

call….

Hearing this, everyone in Yu Dahai looked at each other in dismay, and all of them
became vigilant in their hearts.

The next second, Yu Dahai took a step forward and looked up and down Zhu Bajie:
“Who is your Excellency?”

At the same time, the eyes of everyone around were also locked on Zhu Bajie.

Zhu Bajie stroked the moustache on his mouth, with a proud look on his face: “If you
don’t change your name, sit or change your surname, Zhu Bajie is also!”

What?

He is Zhu Bajie.

At this moment, both Yu Dahai and the masters of the surrounding sects were all shocked
and shocked.



Zhu Bajie is not only powerful, but also very lecherous. Back then, Emperor Hou Yi died
suddenly. It was rumored that Zhu Bajie and Chang’e secretly secretly caused it. The
matter was uproared in the rivers and lakes, who didn’t know?

According to legend, Yang Jian personally took action in Beiying Imperial City, but in the
end he let Zhu Bajie run away.

More importantly, Darryl and Zhu Bajie are brothers and have a close relationship, which
is well known in the arena.

Seeing the audience stunned, Zhu Bajie showed a smile and said proudly, “Now that you
know who I am, it’s time to let me go.”

this….

Yu Dahai showed embarrassment and said slowly: “Your prestige, I am waiting for you
like thunder, originally to give you a face, but the Nalan family colluded with the
demons, the sin is unforgivable!”

“More importantly, she also has a marriage contract with the Supreme Being of the
Demon Race. If the evil demons are released, they will surely harm the rivers and lakes.”

The voice fell, and the other sect masters around nodded one after another.

“you….”

Seeing that they were still slandering, Nalan’s delighted body trembled: “Don’t spit your
blood, my Nalan family has never colluded with the demons…”

These people are so nasty, and they are still telling stories.

“good!”



At this moment, Zhu Bajie also shouted seriously: “I think you are all out of nothing, how
could the Nalan family collude with the demons? I know a little about this matter. , and
this Nalan beauty.”

“In other words, the Nalan family is a victim, but in the eyes of you stupid people, they
have become demons and heretics, which is really ridiculous.”

After saying this, Zhu Bajie turned to Nalan and shouted happily: “Nalan beauty, don’t
panic, no one can hurt you with my old Zhu here.”

Chapter 4219
When speaking, Zhu Bajie stared at Nalan Xinran’s perfect curve, secretly admiring it.

gorgeous.

As expected of the goddess of the rivers and lakes, she is so down and out, yet so
charming.

Hearing Zhu Bajie’s words, Nalan Xinran bit her lip tightly and did not answer, her heart
was also complicated.

“Your Mightiness!”

At this time, Yu Dahai regained his senses and smiled bitterly at Zhu Bajie: “It’s not that
we don’t give you face, it’s hard to clear her from the crime based on your words alone.”

“Besides, this is a matter of our various sects and the Nalan family. In my opinion, your
Excellency should not interfere.”

The voice fell, and many of the surrounding sect masters couldn’t help but speak.

“That’s right, don’t interfere.”



“Who doesn’t know in the whole arena, you Zhu Bajie are lustful, just to see Nalan
Xinran being beautiful, and want to be a hero to save the beauty?”

“Ha ha….”

The voices of the crowd kept coming, and Zhu Bajie’s face changed, and he shouted
angrily: “You guys, you really don’t eat or drink for a toast.”

With that said, Zhu Bajie walked to the arena angrily: “Aren’t you guys in the ring? Then
I, Lao Zhu, will play with you. As long as you can knock me down, I won’t interfere in
this matter.”

At this time, Zhu Bajie completely forgot about the search for Shennong.

This Nalan is delighted to be called the world’s most beautiful. If it falls into the hands of
this group of people, it will be a waste of life. No, she must be rescued.

This…..

At this moment, the masters of the various sects present, look at me, I look at you, all
faces are extremely complicated, and their hearts are also extremely fearful.

This Zhu Bajie is too strong, who dares to go up and fight?

However, everyone managed to catch Nalan Xinran. If they let him take him away in
vain, how would they raise their heads in the rivers and lakes in the future?

call!

At this time, Yu Dahai reacted and looked at Zhu Bajie complicatedly: “Your Excellency
really want to intervene?”

“Stop talking nonsense!” Zhu Bajie said with impatience on his face: “Will you fight?
Why are you more verbose than women?”

Hearing this mockery, Yu Dahai’s face flushed and he was very embarrassed.



“Vice-head Yu!”

At this moment, He Mingchun strode out and shouted at Yu Dahai: “Since everyone said
so, let’s all go up together, so as not to be looked down upon.”

With that said, He Mingchun looked at Zhu Bajie again: “Your Excellency said yes, let’s
go together!”

To be honest, He Mingchun is also very afraid of Zhu Bajie, but now there is no other
way, it is too embarrassing to back down, and, with so many people present, are they
afraid that they won’t be able to subdue Zhu Bajie?

“Come on!”

At this time, Zhu Bajie couldn’t wait, and waved at the crowd: “I, Lao Zhu, haven’t
fought for a long time, and today is just the time to accompany you to relax.”

Hearing this, He Mingchun no longer hesitated, and shouted at the crowd: “Since Your
Excellency Zhu Bajie, let’s go together, let’s be polite.”

When the voice fell, He Mingchun took the lead in rushing towards Zhu Bajie.

“superior!”

“Together…”

Immediately afterwards, the other sect masters who were present did not hesitate, and
shouted and rushed forward.

“Haha, good time.” Looking at the crowd around, Zhu Bajie didn’t have the slightest bit
of fear on his face, instead he showed an excited smile.

Zhu Bajie has been with Gonggong for the past few days, and his heart is going crazy. At
this time, he is just venting the depression in his heart.

bang bang bang…



I saw that Zhu Bajie’s movement was like electricity, and he kept moving through the
crowd. Every time his palms rose and fell, there must be a sect master who was knocked
out.

It’s just that there are too many masters from various sects present. One falls, and the
other immediately rushes up. Almost one after another, it is impossible to finish the fight.

Nima!

Faced with this situation, Zhu Bajie became even more anxious.

“Tiger Roaring Universe!”

The next second, Zhu Bajie gave a loud shout and spit out four words coldly.
Immediately afterwards, a loud roar of a tiger was heard, resounding through the heavens
and the earth!

“Above the Sky”

I saw that a huge macular tiger appeared in front of Zhu Bajie. The tiger was more than
ten meters long. It was transformed from Zhu Bajie’s inner strength, majestic and lifelike.

“Let me all lie down.”

The moment the tiger condensed out, Zhu Bajie shouted loudly and raised his hand to
point at the crowd.

Chapter 4220
“Roar!”

After receiving the instruction, the macular tiger roared, and the huge body exploded
away. Wherever it passed, the air was torn apart with terrifying cracks!

“what!”



The masters of the surrounding sects did not have time to react. They only felt a flash in
front of them. The macular tiger was already in front of them. The terrifying impact made
them unsteady. Passed out on the ground.

hiss….

Seeing this scene, Yu Dahai, He Mingchun and others were secretly shocked.

This Zhu Bajie is indeed a figure who has been famous for thousands of years. He was
besieged by so many people, and he was still so brave.

call….

At the same time, Nalan Xinran, who was watching the battle not far away, bit her lip,
secretly shocked.

This Zhu Bajie’s strength is really strong… It’s a pity that he is too lecherous.

In shock, many sect masters slowly retreated, feeling timid.

Seeing this, Yu Dahai wiped the cold sweat from his forehead and shouted, “Don’t panic,
everyone, Zhu Bajie is alone, and his fists are no match for four. No matter how strong he
is, it won’t last long.”

wow…

Hearing this, many sect masters cheered up, gritted their teeth one by one, and rushed up
again.

Seeing the crowd come back again, Zhu Bajie didn’t panic at all, instead, his face was full
of excitement, and he shouted, “Are you still not admitting defeat? Well, today I, Lao
Zhu, will have a good time.”



When the voice fell, Zhu Bajie’s inner strength urged, and he went up to fight with
everyone.

At this time, Zhu Bajie’s eyes were flickering with madness, and all the depression in the
past few days was vented, and his heart was indescribably happy.

bang bang bang….

In the blink of an eye, a few minutes passed, and more than a hundred other sect masters
were knocked to the ground by Zhu Bajie and passed out.

Mad, you can’t go on like this.

Seeing this situation, He Mingchun was full of cold sweat, but he quickly thought of a
countermeasure. At that time, he shouted at Yu Dahai with a pretentious look: “Deputy
head Yu, our skills are not as good as others, and if we continue to fight, it will only
increase casualties. , I think we should admit defeat.”

When saying this, He Mingchun was sincere on the surface, but secretly winked at Yu
Dahai.

Yes, He Mingchun didn’t want to really surrender, but wanted Zhu Bajie to relax his
vigilance and make a surprise attack.

call….

Yu Dahai is a smart person. Seeing He Mingchun winking again and again, he
immediately understood. He took a deep breath and said to everyone, “Everyone, stop,
we are not opponents, so don’t be embarrassed anymore.”

Hearing this, the masters of the surrounding sects stopped one after another.

Seeing this situation, Zhu Bajie showed a smile, and did not take advantage of the
situation to pursue, and then stopped.



“Your Excellency is extremely powerful!”

At this moment, Yu Dahai took a step forward, clasped his fists at Zhu Bajie, and said
politely, “We three-legged cats will not be embarrassed in front of Your Excellency, we
will admit defeat!”

The voice fell, and other sect masters also spoke.

“We admit defeat, admit defeat!”

Ha ha…

Seeing them voluntarily admit defeat, Zhu Bajie showed a smile and was in a good mood.
He nodded immediately and said, “It would be great to have this earlier, what a waste of
my Lao Zhu’s time.”

At this time, Zhu Bajie thought that the other party was really admitting defeat.

However, Zhu Bajie didn’t notice that just when Yu Dahai and everyone conceded defeat,
He Mingchun quietly went around behind him, waiting for an opportunity to raid.

“Yes Yes!”

Facing Zhu Bajie’s teaching, everyone in Yu Dahai looked like children who had done
something wrong, nodding and blaming themselves: “It’s because we are over our own
power that made Your Excellency laugh.”

Seeing their sincere attitude, Zhu Bajie didn’t bother to talk nonsense, turned around and
walked towards Nalan with pleasure.

While walking, Zhu Bajie said with a smile, “Beauty Nalan, you have to accept the pain,
don’t be afraid, I will untie you.”

“you….”



Sensing that Zhu Bajie’s gaze had been wandering on her body, Nalan bit her lip with
pleasure, not feeling happy at all, instead it was very complicated.

“go to hell!”

At this moment, He Mingchun, who was waiting for the opportunity, finally found the
opportunity. At that time, he shouted and slapped Zhu Bajie in the back!

With this palm, He Mingchun stimulated all his inner strength.

“Om!”

I saw that the surrounding air was torn apart by this palm!

Chapter 4221
“Be careful…”

Seeing this, Nalan’s body trembled with joy, and couldn’t help but let out a coquettish
cry.

Mad… Feeling the danger coming from behind, Zhu Bajie couldn’t help but scolded
secretly, these villains are really despicable, they admit defeat on the surface, and raid
behind their backs.

I thought to myself, Zhu Bajie wanted to dodge, but it was too late.

Bang!

This palm hit Zhu Bajie’s back firmly. At that time, Zhu Bajie groaned, his body
staggered, and the blood donated from his mouth spurted out, and the inner strength of
his dantian was also instantly disordered.

“Ha ha…”



He Mingchun’s face was full of pride, looking at Zhu Bajie and laughing: “I didn’t expect
that, although you are strong, your mind is too simple. Do you really think we will admit
defeat?”

“This woman, we finally caught, how can we hand it over to you?”

Yu Dahai and the others were also very excited. At this moment, they showed their true
colors and yelled at Zhu Bajie.

“A lecherous person should end up like this!”

“In my opinion, Zhu Bajie cares so much about the safety of this woman, and I’m afraid
that the relationship is not ordinary. Maybe, he also colluded with the demons.”

“Yep…”

Everyone’s ridicule, you and I came, Zhu Bajie’s face was ashen and angry.

“You villains, look for it! Die!”

In the next second, Zhu Bajie looked around and opened his mouth coldly. At that time,
he endured the tossing of his dantian’s inner strength, raised his hand, and hit He
Mingchun, who was closest to him.

What?

He Mingchun was shocked. He never thought that Zhu Bajie would be able to fight back
under the heavy reward. At that time, he wanted to dodge backwards, but it was too late.

Bang!

Zhu Bajie’s palm hit He Mingchun’s heart, and he heard a dull sound. He Mingchun’s
internal organs were immediately shattered.

hiss….

Seeing this scene, everyone in Yu Dahai couldn’t help gasping for air.



The strength of this Zhu Bajie is really terrifying, he was injured like this, and he could
kill He Mingchun with one palm…

poof…

After killing He Mingchun, Zhu Bajie was also extremely weak, his body trembled, and
he slumped on the ground, his face pale. Just now, He Mingchun slapped his dantian and
injured his dantian. Before Zhu Bajie could stabilize the situation, he forced his inner
strength, causing the injury to become more serious.

Yu Dahai’s eyes flickered, and he shouted with courage, “He can’t do it anymore, let’s go
together and kill him.”

When he said this, Yu Dahai couldn’t help but glance at Nalan Xinran, with madness
flashing in his eyes.

Even if there is Zhu Bajie’s rescue, what if it doesn’t fall into our hands in the end?

But when he shouted, Yu Dahai kept his mind, and he was not the first to rush up. He
thought about it, and let other sect masters go up to kill Zhu Bajie to consume the
strength of these sect masters.

After Zhu Bajie’s death, the strength of these sect masters will be almost consumed. At
that time, what they say is what they say, and they are not afraid of disagreeing.

wow…

Hearing Yu Dahai’s cry, the masters of various sects hesitated, then secretly gritted their
teeth and rushed forward with their weapons tightly held.

They all knew in their hearts that if they didn’t kill Zhu Bajie at this time, when he
recovered, the sects present would not have a good life in the future.

It’s just that they didn’t know that they fell into Yu Dahai’s ‘drive away the tiger and
swallow the wolf’.



Nima…

Seeing the people rushing up, Zhu Bajie clenched his fists tightly, holding back his fire,
but also unwillingly.

After so many years in the arena, do you want to die at the hands of these shameless
villains?

Thinking to himself, Zhu Bajie looked at Nalan Xinran not far away, and smiled bitterly:
“Beauty Nalan, it’s all my fault, Lao Zhu, for underestimating the enemy. Otherwise,
these stinky fish and rotten shrimp would have been cooked long ago.”

Hearing what he said, Nalan Xinran felt bitter in her heart.

hum!

Seeing that Zhu Bajie was about to die under the chaos of the crowd, suddenly, there was
a wave of aura not far away, and then everyone’s eyes flashed, and an old man appeared
beside Nalan Xinran.

Immortal style and bone, temperament is dust-free, who is not Shennong?

“Senior Shennong!”

Seeing Shennong, Nalan trembled with joy, and couldn’t help but shout.

Zhu Bajie was also stunned for a moment, then said with great joy: “Oh, old man
Shennong came just right, come and help me Lao Zhu.”

Chapter 4222
yes!

Hearing this, Yu Dahai’s eyes flashed, and he made up his mind silently.

Although this Shennong is famous all over the world, his medical skills are only
formidable. If he really wants to fight, he is not necessarily an opponent if he swarms
him.



The big guy has been tossing for so long, and he can’t come back empty-handed.

Thinking to himself, Yu Dahai squeezed out a smile and clenched his fists at Shennong:
“Senior Shennong, it stands to reason that we should follow your teaching, but… this
matter is very important, and it is only up to you and Zhu Bajie. It’s not enough to
convince everyone.”

“That’s it, Nalan is pleased that we will take her away for interrogation. As long as we
make sure that their Nalan family has not colluded with the demons, we will let her go.
Don’t worry, we will not hurt her.”

When he said this, Yu Dahai gestured to everyone behind him.

The masters of the various sects suddenly understood, and slowly surrounded Shennong,
only when the opportunity was ripe, they swarmed up.

Swish!

Who is Shennong? When I saw their movements, I guessed something. At that time, my
face became gloomy, and I said coldly: “Since you are obsessed, don’t blame the old man
for being rude.”

At this time, Shennong was very angry, don’t think about telling the whole story, this
group of people will retreat.

But they never thought that they would be so daring and want to do something to
themselves.

“Old Shennong.”



Seeing this situation, Zhu Bajie couldn’t help shouting: “Why are you grinding, like a
woman, talking so much to these shameless villains? Hurry up and kill them.”

Just because of laxity, He Mingchun succeeded in the sneak attack. With a lesson, this
kind of thing must not happen to Shennong.

hum.

Hearing Zhu Bajie’s shouting, Shennong was no longer talking nonsense, he suddenly
raised his hands and muttered something in his mouth. In an instant, a powerful aura
burst out from his body.

Just saw that under the surging breath, the surrounding vegetation quickly withered at the
speed seen by the naked eye.

woohoo…

The next second, in the withered vegetation, a white mist and miasma quickly rose up.
The mist and miasma seemed to have spirituality. Driven by Shennong, it quickly floated
towards Yu Dahai and everyone.

This method of turning wood into poison was actually fought by Shennong once.

Back then, Darryl took Chang’e and hid in Shennong’s seclusion in Buzhou Mountain.
Yang Jian led an army to arrest him. At that time, the situation was extremely critical.
Shennong directly ran the exercises and turned the surrounding vegetation into highly
poisonous.

At that time, Shennong had to do this for the safety of Darryl and Chang’e.

The people in front of Yu Dahai were all benevolent, righteous and moral on the surface,
but they were despicable and shameless behind the scenes. This kind of people,
Shennong didn’t bother to fight with them.

what is this?



Seeing the white mist floating, everyone in Yu Dahai was puzzled and panicked for no
reason.

puff, puff…

The white mist miasma seemed to be slow, but it came to the front in the blink of an eye.
Many sect disciples took in the miasma, and they fell to the ground before they could
react.

“This… this white fog is poisonous.”

“Run… run.”

Soon, the people who didn’t inhale the miasma quickly reacted, screaming in panic, and
fled towards the surroundings with a bang. However, Shennong did not give them a
chance to escape at all.

chi chi chi…

At this moment, Shennong picked off a dozen leaves and waved his hand. Immediately,
more than a dozen leaves let out a screeching whistle, like a sharp blade, killing those
who escaped.

In less than a minute, everyone present, including Yu Dahai, failed to escape. There were
corpses everywhere on the hillside, and blood donations completely stained the ground.

hiss….

Seeing this scene, Nalan Xinran trembled, staring blankly at Shennong, indescribably
shocked.

I really didn’t expect that Senior Shennong, who seemed kind and kind on weekdays,
would kill people, but it was so terrifying, so many sect masters, none of them survived.

“Ha ha…”



At this moment, Zhu Bajie laughed loudly, nodded at Shennong and praised: “It’s really
happy.”

Shennong looked indifferent, walked over to untie Nalan Xinran, and then untied the
acupoint.

Afterwards, Shen Nong gave Nalan Xinran a pulse, and took out an elixir from his body:
“Take this elixir, you will be better.”

Chapter 4223
yes!

Hearing this, Yu Dahai’s eyes flashed, and he made up his mind silently.

Although this Shennong is famous all over the world, his medical skills are only
formidable. If he really wants to fight, he is not necessarily an opponent if he swarms
him.

The big guy has been tossing for so long, and he can’t come back empty-handed.

Thinking to himself, Yu Dahai squeezed out a smile and clenched his fists at Shennong:
“Senior Shennong, it stands to reason that we should follow your teaching, but… this
matter is very important, and it is only up to you and Zhu Bajie. It’s not enough to
convince everyone.”

“That’s it, Nalan is pleased that we will take her away for interrogation. As long as we
make sure that their Nalan family has not colluded with the demons, we will let her go.
Don’t worry, we will not hurt her.”

When he said this, Yu Dahai gestured to everyone behind him.

The masters of the various sects suddenly understood, and slowly surrounded Shennong,
only when the opportunity was ripe, they swarmed up.

Swish!



Who is Shennong? When I saw their movements, I guessed something. At that time, my
face became gloomy, and I said coldly: “Since you are obsessed, don’t blame the old man
for being rude.”

At this time, Shennong was very angry, don’t think about telling the whole story, this
group of people will retreat.

But they never thought that they would be so daring and want to do something to
themselves.

“Old Shennong.”

Seeing this situation, Zhu Bajie couldn’t help shouting: “Why are you grinding, like a
woman, talking so much to these shameless villains? Hurry up and kill them.”

Just because of laxity, He Mingchun succeeded in the sneak attack. With a lesson, this
kind of thing must not happen to Shennong.

hum.

Hearing Zhu Bajie’s shouting, Shennong was no longer talking nonsense, he suddenly
raised his hands and muttered something in his mouth. In an instant, a powerful aura
burst out from his body.

Just saw that under the surging breath, the surrounding vegetation quickly withered at the
speed seen by the naked eye.

woohoo…

The next second, in the withered vegetation, a white mist and miasma quickly rose up.
The mist and miasma seemed to have spirituality. Driven by Shennong, it quickly floated
towards Yu Dahai and everyone.

This method of turning wood into poison was actually fought by Shennong once.



Back then, Darryl took Chang’e and hid in Shennong’s seclusion in Buzhou Mountain.
Yang Jian led an army to arrest him. At that time, the situation was extremely critical.
Shennong directly ran the exercises and turned the surrounding vegetation into highly
poisonous.

At that time, Shennong had to do this for the safety of Darryl and Chang’e.

The people in front of Yu Dahai were all benevolent, righteous and moral on the surface,
but they were despicable and shameless behind the scenes. This kind of people,
Shennong didn’t bother to fight with them.

what is this?

Seeing the white mist floating, everyone in Yu Dahai was puzzled and panicked for no
reason.

puff, puff…

The white mist miasma seemed to be slow, but it came to the front in the blink of an eye.
Many sect disciples took in the miasma, and they fell to the ground before they could
react.

“This… this white fog is poisonous.”

“Run… run.”

Soon, the people who didn’t inhale the miasma quickly reacted, screaming in panic, and
fled towards the surroundings with a bang. However, Shennong did not give them a
chance to escape at all.

chi chi chi…

At this moment, Shennong picked off a dozen leaves and waved his hand. Immediately,
more than a dozen leaves let out a screeching whistle, like a sharp blade, killing those
who escaped.



In less than a minute, everyone present, including Yu Dahai, failed to escape. There were
corpses everywhere on the hillside, and blood donations completely stained the ground

hiss….

Seeing this scene, Nalan Xinran trembled, staring blankly at Shennong, indescribably
shocked.

I really didn’t expect that Senior Shennong, who seemed kind and kind on weekdays,
would kill people, but it was so terrifying, so many sect masters, none of them survived.

“Ha ha…”

At this moment, Zhu Bajie laughed loudly, nodded at Shennong and praised: “It’s really
happy.”

Shennong looked indifferent, walked over to untie Nalan Xinran, and then untied the
acupoint.

Afterwards, Shen Nong gave Nalan Xinran a pulse, and took out an elixir from his body:
“Take this elixir, you will be better.”

Chapter 4224
“Thank you senior!”

Nalan happily thanked and swallowed the medicinal pill at random.

Seeing this situation, Zhu Bajie couldn’t help shouting: “Old Shennong, and me, give me
an elixir as well. My old Zhu is not seriously injured.”

He was hit in the back by He Mingchun with a palm just now, injuring his dantian.

However, Shen Nong glanced at her lightly: “You have deep inner strength, you can
recover on your own, so don’t waste my medicine pill.”



shit….

Hearing this, Zhu Bajie was very depressed: “Okay, old Shennong, why do you still treat
him differently?”

With that said, Zhu Bajie meditated cross-legged, silently calming the disturbed inner
strength of his dantian. Because he knew that Shennong said that if he didn’t give it, he
really didn’t give it.

After a few minutes, Zhu Bajie recovered a lot and stood up slowly.

oops!

That is, Zhu Bajie thought of Gonggong, and immediately patted his forehead, then
walked over quickly, and couldn’t wait to urge Shennong: “Old Shennong, hurry, hurry
up and save people.”

On the other hand, Zhu Bajie blamed himself again and again.

Just now I was only concerned with rescuing Nalan Xinran, how could I forget about
Gonggong.

save people?

At this moment, Shennong was stunned for a moment, and said in surprise: “Who are you
saving?”

He knows Zhu Bajie best, and he is alone and has no worries. Except for liking beautiful
women and playing chess, he has no other hobbies.

Moreover, there are not many friends, who can he save?

Zhu Bajie was so anxious: “Of course it’s to save my wife and the child in her womb.”



What?

Shen Nong was stunned for a moment, thinking that he had heard it wrong.

When did Zhu Bajie have a wife and children?

At the same time, Nalan Xinran also frowned slightly, secretly curious in her heart.

This Zhu Bajie is lustful and romantic, that woman who is blind will marry him?

call!

Finally, Shennong took the lead in reacting and said to Zhu Bajie, “Why didn’t I know
you have a wife? And you have children?”

After speaking, Shennong said seriously: “Zhu Bajie, you don’t like that married woman,
right? I told you, you should stop as soon as possible this kind of detrimental thing, and I
don’t will help.”

In his cognition, Zhu Bajie couldn’t marry a wife and have children, he must have liked
some beautiful daughter-in-law.

“oops!”

Seeing what Shennong said, Zhu Bajie couldn’t help laughing and crying, and slapped his
thigh in a hurry: “What kind of married woman is really my woman, and she is pregnant
with my child.”

“Who?” Shennong’s interest was suddenly lifted, and he asked quickly.

this…

Zhu Bajie scratched his head, hesitated, and said, “It’s Gonggong.”

When the voice fell, Zhu Bajie lowered his head, very depressed.



You must know that he and Shennong and Gonggong are not strangers, especially with
Gonggong, they can be said to be old enemies, and they will fight as soon as they meet.

But now, Gonggong has become his own woman and is pregnant with a child…

What? Is his wife a co-worker?

At this moment, Shennong was stunned, and he did not recover for a long time.

Hahaha….

After a few seconds, Shennong couldn’t help laughing, and jokingly said to Zhu Bajie:
“You have been so romantic, how did you end up in the hands of the Gonggong woman?”

Gonggong is arrogant and ruthless, and Shennong has never had a good impression of
her.

Uh….

Facing the ridicule, Zhu Bajie became even more depressed, scratching his head and
smiling contemptuously, “It was an accident, it was purely an accident.”

Saying that, Zhu Bajie grabbed Shennong’s hand and said, “Okay, let’s stop talking about
it, you can come with me to see what’s going on.”

Finally, Zhu Bajie told Gonggong’s symptoms.

After learning about the situation, Shennong pondered for a while and smiled: “Based on
the old man’s speculation, Gonggong and the child are not in danger, so you don’t have to
worry too much.”

“Well, let’s escort Nalan girl back to the family first, but I’ll follow you to see the
Gonggong.”

call!



Seeing what Shennong said, Zhu Bajie’s heart finally fell to the ground, and immediately
nodded with a smile: “This is natural.”

With that said, Zhu Bajie and Shennong accompanied Nalan back to the family happily.

After ten minutes, the three finally arrived at the Nalan family.

Chapter 4225
This…..

At this moment, Zhu Bajie and Shennong were stunned when they saw the scene in front
of them.

I saw that the entire Nalan family manor was in a mess, blood donations and traces of
fighting were everywhere, and even the air was filled with a strong smell of blood.

Obviously, the Nalan family not long ago experienced an extremely tragic fight.

What made them feel strange was that after such a tragic fight, there was not a single
corpse in the entire Nalan family’s manor.

“Why is there no one?” Zhu Bajie frowned and couldn’t help speaking.

call!

Shen Nong took a deep breath, feeling strange too, and asked Nalan happily, “How many
people were in your family when you escaped?”

Nalan happily bit his lip, unable to hide his grief and anxiety: “There were still many
people resisting at that time.”

With that, Nalan quickly rushed into the backyard.

Zhu Bajie and Shennong looked at each other, and without thinking, they quickly
followed.



As a result, the backyard was also empty, and there was not a single person in sight.

“anyone there?”

Nalan Xinran became anxious all of a sudden, and kept calling out, “Is there anyone
else?” When calling, Nalan Xinran almost cried.

Could it be that, except for himself, all the clansmen died?

At this moment, Zhu Bajie and Shennong also searched everywhere, even Furong
Garden, but as a result, there was no one in the entire Nalan family.

Not even half of the corpse could be seen.

“Is there anyone else? Is there anyone alive?” Nalan called out happily, her delicate face
showing incomparable anxiety.

At this moment, Zhu Bajie shouted from the back mountain: “There are clues here.”

call….

Hearing this, Nalan Xinran and Shennong hurried over.

When he arrived at the back mountain clearing, Shennong was stunned by the scene in
front of him.

Nalan Xinran’s body trembled, and she slumped on the ground. At that time, she couldn’t
control it, and burst into tears.

I saw that the back mountain was densely packed with thousands of graves lined up.
These graves were obviously newly buried, the soil was still a little damp, and the air was
filled with the smell of soil and blood.

In front of each tomb, there is a sign with the name of the deceased on it.

In front of the tomb in the middle of the first row, the sign reads ‘The Tomb of Nalan
Hongzheng’.



Thousands of tombs, this scene is really shocking, even the well-informed Shennong and
Zhu Bajie were shocked when they saw the scene in front of them.

At the same time of shock, the two were also suddenly in their hearts.

It’s no wonder that half of the corpses were not seen. It turned out that they were all
buried.

In contrast, Nalan Xinran only had endless grief in his heart.

“Father!”

At this moment, Nalan happily walked over slowly, facing Nalan Hongzheng’s grave,
crying bitterly: “It’s all a daughter, my daughter is late for being unfilial…”

Tears, like broken pearls, kept falling from Nalan Xinran’s face, heartbroken.

well!

Seeing this, Shennong wanted to comfort him, but he didn’t know how to speak, so he
could only sigh.

Zhu Bajie also put away his condescending appearance and stood silently by the side.
Suddenly, he found something, walked over quickly, pointed at the wooden sign, and
said, “Look at the inscription and signature, there are still people alive.”

At this moment, both Nalan Xinran and Shennong looked at it subconsciously, but when
they saw it, Nalan Xinran’s body trembled, and his mind was buzzing.

I saw a few small characters clearly written on the pen below the wooden sign.

“Unfilial looking for a daughter Nalan is unparalleled.”

It is unparalleled! She is still alive.

After a few seconds, Nalan calmed down with joy and was extremely happy.



Yes, these tombs were dug by Nalan gladly with the help of the Rakshasa cavalry. At that
time, they defeated Prince Aotian and the major sects. Ginger looked at the corpses and
was heartbroken.

“Sword Comes”

After a few words of comfort, Tie Bowen ordered the cavalry of the Rakshasa clan to
bury the dead disciples of the Nalan clan in the mountains behind.

After doing this, Tie Bowen and Ginger took tens of thousands of cavalry and rushed to
Shellmound Island and Lorenzo for the round. After all, Tie Bowen was on the order of
Mona to help Darryl and Tianmen. of.

Chapter 4226
“It turned out to be the unparalleled girl who did it.”

At this moment, Shen Nong reacted and spoke slowly, his eyes full of approval.

Nalan readily stopped her tears and said worriedly, “But where is she now?” As he spoke,
there was deep worry in his eyes.

Wushuang Jianghu is inexperienced, will something go wrong.

Shennong smiled and comforted: “Unparalleled girl, you are smart and courageous, I
think nothing will happen, so let’s go with this old man first.”

“Let’s go to see the situation of Gonggong first, and then, the old man will accompany
you to find the unparalleled girl, how about it?”

Shennong couldn’t bear the calamity of the Nalan family, and he couldn’t bear to see
Nalan Xinran alone and helpless.

“All right!”



Nalan nodded happily: “Thank you, senior.”

After deliberation, the three set off again and rushed towards Zhongzhou.

……

On the other side, Shellmound Island.

In the forbidden area at the rear of the main hall, under the command of Darryl, many
dragon warriors placed the dragon spar pieces according to the rules. It took more than
half a day to complete a huge teleportation formation.

Whoa!

At this moment, Lorenzo, Peter, and many warriors of the Shellmound tribe were all
excited.

Darryl also had a smile on his face, nodded in approval and said, “Sure enough, there are
so many people and great strength, such a large teleportation formation, it will take at
least two days for me, and now it will be completed in half a day.”

At this time, Darryl was very relaxed and happy.

The teleportation array has been deployed, and after it is opened, you can return to the
realm of the gods.

“Without your deployment, no matter how many we have, it’s useless.” This is, Xian Di
smiled lightly, looking at Darryl’s eyes, full of praise and appreciation.

Darryl is worthy of being the number one person in Kyushu. In such a large teleportation
formation, within Kyushu, he is probably the only one who can do it.

Hearing the praise, Darryl smiled and was about to answer.

hum….



However, at this time, an extremely strong fluctuation of power suddenly came from the
sky above the main hall. In an instant, Darryl and everyone were secretly surprised.

At this time, a Shellmound warrior ran over quickly, with a solemn face, and said to
Xiandi: “Your Majesty, there are many gods and soldiers from Qintianjian. They…
surrounded Shellmound Island.”

What?

Hearing this, everyone, whether it was Xian Di or Darryl, was shocked.

The next second, Darryl and Xian Di looked at each other and hurried to the main hall.

Lorenzo and Peter also quickly followed.

Mad!

When he arrived at the square in front of the main hall, seeing the scene in front of him,
Darryl frowned secretly and couldn’t help but curse.

Are these god soldiers and generals of Qin Tianjian, a dog’s nose, so clever? Found here
so quickly.

Lorenzo and everyone’s expressions changed.

It was seen that tens of thousands of divine soldiers and generals were suspended in
mid-air and surrounded Shellmound Island.

Headed by a few divine generals in golden armor, their bodies were surging with divine
power, and their momentum was astonishing.

“Darryl!”

At this time, seeing Darryl appearing, the leader of a god general showed a playful smile
on his face: “You finally showed up. In order to catch you, we have spent a lot of time in
Tianjian.”



This god general is called Zhan Wuji, he is the right-hand man of the Haotian God King,
and is widely used.

Ha ha!

Hearing this, Darryl took a step forward and smiled lightly: “Really? It seems that my
cards are not too small. You have so many gods and gods to catch me.”

Having said that, Darryl looked around: “Where is the God King Haotian?”

As he spoke, Darryl’s mind quickly turned, thinking about countermeasures.

There are so many gods and soldiers on the other side, if they really fight, even if the
elites of Shellmound Island are out, it is difficult to win.

Zhan Wuji’s face was full of arrogance: “To deal with you, why should our Highness the
King of God personally take action? Darryl, those who are sensible will be captured,
otherwise, Shellmound Island will be razed to the ground.”

“One Sword Sovereign”

The corners of Darryl’s mouth twitched as he was about to answer.

However, at this moment, Xian Di walked out quickly, stared at Zhan Wuji, and shouted:
“What a big tone, Shellmound Island is the place of our Qinglong family, it’s not your
turn to be arrogant.”

“Leave quickly, or you will be at your own risk.”

The sound was not loud, but it spread throughout Shellmound Island.

I have to say that Xian Di has a strong aura. As soon as these words came out, the tens of
thousands of divine soldiers present felt the pressure of a powerful divine dragon.

Chapter 4227



Swish!

Hearing this, Zhan Wuji did not have the slightest fear, his face suddenly gloomy, and he
looked at Xian Di coldly: “Xian Di, you are defending Darryl so much, do you want to
betray God’s Domain.”

“What is the fate of betraying God’s Domain? You know better than me. For the sake of
Darryl, do you want the Qinglong family to be in a state of doom?”

At the time, Luo Jue, the first supervisor of Qintianjian, led an army to besiege
Shellmound Island. When the two sides were deadlocked, Luo Jue threatened Xiandi with
Xiaoxi’s life, forcing Xiandi to surrender to God’s Domain.

Ha ha….

At this time, when she heard Zhan Wuji’s words, Xian Di smiled contemptuously: “Don’t
use God’s Domain to oppress me, as far as I know, before His Majesty the Heavenly
Emperor, he had specially instructed the God King Haotian to cooperate with Your
Excellency Darryl to eradicate the demons. Clan Supreme Gone, find the whereabouts of
Prince Aotian.”

“How did God King Haotian do? Secretly colluded with Aotian to deal with Your
Excellency Darryl.”

“If you really think about it, it’s really ridiculous that you have been diligent in betraying
God’s Domain.

The words are neither humble nor arrogant, and they are loud and clear.

“you…”

Hearing these words, Zhan Wuji’s face flushed and he wanted to refute, but he couldn’t
say a word.



“Ha ha…”

Seeing this scene, Peter couldn’t help laughing, and praised Xian Di: “Your Majesty the
Empress said well, that Haotian God King is very good-looking, but he is a downright
villain, so despicable and shameless, he can even be named God King, it’s just a joke in
the realm of the gods.”

The voice fell, and everyone around nodded in agreement.

At this time, Darryl also showed a smile, looked at Zhan Wuji and said: “If I remember it
well, you should call it Zhan Wuji, I’m not afraid to tell you the truth, just now, I have
sent someone to God’s Domain to report the matter. To His Majesty the Emperor.”

“Your Majesty knows the truth, and will definitely punish the God King Haotian heavily,
and the God King Haotian will be punished. I am afraid that all of you who are
subordinates will not be able to escape the guilt.”

Saying that, Darryl slowly paced back and forth, with a leisurely attitude: “Which is more
important, you should know better than me, so now it’s too late for you to abandon the
darkness and turn to the light, otherwise, wait until the Emperor of Heaven descends the
crime, you are present. None of these divine soldiers can escape.”

When he said this, Darryl looked serious.

In fact, just after the deployment of the teleportation formation was completed, Darryl did
not send anyone to the Divine Realm at all. This was just to cause some psychological
pressure on Zhan Wuji.

The art of war has a cloud, attacking the city is the bottom, attacking the heart is the top.

As long as the psychological defenses of the gods and generals like Zhan Wuji are
defeated, Shellmound Island will be able to avoid a catastrophe. After all, if the fight
really starts, everyone plus the soldiers of Shellmound Island may not be the opponents
of these gods and gods.

What?



At this moment, Zhan Wuji’s heart was shocked, his eyes flickered, and his heart was a
little flustered.

Darryl has already sent someone to the Divine Realm?

If that’s the case, the situation is bad.

At the same time, Zhan Wuji looked at the large formation in the forbidden area behind
the main hall, and was secretly shocked. This Darryl really had some skills, and he was
able to deploy a teleportation formation in such a short time.

wow…

At the same time, there was also a commotion among the surrounding gods and generals,
all of them panicking.

Because what Darryl said was right, what the Haotian God King did during this period of
time had always been against the will of the Heavenly Emperor. More importantly, Darryl
was the teacher of the Heavenly Emperor. Once His Majesty the Heavenly Emperor was
angered and punished, the consequences would be unimaginable.

Seeing this situation, Zhan Wuji was in a hurry and couldn’t help shouting: “Everyone,
don’t listen to Darryl’s nonsense, this grand formation is obviously just built, and he has
no chance to send someone to God’s Domain.”

“I Have a Scroll of Ghosts and Gods”

Zhan Wuji is not sure whether Darryl has sent someone to the Divine Realm, but now
that Shellmound Island has been surrounded, the arrow is on the string, and he has to
send it.

Moreover, since he has already followed the God King Haotian, he is in the same boat,
one is prosperous, and one is lost.

However, Darryl’s deployment of teleportation on Shellmound Island is no trivial matter,
and he must notify the God King Haotian as soon as possible.



Thinking of this, Zhan Wuji whispered to the divine soldier behind him, “Quick, hurry
back and report to His Royal Highness the King of God the truth about Darryl’s
deployment of the teleportation formation.”
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“Yes!”

After receiving the order, the divine soldier responded and left Shellmound Island
quickly.

Watching the divine soldier leave, Zhan Wuji stopped talking nonsense and said loudly,
“All the soldiers of the Diligent Supervisor follow the order, step on the Shellmound
Island, and kill Darryl!”

hum….

Hearing this, the divine soldiers and gods present at the scene recovered, and one by one,
they burst out with divine power, rushing towards Darryl and everyone.

Mad!

Seeing this scene, Darryl was furious. This Zhan Wuji was quite decisive, and his words
just didn’t frighten him.

Whoosh!

Thinking about it, Darryl didn’t have time to think about it. At that time, he urged his
primordial spirit to explode and head towards Zhan Wuji.

“Ha ha….”

At this moment, Peter was also very excited. He raised his hand and summoned the
Heavenly Axe, and shouted: “Ma De, after so long, I can finally have a good fight today.”

The voice fell, and Peter urged his figure to rush up quickly.



Lorenzo and everyone did not talk nonsense, and they followed closely behind, fighting
fiercely with many gods and soldiers.

“The Qinglong family obeys the order.”

At the same time, Xian Di gave a coquettish shout and ordered the surrounding dragon
warriors: “Hurry up and help Your Excellency Darryl to defend against the enemy.”
Darryl is the Dragon Lord of the Qinglong family. If he has something, the Qinglong
family will never sit idly by.

“Follow the order of the Empress!”

In an instant, the dragon powerhouses of the entire Shellmound Island responded in
unison, and then flew into the air and fought against the gods and soldiers.

Mad!

Seeing this situation, Zhan Wuji was shocked and angry. This Qinglong clan was really
crazy. In order to protect Darryl, they turned against the God King Haotian.

buzzing….

In the blink of an eye, many dragon powerhouses were already in the air, and the power
of the dragons erupted one by one. Suddenly, the entire Shellmound Island was covered
with thunderclouds, and lightning flashed and thundered.

Immediately afterwards, I saw that between the clouds, thousands of dragon powerhouses
transformed into the form of dragons, and their huge bodies gathered together, covering
the sky and the sun.

call….

Feeling the powerful aura pervading these giant dragons, many divine soldiers and
generals were apprehensive. You must know that Qinglong is the head of the four divine
beasts. At this time, so many divine dragon powerhouses have gathered together, and the
explosive power is no less than the army of tens of thousands of demons.



“Don’t panic everyone!”

At this moment, Zhan Wuji shouted: “Arrange the formation, and if you encounter
resistance, kill it.”

bang bang bang…

Hearing this, the gods and soldiers who were present quickly formed a formation and
fought fiercely with the giant dragon.

In an instant, the entire Shellmound Island, shouting and killing, the sound of collision of
power, shocked the sky.

“Darryl! Die!”

At this moment, Zhan Wuji summoned a golden sword, shouted loudly, cooperated with
several divine generals, and rushed towards Darryl quickly.

Back then, when Tracy and Lorenzo arrived at Shellmound Island, Qin Tianjian kept
following them.

Now that Darryl has appeared, he must be removed.

Otherwise, all the deployment of His Royal Highness the God King will be in vain.

Ha ha…

Seeing Zhan Wuji rushing towards him, Darryl chuckled lightly: “Good job.” As the
voice fell, the divine power in his body exploded, and he fought fiercely with Zhan Wuji
and others.

For a time, the figures of the two sides collided continuously in the high sky, and bursts
of extremely strong aura vibrations erupted.

Um?



Darryl was originally full of self-confidence, because with the help of Shennong, his
strength has returned to its peak. It stands to reason that it should be more than enough to
deal with such gods as Zhan Wuji. What he didn’t expect was that the divine generals in
front of him, Zhan Wuji, were much stronger than before.

“I Have a Scroll of Ghosts and Gods”

Bang bang bang!

In the blink of an eye, Darryl was tightly surrounded and unable to break through.

At the same time, Xian Di and many powerful dragons were also suppressed by those
gods and soldiers, and they retreated one by one.

How could this be?

Facing this situation, Darryl couldn’t help frowning secretly.

Speaking of which, Darryl and Haotian Divine King have fought more than once, and
they are very clear about the strength of his subordinates. It stands to reason that with the
help of the Divine Dragon Clan, it is impossible to be at a disadvantage so quickly.

But…that’s how it happened.

“Ha ha!”

Noticing the change in Darryl’s face, Zhan Wuji laughed and said proudly: “Darryl, are
you surprised that the overall strength of our Qintian Supervisor has suddenly become
stronger?”

Chapter 4229
“Tell you, before we came, we all took the golden pill specially given by His Royal
Highness the King of God. After taking the golden pill, the strength of our Qin Tianjian
will be doubled.”

“So, you should stop resisting and surrender as soon as possible.”



Mad!

Hearing this, Darryl was suddenly stunned and a little annoyed at the same time.

In order to deal with me, this God King Haotian was really willing to go out and let all
the soldiers of the Diligent Supervisor take Jindan.

Thinking to himself, Darryl said coldly: “Stop talking nonsense, it is impossible for me to
surrender.”

Overcome!

Zhan Wuji snorted coldly and cooperated with other gods to continue besieging Darryl.

Bang!

In the face of Zhan Wuji, who had doubled his strength, Darryl was tired of dealing with
it. Soon, he was inattentive and was hit in the back by a god king behind him. He heard a
dull sound. retreat.

After stabilizing his figure, Darryl’s qi and blood swelled, and a hint of weakness
appeared on his face.

“Ha ha!”

Seeing the success of his companion’s surprise attack, Zhan Wuji laughed proudly:
“Darryl, those who know the times are Junjie, do you want the Qinglong family to follow
you to destroy?”

“Fengzi!”

“How are you, Fengzi?”

Seeing the situation here, Lorenzo and Sun Da Sheng, who were not far away, were all
shocked and shouted, wanting to rush over, but there were too many enemies in front of
them, and they couldn’t rush over at all.



bang bang….

At this moment, Darryl received two more palms. At that time, a mouthful of blood
spurted out, and the figure also landed on the top of the hall.

Zhan Wuji greeted his companions, took advantage of the situation to pursue, and dived
down.

At this moment, Darryl stood proudly on the top of the hall, looked at the swooping Zhan
Wuji, and said indifferently: “Just a few of you, you want my life? You are too naive.”

hum!

The last word fell, and a vast and terrifying aura erupted from Darryl’s body. In an
instant, the entire Shellmound Island was bleak, and the sun and the moon were dull.

The powerful and terrifying breath pressure permeated the whole world.

This… this power.

At this moment, Zhan Wuji suddenly changed color.

Especially Zhan Wuji, feeling the power of Darryl’s eruption, an inexplicable fear rose
deep in his heart, and then thought of something, exclaimed: “This is… Nine Heavens
Holy Profound Art.”

Yes, at this time, what Darryl was using was the Nine Heavens Holy Profound Art.

Back then, Darryl was trapped in the sealed land in the God’s Domain. After a series of
events, he finally escaped from the sealed land with the demon clan. Later, the demon
clan launched an attack on Dilgog Palace for freedom, and Jiutian The gods and soldiers
led by God will fight against each other.



At that time, Darryl did his best to help the demon clan, but in the end he was defeated
and escaped. He accidentally entered the immortal tomb, and encountered the Brahma
Emperor who was trapped inside. Brahma Emperor and Darryl knew each other as soon
as they met, so they taught Jiutian Shengxuan Gong.

After that, Darryl left the Immortal Tomb, and on the battlefield of Dilgog Palace, he
used Jiutian Shengxuan Gong to compete with Jiutian God, shocking the audience.

Because the Nine Heavens Holy Profound Technique consumes a lot of divine power, and
this technique is very profound, Darryl has never used it since then.

At this time, the situation was extremely critical, and Darryl decisively displayed it.

Ha ha…

At this moment, Darryl saw Zhan Wuji’s face full of shock, and immediately raised the
corner of his mouth: “You have some knowledge, take it.”

“Gene Era”

When the words fell, Darryl raised his hand and called to Zhan Wuji.

call…

This palm is played, the wind howls between heaven and earth, and the wind and clouds
change color.

Faced with this situation, Zhan Wuji did not rush to think about it, hurriedly activated his
divine power, and condensed the protective film in front of him one by one.

boom!

In the next second, the palm force exploded and slammed hard on the protective film, and
then a few roars were heard, and then, one after another violent breath swept away
towards the surrounding.



Under the impact of the powerful force, he saw that Zhan Wuji’s several condensed
protective films were all crushed, and at the same time, they were also shaken and flew
out, flying over a hundred meters before landing heavily.

“puff!”

After landing, Zhan Wuji spurted out a mouthful of blood, and his face was pale and pale.

Afterwards, Zhan Wuji struggled to stand up, his eyes fixed on Darryl, he was astonished,
this Darryl could actually know the supreme cultivation technique ‘Nine Heaven Sacred
Profound Art’…

Back then, Darryl helped the demon clan to fight against the God Realm, and fought
fiercely with the Nine Heavens God in the Dilgog Palace. Zhan Wuji was not there, so he
didn’t know.

Chapter 4230
At the same time, the several divine generals who shot together with Zhan Wuji also
looked at Darryl with deep fear in their eyes.

This Darryl is worthy of being regarded as the number one enemy by His Royal Highness
the God King.

The strength is really unfathomable.

Great!

Seeing this scene, Lorenzo and Peter were all excited.

Afterwards, Peter shouted: “Everyone, it’s time to counterattack, everyone, rush with
me.” After the words fell, Peter waved the opening axe and rushed into the enemy group.

“kill!”

As soon as the voice fell, everyone present, as well as the powerhouses of the Qinglong
family, burst into sky-shattering howls and rushed forward quickly.



They could all see that among the tens of thousands of divine soldiers, Zhan Wuji was the
commander-in-chief. At this time, Zhan Wuji had been defeated by Darryl, and the
opponent’s morale must have been greatly reduced, which was a good opportunity to
counterattack.

“Great Sage, I’m here to help you.”

At this time, Darryl’s heart was also full of pride. He shouted at that time and rushed up
to fight against the enemy with Peter and the others.

bang bang bang…

Everyone united as one, and quickly reversed the passive situation.

However, seeing this scene, Zhan Wuji did not panic at all, instead the corners of his
mouth twitched, revealing a faint smile.

This Darryl thought that this would turn the situation around, but he didn’t know that the
battle had just begun.

“kill…”

On the battlefield, Peter wielded the Heaven-Opening Axe, and his internal power
exploded completely. He saw dazzling golden lights burst out from the Heaven-Opening
Axe.

Seeing him so brave, the surrounding gods and soldiers forced them to retreat.

Um?

The battle was on the rise, and suddenly, Peter frowned and his body trembled.

He clearly felt that there was a strange force in his body that suddenly appeared,
suppressing his dantian inner strength.



How could this be? It was fine just now.

For a time, Peter was shocked and angry, and his heart was full of doubts.

buzzing…

Seeing that Peter suddenly stopped, the two divine soldiers looked at each other and
rushed behind quickly, the weapons stabbing towards Peter’s back.

Seeing this scene, Darryl was taken aback and shouted: “Be careful!”

When the words fell, Darryl urged the figure to rush up quickly, slapped it with a palm,
and shook the two divine soldiers back.

Immediately, Darryl supported Peter and asked, “What happened to you? Why did you
suddenly stop moving?”

call!

Peter took a deep breath and said complicatedly: “My inner strength is suppressed. It’s
strange!”

What?

Hearing this, Darryl froze for a moment, put his hand on his arm and felt it, and soon, he
noticed that there was a divine power in Peter’s body, wandering through the meridians…

Feeling this, Darryl was in shock and couldn’t help but ask, “How come you have divine
power in your body?” Darryl has primordial spirit, and he can sense it at once. This
power in Peter’s body is divine power.

It’s just… The great sage has not yet reached the realm of cultivating the primordial
spirit, how can there be divine power in his body?



Divine power?

Peter looked confused: “I…I don’t know.”

Seeing the situation here, Lorenzo and everyone were also surprised.

what happened?

How could there be an inexplicable amount of divine power in the body of the Great
Sage?

“Hahaha…”

Just when everyone was secretly speculating, Zhan Wuji laughed and said slowly: “Don’t
guess, the divine power in Peter’s body was injected by us when he was arrested at
Qintian Prison.”

When he said this, Zhan Wuji looked weak, but he couldn’t hide the smugness in his
eyes.

What?

Hearing this, both Darryl and Peter were all shocked.

At this time, Zhan Wuji looked at Peter and the others, and continued: “Do you really
think that you were lucky to escape from the Tiantian Prison successfully? Then you are
very wrong.”

“At that time, the defense of Qin Tianjian was empty, and it was completely arranged by
His Royal Highness. His Royal Highness expected that after you escaped, you would
fight with Darryl, so he ordered to inject divine power into you.”

Mad!



At this moment, Peter was so angry that he couldn’t help cursing: “It was a waste of your
time to work in Tianjian, to maintain the name of Jiuzhou Jianghu at a discount, and to
use such despicable means behind your back to say that you are villains, it is really
flattering you. already.”

Chapter 4231
In the face of Peter’s scolding, Zhan Wuji was not angry at all, and said with a chuckle:
“A soldier never tires of deceit.

Seeing his face, Lorenzo and everyone were angry and yelled.

“Shameless…”

“Too insidious…”

Darryl was also very angry, Ma De, God King Haotian really did everything he could to
deal with me.

“hey-hey!”

Facing the scolding of Lorenzo, Zhan Wuji was even more proud, and said lightly:
“Don’t scream, I don’t know that Peter has been secretly injected with divine power, and
you are all the same. As long as you burst out with all your strength, Dantian will receive
divine power. suppress…”

What?

Hearing this, Lorenzo’s heart suddenly burst, and he quickly tried to explode with all his
strength. Sure enough, he sensed the vicinity of Dantian, and a strange force emerged…

Under the suppression of this force, the inner force of the dantian cannot be fully exerted
at all. The more forcefully exerted, the stronger the suppression.

Seeing this scene, Darryl couldn’t help but ask, “Brother Wen, you…”

call!



Lorenzo took a deep breath and smiled bitterly: “My dantian inner strength has also been
suppressed.”

The voice fell, and everyone around him frowned.

“Me too…”

“This diligent supervisor is so despicable and shameless…”

Oops!

At this moment, Darryl secretly complained. He thought that by defeating Zhan Wuji, he
would be able to turn the situation around, but he never thought that the Qintian
Supervisory Committee had hidden a divine power within the bodies of Brother Wen and
the Great Sage to suppress their dantian inner strength. …

In this way, Brother Wen and everyone can’t break out with all their strength, and the
situation will be more passive.

“Ha ha…”

At this moment, Zhan Wuji laughed and mocked at Darryl: “His Royal Highness the God
King has devised a strategy, this move is really brilliant, Darryl, if you don’t want your
relatives to die here, you should surrender.”

When speaking, Zhan Wuji raised his hand and waved.

wow…

After receiving the order, the surrounding gods and soldiers launched an attack again,
rushing towards the Lorenzo crowd.

“Mad, I’d rather die than surrender!”



Peter’s eyes were blood red, and he shouted: “Even if we die here recently, we will not
bow our heads and kill!” The voice fell, and Peter endured the pain of the suppressed
dantian, waving the opening axe and attacking.

At the same time, Lorenzo and the others followed closely behind, fighting fiercely with
the gods and soldiers again. It’s just that their dantian’s inner strength was suppressed and
they couldn’t explode with all their strength. In less than a round, they were beaten and
retreated.

“kill!”

At this moment, Darryl was also completely furious, shouted frantically, rushed into the
battlefield, and defended the enemy with Peter and others.

“The Great Destruction Technique!”

In the next second, Darryl coldly spit out four words and raised his hand to point to the
sky.

In an instant, the surrounding air suddenly distorted, and a terrifying and violent force,
centered on him, swept toward the surroundings.

bang bang bang…

Under the terrifying power raging, many divine soldiers and gods were shaken out, fell
heavily to the ground, and lost their combat effectiveness one by one. Seriously, if
everyone in the rivers and lakes was hit by such a terrifying blow, they would definitely
die. However, these divine soldiers and generals have divine power to protect their
bodies. In addition, Darryl used the Nine Heavens Holy Profound Art before, which
consumed a lot of divine power, so this Zhao Datianshu can’t exert the strongest power,
and can only severely damage these gods and gods.

Mad!

Seeing this scene, Zhan Wuji’s face was ashen, and his heart was also shocked.



This Darryl, with such a serious loss of divine power, can still burst out with such a
strong formidable power. No wonder His Royal Highness the God King regards him as a
thorn in his side.

“Kill Darryl first!”

Thinking to himself, Zhan Wuji couldn’t help shouting loudly: “His divine power is
severely depleted, he can’t hold it anymore, kill him.”

wow…

As soon as the words fell, countless divine soldiers and generals rushed towards Darryl as
if they had been beaten with blood.

“Want to kill me, come on…”

At this time, Darryl, with blood red eyes, shouted to meet him, and fought fiercely with
many gods and soldiers again. Brother Wen, Dasheng and others, their internal strength
was suppressed, and they must not be allowed to have an accident.

However, it is simply impossible for the soldiers of Darryl and Shellmound Island to turn
the tide of the battle while keeping Lorenzo and the crowd at the same time.

Chapter 4232
Under the fierce battle, Darryl soon felt powerless.

It was at this moment that a divine soldier found an opportunity, and the spear was like a
dragon, stabbing Darryl’s back at once.

Darryl’s body trembled, and blood donations poured out instantly.

“Fengzi!”

Seeing this, Lorenzo and Sun Da Sheng both changed their expressions, shouted in
unison, and their eyes were instantly blood red.



At the same time, Tracy, who was not far away, couldn’t help but exclaimed, almost
crying: “Father…”

The ice at this time is both anger and regret.

I thought that the rescue of Lorenzo and everyone from Qin Tian Prison was the most
successful thing I had done since I was a child, but I never thought that all this was
secretly arranged by the God King Haotian.

And he has become a pawn of the Haotian God King invisibly.

If he hadn’t brought Uncle Wen and everyone to Shenlong Island, his father would not
have heard the news, and now, he would not have been besieged to death by the gods and
soldiers of the Divine Guardian.

In other words, if the father today, Uncle Wen and the others, if they have three strengths
and two weaknesses, they will be killed indirectly.

“You hypocrites, demons!”

For a time, the more Tracy thought, the more angry he became. At that time, he snorted
and swung his long sword continuously, trying to repel the gods and soldiers in front of
him, so that he could rush to Darryl to help.

However, there are too many divine soldiers and generals in front of him. Even if Tracy is
not suppressed by divine power, it is difficult to break out of the encirclement.

“Darryl, hold on!”

At the same time, Xian Di’s delicate face was also indescribably anxious, and she
couldn’t help shouting: “You must hold on.” Saying that, Xian Di exerted her divine
dragon power and wanted to rush over.

It’s just that the situation she faced was the same as that of Frost Bing. There were too
many gods and soldiers in front of her. It was impossible to beat a few back and a few
rushing up.



Darryl is here.

The severe pain in the back came, and Darryl’s anger was completely aroused. At that
time, he didn’t care about the injury at all, and the divine power was running, and the few
divine soldiers in front of him were shocked and flew out.

plop plop..

After several divine soldiers landed, they all closed their eyes and passed out.

And Darryl reluctantly urged his divine power, and at this time he was even weaker, his
face was pale, he was shaky, and he could fall down at any time. Darryl had consumed a
lot of divine power when he used the Nine Heavens Holy Profound Art before, and he
was stabbed again just now, so no one could hold it.

“Above the Sky”

Ha ha…

Seeing this situation, Zhan Wuji, who was recovering from breath control on the top of
the hall, showed a smile on his face, indescribably excited.

Darryl is about to die, and this operation will soon be successfully completed.

You must know that Darryl, who is in front of him, is the teacher of the Emperor of
Heaven, and the God King Haotian is even more afraid of him. If he kills him now, it can
be regarded as a great achievement.

Excited, Zhan Wuji already had the scene of being praised and rewarded by the God King
Haotian in his mind.

However, Zhan Wuji did not get carried away. Seeing that Darryl was unable to support
himself, he made a decisive decision. The figure erupted, raised his hand and hit Darryl
from the back.



“Darryl, today is your day of death!”

When he was about to approach, Zhan Wuji’s excited and proud face showed a bit of
grimness.

Nima!

Hearing Zhan Wuji’s anger behind him, Darryl cursed secretly, instinctively wanting to
dodge, but he was so weak that it was too late.

boom!

This palm hit Darryl’s back firmly, Darryl groaned, blood spurted wildly, and the whole
person flew several dozen meters away, and finally smashed heavily on the steps in front
of the main hall.

“Fengzi!”

Seeing Darryl’s hands again, Lorenzo and Peter roared in unison, both angry and worried.

Peter was even more angry, and scolded Zhan Wuji: “Zhan Wuji, because you are still a
god in golden armor, do you only attack from behind?”

“If you have the ability, I will fight your grandfather and me for 300 rounds, come on.”

While scolding, Peter brandished his axe and wanted to fight with Zhan Wuji, but he was
surrounded by gods and soldiers. Where did he rush over?

Ha ha…

In the face of Peter’s clamor, Zhan Wuji did not feel angry at all, but smiled
contemptuously, and said lightly to Peter: “You can’t even use all your own internal
strength, what qualifications do you have to fight against me?”

Chapter 4233



While speaking, Zhan Wuji slowly walked towards Darryl.

call!

Seeing Zhan Wuji approaching step by step, Darryl took a deep breath and struggled to
stand up, scolding Zhan Wuji thousands of times in his heart.

This battle is boundless, and it is indeed worthy of being brought out by the God King
Haotian.

“interesting!”

Seeing that Darryl was still able to stand up, Zhan Wuji was stunned for a moment, then
jokingly said: “After suffering such a serious injury, can you still stand up? Darryl, how
much blood do you have left?”

Darryl wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and said lightly: “I, Darryl, have
been involved in the arena for more than ten years, and when I competed with the Nine
Heavens God, I was not at a disadvantage. I have never seen any scenes.”

“You are a little god general, you want to take my life, I’m afraid you are not qualified.”

When he said this, Darryl stood straight and arrogant.

Not enough!

These three words, like an invisible giant hammer, slammed into Zhan Wuji’s heart, his
face flushed red, and he was ashamed and angry.

“Good good…”

In the next second, Zhan Wuji reacted and said a few good words, his eyes locked on
Darryl, and he said coldly: “When death is imminent, you still dare to speak up, if I don’t
cut off your head today, I won’t call you Zhan. Infinite.”



“Go to hell…”

The last two words, Zhan Wuji almost roared out, and then burst out with all his strength,
the whole person turned into a golden afterimage in the air, bursting towards Darryl.

“It’s uncertain who lives and who dies.”

Darryl roared, his eyes burst into two bright beams, and the only divine power in his body
exploded completely, raised his hands, and faced Zhan Wuji.

boom!

When the palms of the two sides collided, they heard Zhan Wuji’s miserable howl, and
they were shocked and flew out, smashing the two dragon-shaped sculptures before they
landed heavily.

After landing, Zhan Wuji sprayed a few mouthfuls of blood in a row, and his face was
extremely sluggish and weak.

That’s right, Darryl’s palm just now contained the techniques of the Nine Heavens Holy
Profound Art, so Zhan Wuji was naturally not an opponent.

However, when the Nine Heavens Holy Profound Art was used again, Darryl’s divine
power was completely exhausted, and his whole body seemed to be hollowed out.

call!

Seeing this scene, Peter and Lorenzo were all worried.

“Darryl!”

It was at this moment that a cry of sorrow came, revealing a cry.

Darryl heard the sound and saw that in the fierce battle between the two sides, Maria was
looking towards this side with a long sword in hand, tears kept falling from her cheeks.



When the battle broke out just now, Maria and the others had been resisting the gods and
soldiers, and they had no time to take care of him.

Because she knew in her heart that Darryl’s strength was not what it used to be. As long
as the God King Haotian didn’t come, it was impossible for the gods like Zhan Wuji to
hurt him at all.

It’s just that Maria never thought that this Zhan Wuji’s wicked and vicious methods
would actually attack from behind.

Seeing that Darryl was severely injured at this time, Maria was still calm, and she burst
into tears. Because she could clearly see that Darryl’s face was pale and pale, he was
slumped on the ground, and he didn’t even have the strength to stand up.

“Darryl, you can’t be in trouble… You must hold on, hold on…”

Under the sadness, Maria’s tears, like pearls with a broken thread, kept falling from her
cheeks and could not be stopped at all.

While crying, Maria clenched her long sword and wanted to rush up to check on Darryl’s
situation, but, like Lorenzo, she was secretly injected with divine power when she was
detained in Qin Tian Jian, and she couldn’t use it all.

Coupled with the innumerable encirclement of divine soldiers in front of him, it was
impossible to rush forward.

call!

Hearing Maria’s cry, Darryl’s heart warmed and he forced a smile. Then he looked at
Maria and said weakly: “Qingyan, I’m sorry, I’m afraid I won’t be able to accompany
you in the future.”

When he said this, Darryl’s heart was bleeding.

He didn’t want to be so negative either, but the power of his primordial spirit was
exhausted, and he couldn’t fight anymore.



“Do not…”

Maria was distraught, crying even more, shaking her head desperately: “I don’t allow you
to say that…don’t…”

Seeing her like this, Darryl was also extremely uncomfortable. He wanted to comfort
him, but he didn’t know how to speak.

In the next second, Darryl turned his neck with difficulty, and looked at Lorenzo and
Peter not far away: “Brother Wen, Dasheng, I am useless, I have caused you all.”

Chapter 4234
At this time, Darryl was very unwilling.

Mad… I was really too careless. Brother Wen and the Great Sage were secretly sealed
with a divine power. Why didn’t I notice it at first?

Originally there was still a chance, but now, there is no chance at all.

call!

Hearing this, Lorenzo felt extremely uncomfortable, and shouted, “Fengzi, what did you
say? When we swore to worship, we made an oath that we will live together and die
together.”

“Besides, for today’s matter, it’s just that God King Haotian is too ruthless, and it has
nothing to do with you.”

The words fell, and Peter also echoed loudly: “That is, when did you become such a
mother-in-law, Fengzi? Isn’t it just death, what’s the big deal, let’s be brothers in the next
life.”

Brothers in the next life.

Hearing these words, Darryl’s heart was instantly filled with a stream of heat, his blood
was agitated, he nodded and said, “Yes, we will still be brothers in the next life.”



“Darryl!”

At this moment, Xian Di couldn’t help shouting: “My Qinglong clan will share life and
death with you.” There is no chance to reverse the situation in front of me, and I just want
to kill a few more enemies.

Ha ha….

At this moment, Darryl smiled, the depression in his heart was swept away, and he
shouted at Xian Di: “Thank you for the love of the empress, I am afraid that Darryl will
not have the chance to repay in this life. If there is a chance in the next life, I will be a
bull Ma, repay your kindness.”

The Qinglong family originally lived in seclusion on Shenlong Island and had no
competition with the world, but because they were involved in this endless grievance, and
finally affected the entire Qinglong family, they suffered a disaster.

This kind of kindness can never be repaid even in a lifetime.

Um!

Hearing this, Xian Di nodded, a smile appeared on her delicate face, and at the same time
she was determined.

“Young Master!” Krista on the side couldn’t help it at this time, and cried with tears:
“Krista is incompetent, I can’t help kill the enemy by your side, there is an afterlife, I will
still be your personal maid and serve you. ..”

Silly girl..

Darryl couldn’t help but smile bitterly.

“puff….”



At this moment, Zhan Wuji, who was not far away, stood up staggeringly, and after
spraying a mouthful of blood, his eyes were like poisonous snakes, and he looked at
Darryl coldly: “Ma Shan is going to die, so much nonsense.”

Having said that, Zhan Wuji shouted at the surrounding gods: “What are you still doing?
Kill Darryl.”

swoosh swish…

Hearing the order, several gods rose to the sky one after another, and quickly burst
towards Darryl.

At this moment, Darryl completely gave up resistance and slowly closed his eyes.

“Son!”

“Fengzi…”

“Darryl!”

For a time, Peter, Xiaoxi, Lorenzo and everyone cried out in grief, tears welling up one
by one.

Seeing that a loved one is about to die tragically, but there is nothing he can do, is the
most helpless thing in this world.

“Uncle Darryl, here we come!”

Seeing that Darryl was about to die under the hands of several divine generals, at this
critical moment, he heard a coquettish cry from the sky not far away.

Swish!

Darryl suddenly opened his eyes and looked towards the sky.

At the same time, the crowd of Lorenzo, as well as the magic soldiers and generals
present, also raised their heads.



it’s this girl…

Seeing the person coming, Darryl was stunned for a moment, very surprised, the corners
of his mouth twitched randomly, and a smile appeared.

I saw a man and a woman flying quickly in the air. The male is tall and handsome, the
female is youthful and beautiful, charming and charming.

It was Tie Bowen and Ginger.

Below them, tens of thousands of Rakshasa cavalrymen came in mighty waves like a tide.

Whoa!

Seeing this scene, Lorenzo and everyone were stunned for a moment, and then cheered.

“It’s the unparalleled girl…”

“Great, Wushuang actually brought reinforcements from the Rakshasa clan.”

Under the excitement of everyone, Tracy was even more excited, and couldn’t help
shouting at Ginger: “Wushuang, it’s great that you are here, hurry up, save my father.”

When he shouted, there was excitement on Tracy’s face, but he remembered to cry in his
heart.

After all, Darryl’s life is on the line, how can she not be anxious as a daughter?

“it is good!”

Ginger responded, and immediately accelerated, heading towards Darryl.

Chapter 4235
Rakshasa?



Seeing Ginger and Tie Bowen appear with the Rakshasa cavalry, Zhan Wuji was also
stunned, and frowned secretly at that time. I really didn’t expect that at this critical
moment, someone would come to support Darryl.

Ha ha…

At this time, seeing Ginger rushing up, Zhan Wuji responded quickly, his face was full of
contempt, and he shouted at several gods: “Don’t worry about these Rakshasa clan, kill
Darryl.”

The mere Rakshasa clan, the barbarians of Kyushu, are nothing to worry about.

Hearing the order, several gods will start again.

“stop!”

Seeing this scene, Ginger couldn’t help but let out a coquettish cry, her delicate face was
full of anxiety, and at the same time she wanted to speed up to stop it, but she was still a
long way from Darryl, and it was too late.

In a hurry, Ginger turned around and called out, “Brother Bowen.”

Tie Bowen understood and said loudly, “Don’t worry, Wushuang, I will not let anyone
hurt Your Excellency Darryl.”

Click!

When the words fell, Tie Bowen raised his hand and waved, and saw a golden light
flickering, and then a giant bow flickering with flames was tightly held in his hand.

It is the sunset bow.

In the next second, Tie Bowen activated his internal force, holding the bow in one hand,
and quickly pulled the bowstring with the other.



hum!

In an instant, driven by the power of the setting sun bow, the power of the scorching sun
above his head gathered crazily, and finally formed a rocket, tearing apart the world and
bursting towards several gods.

This arrow and iron blog post did not hesitate and was very decisive. You must know that
this time he led the army to go to Kyushu, and was ordered by Mona to come to help
Darryl. Now that Darryl is in a crisis, naturally he will not stand by.

What a powerful force.

Feeling the terrifying power contained in the rocket, several gods were inexplicably
panicky.

call….

And Lorenzo and Peter were also stunned, watching Tie Bowen in midair, secretly
shocked.

This giant bow is so powerful that it can actually combine the power of the scorching
sun.

And this kid is a little unfamiliar. When did the Rakshasa tribe come out with such a
strong man?

Sunset Bow….

At the same time, Darryl looked at the sunset bow in Tie Bowen’s hand, and was also
thoughtful.

At the beginning, Darryl gave the Sunset Bow to Mona and told her to seal it up, because
in order to unleash the power of the Sunset Bow, it must be integrated with the power of
the sun, but this kind of power is difficult for ordinary people to control. If you are not
careful, you will get burned.



It’s just that Darryl didn’t expect that Mona did not obey the instructions, but gave the
sunset bow to the clan.

What made Darryl even more unexpected was that the boy named Tie Bowen in front of
him had successfully comprehended and integrated the power of the Sunset Bow.

Simply incredible…

boom….

Just when Darryl was thinking about this, that rocket burst out and slammed hard on the
protective film deployed by several gods. He heard a thunderous roar, and the protective
film shattered instantly. With a groan, Qi Qi was shaken back.

After stabilizing their figures, the faces of several gods turned pale, and they were
obviously shocked.

Speaking of which, Tie Bowen’s current strength is not enough to hurt these gods. It’s
just that in the previous fierce battle, these gods have consumed a lot of divine power. At
this time, they are naturally not the opponents of the Sunset Bow.

What?

Seeing this situation, Zhan Wuji paled in shock, and when he looked at Tie Bowen’s eyes,
there was a strong hostility.

This Rakshasa clan boy, the giant bow in his hand, can actually explode with such
terrifying power.

Whoa!

Lorenzo, Peter and others were very excited.

“This arrow shoots well!”



“It’s fun to watch.”

Under the excitement of everyone, Nalan quickly rushed to the front, first checked the
situation of Xia Yuefeng, and then quickly said: “Uncle Yuefeng, we are late.”

Saying that, Nalan happily used his internal strength to inject into Darryl’s body to help
him recover his vitality.

Speaking of which, Nalan Xinran’s internal power is not particularly deep, and Darryl is
the power of the primordial spirit, so the internal power she input is completely a drop in
the bucket.

But even so, under the instillation of Nalan Xinran’s meager internal strength, Darryl’s
complexion has improved a lot.

Chapter 4236
“All commanders obey orders!”

At this time, Tie Bowen was suspended in the air, looking at the situation in front of him,
he issued an order without hesitation: “Assist Your Excellency Darryl and the Shenlong
Clan to fight against powerful enemies!”

“As ordered!”

At this moment, tens of thousands of Rakshasa cavalry roared in the sky, and then urged
the horses to rush towards the gods and soldiers.

Speaking of which, although these Rakshasa cavalrymen are strong, they are not the
opponents of these divine soldiers at all. After all, the strengths of the two sides are not
on the same level.

However, the Rakshasa clan is martial and fierce, and they are given orders at this time,
no matter how strong their opponents are, they are still invincible.

bang bang bang…



In the blink of an eye, the two sides scuffled together, and many Rakshasa cavalrymen
fell in a pool of blood.

Shit, you can’t fight like that.

Seeing this scene, Darryl was so anxious that he stood up and shouted: “Little Brother
Bowen, the enemy is powerful, but don’t charge blindly, quickly order to retreat first.”

To be honest, Darryl had already given up hope, but when he saw Tie Bowen and Ginger,
his heart suddenly changed to life, and he regained his strength.

“Go back, go back!”

Hearing Darryl’s words, Tie Bowen didn’t have time to think, and immediately shouted:
“Listen to Your Excellency Darryl, retreat.”

wow…

At this moment, hearing Tie Bowen’s shout, the Rakshasa cavalry retreated one after
another, and more than a dozen cavalrymen were killed during the retreat, but compared
to the casualties in the battle just now, it was not bad.

Seeing this scene, Darryl nodded with satisfaction, and then continued to Tie Bowen:
“Next, hand over the command of these cavalry to me, you can continue to use the power
of the sunset bow and assist from the side.”

“no problem!”

Tie Bowen nodded, his expression full of respect: “Everything follows the instructions of
Your Excellency Darryl.”

With that said, Tie Bowen shouted at the tens of thousands of cavalry: “From now on,
follow the dispatch of Your Excellency Darryl, and make no mistake.”

“As ordered!”

Tens of thousands of cavalrymen responded in unison.



At this time, Darryl took a deep breath and said to Xian Di: “Your Majesty the Empress,
also give me the command of the Shenlong Clan.”

When he said this, Darryl’s face was still weak, but his eyes flashed with confidence.

Yes, at this time, Darryl already had a plan in mind.

“it is good!”

Xian Di nodded without hesitation, and then issued an order: “All Qinglong clan, obey
Darryl’s command, and must not be slack.”

“Follow Your Majesty’s orders.”

The strong dragons in the audience responded one after another, and their voices shook
the sky.

call!

Seeing this, Zhan Wuji took a deep breath and narrowed his eyes slightly.

Is this Darryl confused? He doesn’t think that with the support of these Rakshasa cavalry,
the battle situation can be turned around, right?

Thinking to himself, Zhan Wuji grinned and shouted: “Darryl, just relying on this rabble,
want to defeat tens of thousands of my gods and soldiers? Is your brain flooded?”

Saying that, Zhan Wuji roared loudly: “We will do all we can to suppress them, and leave
none of them.”

Whoa!



The voice fell, and the divine soldiers and generals present exploded with divine power,
rushing towards the crowd.

Facing the ridicule, Darryl couldn’t see the joy or anger on his face as usual, but walked
slowly to the steps and said loudly: “The Rakshasa cavalry and the Qinglong clan obey
the orders.”

“The Qinglong family is divided into three formations. The first formation moves
forward twenty steps, the second formation moves twenty steps to the left, and the third
formation does not move.”

“Rakshasa cavalry interspersed with detours…”

Because of the serious injury, Darryl’s voice was not loud, even showing weakness, but it
clearly spread throughout the audience.

Swish!

Hearing Darryl’s order, the Qinglong clan and tens of thousands of Rakshasa cavalrymen
who were present moved quickly without any hesitation.

“Arrangement?”

At this moment, Zhan Wuji finally knew Darryl’s intention, and immediately sneered:
“It’s too late to start the formation now…what?”

As soon as the words were spoken, Zhan Wuji suddenly became dumbfounded, his eyes
widened, it was incredible.

It was seen that under the command of Darryl, the Qinglong family and the Rakshasa
cavalry cooperated closely, and the queue was orderly, and in the blink of an eye, the
gods and soldiers who were present were surrounded.

“First Evolution”



And these gods and soldiers who were surrounded were all dizzy, and the formation was
in chaos at that time.

Chapter 4237
This…..

Seeing this scene, Zhan Wuji was shocked and angry, and his face was extremely ugly.

How could a situation that should have been won steadily become like this?

“Quickly get out.”

Frightened, Zhan Wuji roared anxiously: “What are everyone doing? Rush!”

Hearing the order, the tens of thousands of divine soldiers present tried to break through,
but after several attempts, they all failed. The formation deployed by Darryl was very
flexible and mysterious.

These divine soldiers relied on their powerful divine power, but in the face of this
formation, they were ‘powerful and nowhere to be used’.

Yes, Darryl deployed one of the legendary formations in Kyushu, the Wanmu Xuanchong
formation.

The Wanmu Xuanchong Formation was the formation used by Emperor Hou Yi to trap
Zhu Bajie. More than ten years ago, Darryl entered the Northern Ying Continent for the
first time and met Zhu Bajie who was trapped in the palace. At that time, Zhu Bajie
Outside the exit of the residential compound, there are densely packed wooden stakes.

Zhu Bajie’s strength is strong, and he knows everything from ancient times to the present,
but he has been trapped by this formation for nearly a thousand years.

Finally, with the help of Darryl, Zhu Bajie was freed.



Later, Darryl deliberately studied the Wanmu Xuanchong Formation and improved it on
the basis of the original one. It’s just that I haven’t used it all the time, because this
formation is too vast.

At this time, the situation was in crisis, and Darryl immediately thought of Wan Mu Xuan
Chong formation.

“General!”

At this time, many divine soldiers grimaced and responded to Zhan Wuji: “This
formation is too weird, we can’t rush out.”

The voice fell, and the other divine soldiers also complained.

“yes…”

“This formation is too evil…”

Hearing this response, Zhan Wuji’s face became even more ugly.

The divine general of the dignified and diligent Tianjian was actually surrounded by the
Qinglong clan and these Rakshasa cavalry, and he was simply embarrassed.

Almost forgot.

Frightened, Zhan Wuji thought of something, and couldn’t help but patted his forehead.
This Darryl master inherited Guiguzi, and the Qimen formation technique is omnipotent.
It is not uncommon to be able to trap these divine soldiers and generals with a formation.

However… as long as Darryl is killed, this formation will not be self-defeating.

Thinking of this, Zhan Wuji endured his weakness, pointed at Darryl and howled: “Kill
him, kill Darryl, as long as Darryl is dead, these formations will be broken.”

As the right-hand commander of the Haotian God King, Zhan Wuji also knows the truth
of capturing the thief first.



buzzing….

The voice fell, and several gods didn’t hesitate, they burst out one after another, and
quickly came towards Darryl.

“Darryl!”

“Fengzi be careful!”

Seeing this scene, whether it was Lorenzo or Maria and others, they were all shocked and
exclaimed.

However, Darryl was indifferent.

“Sunbreaker Arrow!”

At this critical moment, Tie Bowen, who had already prepared, suddenly shouted, and his
figure rose into the sky.

Tie Bowen is a great general, otherwise he would not have been reused by Meng Na.
When he saw Darryl arranging the formation, he instinctively guarded Darryl’s side.

At this time, seeing several gods will burst out, he decisively cast the sunset bow again.

hum!

In mid-air, Tie Bowen mobilized the power of the sunset bow and pulled the bowstring.
In an instant, the power of the scorching sun above his head was madly absorbed again.
Immediately, a rocket pierced the sky and burst towards several gods.

This arrow, as fast as lightning, was as fast as lightning, and it arrived in the blink of an
eye.

What?



Several gods were originally full of confidence. After all, Darryl was seriously injured,
and it was almost easy to kill him, but he never expected that Tie Bowen would respond
so quickly.

I didn’t expect that the power of the Sunset Bow was far more terrifying than I imagined.

In the shock, several gods will quickly mobilize their divine power to protect themselves.

boom…

In the next second, the rocket collided with several gods, and a huge earthquake erupted.
The hot flames formed by the power of the blazing sun instantly enveloped them.

Under the raging fire, several gods panicked completely and quickly used their divine
power to disperse them. Speaking of which, they were all the body of the primordial
spirit. These blazing fireworks were not enough to kill them, but they also made them
extremely embarrassed.

Soon, several gods shattered the blazing sun flames on their bodies, burning black and
weak, and the armor on their bodies was also eclipsed. It is a stark contrast to the
previous majestic image.

Chapter 4238
Whoa!

Seeing this situation, Lorenzo and others, who were originally extremely worried, were
relieved and excited at the same time.

Peter couldn’t help laughing, and praised Tie Bowen: “Good arrows!”

Hearing the praise, Tie Bowen smiled slightly and continued to guard around Darryl.

waste…

At this moment, Zhan Wuji’s face was ashen, and he almost yelled at him.



I can’t do this well, and I have spent so many years with His Royal Highness the King of
God in vain.

Immediately, Zhan Wuji locked on Tie Bowen tightly, his eyes were like a poisonous
snake. This kid is not very strong, but the giant bow in his hand is amazing.

Is there any way to stop his giant bow…

boom!

Just when Zhan Wuji was thinking about the countermeasures, he saw Tie Bowen’s figure
rising into the air, holding a bow and an arrow, and the feather arrows with the power of
the blazing sun, like flaming stars, exploded in the queue of divine soldiers.

Under the raging and terrifying power, many divine soldiers let out bursts of miserable
howls, and fell to the ground and passed out.

Because Tie Bowen hadn’t fully understood the power of the Sunset Bow, he couldn’t use
the Sunset Bow to kill these divine soldiers, but it would be no problem to defeat them.

These divine soldiers were trapped in the great formation, unable to break through the
siege, and their morale was low.

“General!”

Finally, some divine soldiers couldn’t hold on any longer, and shouted at Zhan Wuji: “It
is hopeless to break Shenlong Island in the near future, why don’t you retreat quickly.”

The voice fell, and many divine soldiers agreed.

“Yeah, let’s go.”

“It can’t be beat at all…”



The requests of the gods kept coming, Zhan Wuji was shocked and angry, and shouted
angrily: “Shut up for me, how can I escape without fighting when I wait for the master of
Tianwei?”

“Whoever is talking about withdrawing will definitely cut it.”

When he said this, Zhan Wuji was very angry. This time, the siege of Shenlong Island
was a certainty, but he did not expect that the situation would become more and more out
of control.

What’s even more abhorrent is that these magical soldiers under his command have a
heart of timidity.

He was deeply trusted by the God King Haotian. If he led someone to escape, how could
he have the face to meet His Highness the God King.

Thinking about it, Zhan Wuji’s eyes were blood red, and he howled like crazy: “All the
soldiers, cheer me up, no matter how much you pay, you will break this great formation,
kill Darryl, and take his head.”

call!

The military orders were like mountains, and they had a firm attitude when they saw the
battle. The gods and soldiers who were present did not dare to escape lightly. They gritted
their teeth and tried to break through the siege of the Wanmu Xuanchong formation.

However, the Wanmu Xuan Chong formation, under the improvement of Darryl, was
incomparably mysterious.

Tens of thousands of Divine Soldiers tried several times, but they were still unable to
break through. Instead, many Divine Soldiers seemed extremely weak because they
consumed too much Divine Power.

Mad!



Seeing this situation, Zhan Wuji’s face was extremely cold, and his heart was even more
incompetent and furious.

Could it be…. the situation is really irreversible?

“War Promise!”

At this moment, Xian Di’s delicate body flew up, and said coldly to Zhan Wuji: “You are
unforgivable for breaking into my Shenlong Island, but I will give you a chance now and
immediately order surrender, otherwise, you few Ten thousand gods and soldiers, none of
them want to leave alive.”

“The Guard is Here”

The voice is crisp and sweet, but there is a chilling coldness.

surrender?

Hearing this, the corners of Zhan Wuji’s mouth twitched, as if he had received great
humiliation, and sneered: “Although you Qinglong clan is the head of the four divine
beasts, you are not qualified to make me surrender.”

When he said this, Zhan Wuji had a firm look on his face, no doubt about it.

Um?

Hearing this answer, Darryl couldn’t help frowning secretly.

This battle is endless, although the means are sinister and vicious, but also has the
backbone.

“it is good!”

Xian Di guessed that he would not surrender easily, and nodded lightly, with a bit of
coldness on her delicate face: “Since you are so ignorant of current affairs, don’t blame
me.”



In the battle just now, I don’t know how many warriors of the Qinglong family died in the
hands of the opponent. This blood feud must be reported.

Thinking to herself, Xian Di said softly, “Go to hell.”

hum!

When the voice fell, Xian Di rose up, waved her jade hand, and called towards Zhan
Wuji.

This palm contains 90% of Xian Di’s power, and wherever it goes, the situation changes.

Chapter 4239
Done!

Feeling the power of Xian Di’s palm, Zhan Wuji’s color changed in horror. He wanted to
back up and dodge, but he was hit hard by Tie Bowen’s arrow just now. He was so weak
that it was too late.

His Royal Highness the King of God, his subordinates are incompetent and have failed
your trust.

Seeing Xiandi getting closer, Zhan Wuji closed his eyes reluctantly.

hum!

However, at this critical moment, a terrifying aura fluctuated from the sky not far away,
and then, a golden figure burst out, blocking the palm for Zhan Wuji.

boom….

In the next second, a roar was heard, and Xian Di only felt a vast force coming. At that
time, her delicate body trembled, and then she was shaken back by the volley.



After stabilizing her figure, Xian Di was shocked when she saw the person coming.

I saw that the other party was wearing a purple-gold armor, proudly in mid-air, and the
powerful force surged, and the surrounding air was extremely distorted, majestic and
majestic, making people dare not look at him.

Not the God King Haotian, who else could it be?

The God King Haotian was originally in the Qintian Prison for a retreat, and when he
heard the news from the divine soldiers, Darryl appeared on Shenlong Island and
deployed a huge teleportation array. At that time, the God King Haotian was shocked. .

Oops!

At this moment, seeing the appearance of the God King Haotian, whether it was Darryl or
Lorenzo, everyone was shocked.

As soon as the God King Haotian came, Shenlong Island was afraid that it would be in
danger.

“His Royal Highness!”

However, Zhan Wuji was extremely happy and couldn’t help shouting.

Haotian God King nodded, his face did not fluctuate, but when he saw the scene in front
of him, he was immediately furious.

At this time, the God King Haotian clearly saw that tens of thousands of divine soldiers
were besieged by the warriors of the Qinglong family and the Rakshasa cavalry, and
many divine soldiers were very weak.

“War Promise!”

In anger, the God King Haotian said coldly, “What the hell is going on?” Although the
strength of the Qinglong clan was strong, it was impossible to beat the Divine Soldier of
the Divine Superintendent so badly.



“His Royal Highness!”

Faced with the questioning, Zhan Wuji looked embarrassed and bowed his head in
shame: “It’s because the subordinates are incompetent and they are not good at doing
things.”

Then, Zhan Wuji quickly explained the situation again.

Swish!

Knowing the situation, the God King Haotian was very annoyed, his eyes locked on Tie
Bowen, and he said coldly: “Good boy, it’s you again, you were the one who injured the
head of Wudang in the Nalan family before?”

The true identity of Prince Aotian has not been fully exposed on the rivers and lakes, so
the God King Haotian still temporarily calls the head of Wudang.

“Yes!”

Feeling the terrifying aura surrounding Haotian God King, Tie Bowen couldn’t help
taking a deep breath, nodded and said, “It’s me.”

Ha ha!

The God King Haotian smiled indifferently, with absolute contempt in his eyes: “Boy,
you are lucky enough to understand the power of the Sunset Bow, but if you are arrogant
to the point that no one in the world is your opponent, then you are making a big mistake.
already.”

“Also, I am in charge of supervising Kyushu, and my rights are supreme. You help Darryl
fight against my army of Tiantianjian, which is against the way of heaven. Have you ever
thought about the consequences?”

“Above the Sky”



I have to say that Haotian God King is too strong. Hearing these words, Tie Bowen only
felt a suffocating pressure coming towards his face, and opened his mouth at that time:
“I…”

After saying one word, Tie Bowen took a deep breath, tried to calm himself down, and
then continued: “I don’t know the consequences, I only know that I am a Rakshasa
warrior, and it is my duty to obey orders. The queen asked me to protect Darryl. Your
Excellency, I will do my best.”

The last sentence, neither humble nor arrogant, is loud and clear.

However, upon hearing this, God King Haotian just smiled contemptuously: “Really? But
what you don’t know is that this decision will bring disaster to your Rakshasa clan.”

Hearing this, Tie Bowen was shocked.

“Ha ha…”

At this moment, Darryl, who had been silent all the time, couldn’t help laughing: “God
King Haotian, don’t you think it’s ridiculous that you violated the order of the Emperor of
Heaven and said that you follow the way of heaven?”

Hearing Darryl’s words, the God King Haotian was furious: “Darryl, shut up for me. If
you hadn’t been a hindrance at the beginning, it’s still unclear who the throne of the
Heavenly Emperor would fall on.”

Chapter 4240
Saying that, Haotian God King’s eyes flashed with madness: “Don’t think that if you are
Ao Lin’s master, you can tell me what the king is doing. I tell you, here I am heaven, and
what I say is the way of heaven.”

“You can use the formation to trap tens of thousands of my soldiers, and you are
considered a generation of strange people, but you must know that in the face of absolute
strength, any mysterious formation is useless.”

Click!



The last word fell, and the God King Haotian slowly raised his arm, accompanied by a
crisp, dazzling weapon, which he held tightly.

It is the Moon God Halberd.

hum!

The next second, the God King Haotian exploded with divine power, raised his hand and
waved hard.

In an instant, accompanied by an earth-shattering whistling sound, a dazzling golden light
burst out from the Moon God Halberd, like a golden lightning bolt, mercilessly blasting
towards the Wanmu Xuan Chong formation below.

The terrifying force exploded in the crowd, and in the screams, many soldiers of the
Qinglong clan and Rakshasa cavalry fell in a pool of blood.

At the same time, the others were also panicked, and the formation was in chaos.

“All commanders obey orders!”

At this time, the God King Haotian was suspended in the air, and said coldly: “Slaughter
and destroy Shenlong Island, not a single one.”

“kill…”

Hearing the order, the gods and soldiers present at the scene responded in unison, and
they quickly launched a counterattack.

“what….”

In the face of the counterattack of the divine soldiers and generals, no one reacted at that
time. In the screams, the Rakshasa cavalry and the warriors of the Qinglong family
continued to fall.

Nima!



Seeing this scene, Darryl was furious.

This God King Haotian deserves to be a famous existence in the realm of the gods, but in
such a simple and rude way, he broke the Wanmu Xuanchong formation. But speaking of
it, the strength of a part of the Rakshasa cavalry that formed the formation was too weak
in comparison.

If the formation was composed of the powerhouses of the Qinglong family, the Haotian
God King might not be able to break it, but it was too late now, and it was too late to set
up the formation again.

“Darryl!”

At this moment, the God King Haotian locked on Darryl tightly, saying word by word,
“No one can save you today.” The voice fell, holding the Moon God Halberd tightly in
his hand, his body turned into a shock, and he went straight to Darryl. come.

“The Guard is Here”

call!

Faced with this situation, Darryl couldn’t help but take a deep breath. At that time, he was
going to face it, but the injury was too serious and he was powerless.

“Don’t hurt my brother.”

At this moment, Lorenzo shouted loudly, clenched his long sword and rushed into the air,
rushing towards the God King Haotian.

At the same time, Peter shouted: “If you want to kill Fengzi, unless you step over my
body!” The voice fell, and the figure followed.

“Brother Wen, Great Sage, don’t…”

Seeing this scene, Darryl was taken aback and couldn’t help crying.



Brother Wen and the Great Sage, the divine power in their bodies has not been expelled,
and the inner strength of their dantian has been suppressed, and they cannot exert their
full strength at all. Who is the opponent of the God King Haotian?

However it was too late.

“Unbelievable!”

Seeing Peter and Lorenzo rushing in, the Haotian God King’s eyes were full of disdain.
At that time, he uttered four words coldly and waved the Moon God Halberd in his hand.

laugh…

A scream came out, and then, a golden glow erupted from the Moon God Halberd,
directly covering Peter and Lorenzo.

In an instant, Lorenzo and Sun Da Sheng didn’t have time to react at all, they were
directly thrown out, flying more than 100 meters away, and finally smashed down on the
square, blood spurting wildly, and their breath was sluggish.

Although he didn’t die, he didn’t have the strength to fight again.

“Brother Wen…”

Darryl roared and rushed over to check the injuries of Lorenzo and Sun Da Sheng, only
to see their bodies dripping with blood and dying. Can faint at any time.

Seeing this, Darryl was heartbroken, and quickly took out the healing medicine he had
refined from his body and quickly gave it to Peter and Lorenzo.

“Darryl!”

At this moment, the God King Haotian locked his eyes on Darryl: “Since the three of you
have such a good relationship, let’s go to hell together today.” The voice fell, the divine
power erupted again, and the entire Shenlong Island sky was distorted.

Mad!



Darryl stood up slowly, raised his head and glared at the God King Haotian, and said with
rage: “Hurt my brother, I want you to die!”

Chapter 4241
Ha ha…

Hearing this, Haotian Divine King was stunned for a moment, and then he couldn’t help
laughing: “Want me to die? Darryl, do you still have this strength?”

At this time, the God King Haotian had a cold and arrogant expression on his face.

He clearly felt that Darryl’s Yuanshen’s power was severely depleted, and he couldn’t
fight him at all.

In the face of mockery, Darryl was too lazy to talk nonsense, so he rushed to fight with
the God King Haotian.

However, at this moment, Xian Di hurriedly stopped Darryl: “Your strength has not
recovered yet, let me deal with him.”

call!

Darryl took a deep breath: “The queen cannot be underestimated, the Haotian God King
is powerful.”

Xian Di nodded: “I know, but if you rush up now, you will die. I will consume him for a
while, and you will quickly recover your strength.”

Saying that, Xian Di looked at Darryl’s eyes and became complicated: “Maybe I can’t
last long, but I believe that you can turn the situation around.”

The last word fell, and Xian Di ran the power of the dragon and flew into the air.

Queen….



At this moment, Darryl looked at Xian Di’s graceful back, and there was a warm current
in his heart.

How can I make you trust me so much?

Moved, Darryl sat cross-legged, trying to calm himself down and quickly restore the
power of his primordial spirit.

At this time, Xiandi had reached the air and faced off against the God King Haotian.

“Sandy?”

The God King Haotian looked at Xiandi up and down, frowning and said: “In order to
avoid disaster, you led the Qinglong family to leave the God’s Domain and hid in
Shenlong Island for thousands of years. Now, for the sake of Darryl, you will take the
entire Qinglong family’s life. The future as a bet?”

When he said this, Haotian God King’s tone was flat, but there was an invisible pressure.

call!

Hearing this, Xian Di breathed a sigh of relief, her delicate and beautiful face did not
fluctuate at all, and said lightly: “My Qinglong clan does things, never ask the reason,
only ask the heart.”

Saying that, Xian Di swept her gaze from the powerhouses of the Qinglong clan in the
audience, and said slowly, “Darryl is the Dragon Lord of our Qinglong clan. At this time,
there is an enemy who wants to take his life, do you agree or not!”

“No promise!”

All of a sudden, all the Qinglong experts on the scene shouted in unison, and the
momentum was shocking.

Hearing the answer, Xian Di was very satisfied, and continued: “And this enemy is the
God King Haotian, who is famous in the realm of the gods, are you afraid?”



“Don’t be afraid!”

Many Qinglong powerhouses responded in unison again, and their voices shook the sky.

After responding, many Qinglong experts rushed forward with their weapons tightly in
their hands, and fought fiercely with the gods and soldiers below.

Seeing this scene, Sandy nodded in relief.

The next second, Xian Di looked at the God King Haotian: “Haotian, this is my answer.”

Swish!

Haotian God King’s eyes flickered, and then nodded with a sneer: “Okay, very good,
since you are determined to fight against me, there is nothing to say.”

The last word fell, and the Haotian God King went straight to Xiandi.

Xian Di was too lazy to talk nonsense, and urged the power of Qinglong to attack.

“Queen, we are here to help you!”

At the same time, more than a dozen strong people from the Shenlong clan erupted one
after another, and together with Xian Di, surrounded the Haotian God King.

“All are looking for death!”

Faced with this situation, the God King Haotian looked ferocious and said coldly: “If you
are so ignorant of praise, let your Qinglong family and Darryl be destroyed today.”

The moment the words fell, the God King Haotian activated his divine power, and the
Moon God Halberd suddenly waved in his hand.

hum!

In an instant, a touch of golden light ripped apart the sky, and the whole world seemed to
be torn apart.



The dazzling golden light, carrying the unparalleled and terrifying power, exploded
among the dozen or so Qinglong experts. Suddenly, a terrifying roar echoed throughout
the entire Shenlong Island.

More than a dozen divine dragon powerhouses, without exception, sprayed blood wildly,
fell from a high altitude, and after landing, they saw their blood dripping, their hearts
were all shattered, and there was no breath.

hiss…

Seeing this scene, whether it was Darryl, Maria and others, they couldn’t help but gasp.

This God King Haotian is worthy of being the number one powerhouse in the Divine
Realm. With just one move, he killed more than a dozen powerhouses of the Qinglong
clan. You must know that none of these powerhouses are weak. They are placed in the
Jiuzhou rivers and lakes. The absolute peak exists, but now, even the Haotian God King
can’t stop one move.

Chapter 4242
At the same time, Xian Di was also injured by the shock. At that time, she groaned, her
delicate body trembled, and she retreated again and again.

call!

After stabilizing her figure, Xian Di looked closely at the God King Haotian, with a
delicate and beautiful face, unable to hide the shock. He didn’t expect that after so many
years, the strength of this God King Haotian was even more terrifying.

When Xiandi had not left the God Realm with the Qinglong family, she had fought
against the Haotian God King. At that time, they were evenly matched. Now that
thousands of years have passed, there is already a clear gap between the two sides.

“Darryl!”



At this moment, the God King Haotian hovered proudly in the air, staring at Darryl, his
face couldn’t hide his pride: “I said just now that no one can save you today.”

Darryl took a deep breath and was about to respond.

“Your Excellency Darryl, I will protect you.”

However, at this time, Tie Bowen, who had been guarding his side, finally recovered,
shouted loudly and stood in front of Darryl.

The next second, Tie Bowen looked up at the god King Haotian, who was filled with
divine power, and his affection was no longer as fearful as before, but revealed a bit of
determination: “With me here, I will never let you hurt Your Excellency Darryl in the
slightest. .”

Her Majesty the Queen trusts herself so much and asks herself to help Darryl, she must
not live up to her expectations.

hum!

When the last word fell, Tie Bowen raised the sunset bow high, and quickly pulled the
bowstring with his right hand.

In an instant, Shenlong Island, which was originally covered with dark clouds, suddenly
became dark. Only the sunset bow shone with dazzling light. Tie Bowen knew the horror
of the God King Haotian, so he did not dare to be slighted, and urged the power of the
sunset bow. Extreme.

The power of the scorching sun of the entire Shenlong Island was instantly drained by the
sunset bow.

laugh….



Soon, Tie Bowen let go of the bowstring, and saw a golden-red feather arrow cut through
the sky and headed straight for the God King Haotian.

Feeling the power of this arrow, everyone present raised their hearts.

This sunset bow was the divine weapon that Hou Yi the Great used to shoot the sun back
then. It was powerful and terrifying. The God King Haotian should not be able to stop
this full-strength arrow.

Um?

Looking at the flying feather arrow, the God King Haotian was also stunned for a
moment, and secretly praised in his heart.

To be able to exert the power of the Sunset Bow to such an extent, this kid is not easy.

Thinking to himself, the God King Haotian didn’t panic at all, he used his divine power at
that time, and then he clenched the Moon God Halberd and waved it suddenly,
condensing a golden shield in front of him.

This shield is completely condensed by the divine power of the Haotian God King, and it
also contains the power of the Moon God Halberd, which is dazzling like a scorching
sun.

Bang!

In the next second, the feather arrow collided with the golden shield, and a huge shock
erupted, then both collapsed and dissipated between the heaven and the earth.

Speaking of which, if it was someone else, this arrow would definitely not be able to stop
it, but now Tie Bowen’s opponent is the God King Haotian who has been in the Divine
Realm for thousands of years, and his background is not comparable to him.

“The Guard is Here”



Moreover, Tie Bowen had consumed a lot of internal energy by using the Sunset Bow in
a row before. At this time, this arrow seems to be powerful, but it is actually strong from
the outside.

What?

Seeing this scene, whether it was Darryl or the other people present, they were all
shocked and looked at the God King Haotian, but they couldn’t get over it for a long
time.

Just now Tie Bowen relied on the sunset bow, but he defeated many gods and generals in
succession.

But the arrow that erupted just now was blocked so easily by the God King Haotian.

How could this be?

At the same time, Tie Bowen froze in place, looking at the God King Haotian in shock,
his mind buzzing and blank.

Is this the strength of the God King Haotian?

terrible.

At that time in the Rakshasa Clan Hall, when Tie Bowen got the Sunset Bow again, he
felt like he was giving up on me. Afterwards, he hit Prince Aotian in the Nalan Clan, and
he became more and more confident in his heart.

At this time, facing the God King Haotian, Tie Bowen felt a sense of powerlessness from
the bottom of his heart. At this time, I finally understood that ‘there are days outside the
sky, and there are people outside people’.

This God King Haotian can even block the arrows of the Sunset Bow, what else can’t he
do?

Whoosh!



Just when Tie Bowen was secretly shocked, he saw the figure of Haotian God King
flashed, and in the blink of an eye, he arrived in front of him.

“Boy!”

At this time, the God King Haotian looked up and down at Tie Bowen with contempt in
his eyes: “It’s just you, can you keep him?”

Chapter 4243
hum!

The last word fell, and the God King Haotian fluttered with a palm.

This palm seems to be slow, but in fact it is as fast as thunder.

What a great speed.

Tie Bowen was shocked when he saw this palm, and because the distance was too close,
he had no time to dodge. At that time, he could only grit his teeth and hold the Sunset
Bow in front of him in an attempt to block the palm.

boom!

In the blink of an eye, God King Haotian slapped the sunset bow with his palm. Tie
Bowen only felt an overwhelming force coming from the mountains, and he spat out a
mouthful of blood. The whole person was like a kite with a broken string, and was blown
away from a distance.

After flying dozens of meters away, Tie Bowen landed heavily at the entrance of the hall.

At the moment of landing, Tie Bowen’s face was pale and pale, and he only felt that the
blood in his body was churning, and the inner strength of his dantian was completely
disordered. At that time, another mouthful of blood spurted out.

“Deceiving Kangxi”



“Brother Bowen!”

Seeing this situation, both Darryl and the others were terrified, and at the same time
extremely worried.

Ginger trembled even more, and couldn’t help but exclaimed, “Brother Bowen!”

Shouting, Ginger rushed over quickly and hugged Tie Bowen in his arms, his voice
choked: “Brother Bowen, how are you…. Don’t scare me…”

The two of them have gone through so much, and have already lived and died together.
At this time, seeing him hurt so badly, Ginger only felt that his heart would be broken.

call!

Hearing the call, Tie Bowen opened his eyes with difficulty, squeezed out a smile at
Ginger, and said weakly: “Don’t cry, I…I can’t die…”

However, before he finished speaking, Tie Bowen’s eyes darkened and he passed out.

“Brother Bowen, Brother Bowen…” Ginger’s heart trembled, hugging him tightly, burst
into tears, and burst into tears.

well!

Seeing this situation, Darryl secretly sighed in his heart, and it was indescribably
complicated.

If this Tie Bowen died because of this, he would not be at ease for the rest of his life.

“Darryl!”

At this moment, the God King Haotian locked his eyes on Darryl, and said word by word:
“You have no helpers by your side, let me see who can save you.”



“Because you are alone, you have implicated so many innocent people. Is this what you
mean by the right way?”

When he said this, the God King Haotian had an aloof attitude, and his tone was full of
mockery.

call!

Hearing this, Darryl breathed a sigh of relief and couldn’t help but look around.

She saw that Xian Di, not far away, was pale, unable to hide her weakness, and the
warriors of the Shenlong clan around her were also dead and wounded.

On the other side of the square, Lorenzo, Peter and others were also sluggish.

Seeing this scene, Darryl was heartbroken again, and began to doubt himself in the depths
of his heart.

Yes, just for myself, not only did it hurt the righteous brothers, but also caused the
disaster on Shenlong Island, is it really worth it?

Hahaha….

Seeing the change in Darryl’s face, Haotian God King couldn’t help laughing in the sky,
and said coldly: “Darryl, do you regret it now? But unfortunately, it is too late to regret it
now.”

“What the Kyushu Wizards are, that’s all.”

At this time, the God King Haotian was very happy in his heart. He recalled that when
Darryl helped the demon clan to besiege Yutian Palace, and finally the ancestor of
Honghuang showed up to stop him. In the end, not only did he not punish Darryl, but
instead he was named Jiutian Xuansheng, and he also said that he He is a rare genius in
Kyushu for thousands of years.

At that time, Darryl was in the spotlight and enjoyed infinite glory.



But now, isn’t it his own defeat?

The more he thought about it, the more proud of the God King Haotian.

call!

Facing the ridicule, Darryl had a bitter look on his face, and said lightly, “Whatever you
say.”

Seeing him like this, the corner of Haotian God King’s mouth twitched: “Darryl, just
admit defeat? This is not your style.”

“What about life, what about failure?”

Darryl took a deep breath and said slowly: “It’s just an empty space.” When he spoke,
Darryl’s face was calm, but he was quietly running the Nine Heavens Holy Profound Art
in secret.

Darryl thought about it, the God King Haotian thought he was in control of the situation,
and would never think that he would attack suddenly.

Hearing this, the God King Haotian smiled contemptuously and said coldly, “No matter
what, you are defeated in the end.” He originally planned to kill Darryl immediately to
completely get rid of this confidant.

Chapter 4244
But thinking about it carefully, killing Darryl like this is too cheap for him.

Thinking about it, the God King Haotian deliberately got closer and whispered to Darryl:
“When you are about to die, let me tell you something, Gone has been killed by me.”

“His Demon Venerable Spirit Bone was also taken away by me.”

What?



Darryl was about to wait for the opportunity, when he heard this suddenly, his heart was
shocked, and he stared at the God King Haotian, speechless.

Gone is dead?

He actually died in the hands of the God King Haotian…. As soon as Gone died, the
demons completely disappeared…

Darryl knew that under such circumstances, the God King Haotian would not lie, but
when he heard the news, he did not feel the slightest excitement in his heart. On the
contrary, the emotion and sigh can not be expressed!

After so many years in these years, Darryl has already seen through many things.
Whether it is a god or a demon, there is no absolute good or evil. Just like Moyan, who
was once one of the twelve demon kings. , was highly valued by Gone. But after having
children, my mood gradually changed. . . .

Also, in the seclusion place of the senior Shennong, Gone couldn’t bear to be injured by
Ginger, and was severely injured by himself and Zhu Bajie…

And the God King Haotian in front of him, whose status is revered and bears a great light
on his head, what he did at this time was more evil and cruel than Gone.

“Goni has been eliminated by me.”

At this time, the God King Haotian was indescribably high-spirited, and said slowly: “If I
get rid of you at this time, within the Three Realms, I will no longer be invincible. When
the time comes, I will assist Aotian to ascend to the throne of the Heavenly Emperor. .”

Ha ha…

Hearing this, Darryl smiled: “Then I congratulate you in advance.”



Darryl could see that God King Haotian was not in a hurry to kill himself, but wanted to
slowly torture himself, and to tell the news of Gone’s death was nothing more than a
blow to his self-confidence.

But that’s fine, the Haotian God King was not in a hurry, but gave himself the opportunity
to brew.

“Congratulations?”

At this moment, God King Haotian was stunned for a moment, and looked at Darryl with
a half-smiling smile: “This word came out of your mouth, to the surprise of this king.
Speaking of which, you are indeed a talented person, but it’s a pity that one mountain
does not allow two tigers, and you won’t kill them recently. You, the one who will end up
like this in the future will be me.”

“Do you have any last words?”

When the last word fell, the God King Haotian had murderous intent in his eyes. What
should be said, what should not be said, everything has been said, and now it is time to do
it.

call…

Seeing this scene, everyone around couldn’t help but sweat for Darryl.

Afterwards, Peter roared: “God King Haotian, you have the ability to fight me for 300
rounds.” After speaking, Peter was about to stand up, but he was too weak to stand up at
all.

At the same time, Lorenzo was also full of anxiety: “God King Haotian, you are still one
of the best figures in the realm of the gods. At this time, when Darryl is weak, aren’t you
afraid of being laughed at?”

Just like Peter, Lorenzo wanted to rush over after he finished speaking, but his injuries
were too severe, and he couldn’t try with all his strength.



Ha ha!

God King Haotian snorted lightly, ignored them at all, and looked at Darryl quietly:
“Have you made up your last words?”

Darryl turned his eyes and didn’t answer directly, but said with a mysterious expression:
“Since you have disclosed the news of Gone’s death, then I will also tell you a secret.”

secret?

God King Haotian frowned and said with a sneer, “I know your situation well, what
secrets can you have?”

“It’s not my secret, it’s you.” Darryl said with a bit of teasing on his face, “It’s between
you and Empress Hua Zhao.”

When he said this, Darryl looked relaxed, but secretly he was ready to go.

Swish!

At this moment, Haotian God King’s expression changed, and he looked at Darryl
closely, his heart was full of shock.

impossible…

The relationship between himself and Empress Hua Zhao is very secretive. Every time
they meet, they are cautious, and no one has ever noticed. How did Darryl know?

“you….”

In shock, the God King Haotian reacted and glared at Darryl: “Are you bluffing me?”

Darryl has a lot of tricks, maybe he thinks too much, the matter between himself and
Empress Hua Zhao has not been leaked at all, but Darryl imagined it out of thin air and
deliberately scare himself.



“Demon Museum”

Chapter 4245
Surely so….

Darryl smiled slightly and said slowly: “At the time, Princess Dongling and I were
ordered to get married by the Nine Heavens God. During that time, I have been in Yuyao
Xianyuan.”

“One night, I got lost and broke into Empress Hua Zhao’s room by mistake. It was too
dark at that time. Empress Hua Zhao took me as you. Guess what Empress said to me at
that time?”

When he said this, Darryl looked serious, and at the same time secretly paid attention to
the reaction of the God King Haotian.

Whoa!

Sure enough, hearing this, the God King Haotian panicked and quickly asked, “What did
she say?”

God King Haotian has only loved one woman in his life, and that is Empress Hua Zhao,
but she is the woman of the Nine Heavens God. At first, God King Haotian could only
bury this love in his heart until after the Nine Heavens God died, It was only then that she
began to interact closely with Empress Hua Zhao.

It’s just that the identities of the two parties are special, and the God King Haotian didn’t
dare to make a big splash at all. Every time he met Empress Hua Zhao, he was cautious,
like a thief.

Now that this secret has been broken by Darryl, how can you not panic?

Seeing the nervous look on Haotian God King’s face, Darryl did not answer immediately,
but motioned him to approach.



At this moment, Haotian God King did not doubt, and slowly approached, waiting for
Darryl’s answer.

“she says….”

Darryl lowered his voice and slowly uttered two words. Suddenly, his eyes flashed
brightly, and he shouted, “Let you die!”

hum!

The moment the words fell, Darryl ran the Nine Heavens Holy Profound Art, raised his
hand and slapped it hard at the heart of the God King Haotian.

So much nonsense just now, the ultimate goal is to wait for this moment, so Darryl did
not hesitate to put all the power of the primordial spirit into this palm.

“you….”

Seeing Darryl’s sudden attack, the Haotian God King was shocked and furious, because it
was too close to dodge, so he could only block the Moon God Halberd in front of him.

At the same time, God King Haotian was even more shocked when he felt the exercises
performed by Darryl.

Nine Heavens Holy Profound Art…

What Darryl was using was the ‘Nine Heavens Holy Profound Technique’, the unique
skill of the Brahma Heaven Emperor back then?

wow….

Seeing this scene, Xian Di and Lorenzo not far away were all excited.

Peter was even more excited and shouted: “Yes, that’s it, to deal with a hypocrite like
him, you don’t need to follow the rules, Fengzi killed him…”



“God King…”

“His Royal Highness…”

At the same time, the expressions of Zhan Wuji and the surrounding gods and soldiers
changed, and they couldn’t help exclaiming. At the same time, they wanted to rush over,
but it was too late.

boom!

This palm was slapped on the IQ of the Moon God Halberd hard. At that time, the
Haotian God King groaned, and the whole person was directly sent flying, flying more
than 100 meters before falling heavily to the ground. The Moon God Halberd also fell to
the side.

Ha ha…

Darryl was very excited when the raid succeeded.

In order to raid the God King Haotian and let him relax his vigilance, he really tried his
best just now, but he finally succeeded.

Whoa!

At this moment, Lorenzo, Peter, and even everyone in Xiandi cheered.

“Darryl severely injured the Haotian God King…”

“Great!”

“Haha, I knew Feng Zifu was very lucky, and there must be a way to turn the situation
around…”

While the crowd cheered, those divine soldiers and generals were stunned. They couldn’t
believe how Darryl had such a heavy hand, yet he could even attack the Haotian God
King.



However, after Darryl used the Nine Heavens Holy Profound Art, the internal strength he
had just recovered was exhausted again, and he slowly stood up straight and looked
around the audience.

In the next second, Darryl said to Zhan Wuji and the gods and soldiers, “God King
Haotian has been injured by me. If you don’t want to die, just disarm and surrender.”

It wasn’t loud, but it spread throughout the audience.

quiet!

For a time, the entire Shenlong Island was deadly silent.

Finally, Zhan Wuji was the first to react, glaring at Darryl and shouting: “Darryl, using
such despicable means to raid His Royal Highness the King of God, you are still the
teacher of the Emperor of Heaven.”

As soon as the words fell, the other god kings also attacked Darrylkou.

“Despicable and shameless!”

“It’s a little guy…”

Facing the scolding, Darryl didn’t care, he endured his weakness and said lightly: “Let’s
be with each other, I’m calling you to do what you do to do what you do.”
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When he said this, Darryl secretly breathed a sigh of relief.

The Haotian God King was severely damaged, and Shenlong Island was saved, and
everyone didn’t have to die.

“you….”

Zhan Wuji’s face was extremely ugly, but he had nothing to refute.



“good very good!”

However, at this time, the God King Haotian stood up slowly, his eyes were blood red,
staring at Darryl and said: “Darryl, you are worthy of being favored by the ancestors of
Honghuang. You are really good for hurting me…”

At this time, the God King Haotian had a pale face, but he could not see the slightest
weakness.

The palm of Darryl just now did hurt the God King Haotian, but he was so powerful that
he finally resisted. Speaking of which, if Darryl was in his peak state and used the Nine
Heavens Holy Profound Art, he would definitely be able to seriously injure the God King
Haotian.

However, the power of Darryl’s primordial spirit has not been completely recovered, so
although the punch just now was fierce, it did not damage the foundation of the Haotian
God King.

Nima!

At this moment, Darryl cursed secretly, and a layer of cold sweat appeared on his
forehead.

With that palm just now, he burst out with all his strength, yet he didn’t hit him hard?

What?

At the same time, the crowd of Lorenzo, who were originally excited, were also stunned
at this time, looking at the God King Haotian one by one, and their hearts were shocked.

After being slapped by Darryl, can he still stand up unharmed?

How terrifying is the strength of this God King Haotian?



“Darryl!”

At this time, the God King Haotian locked on Darryl tightly, his eyes were like poisonous
snakes, flashing madly and ferociously: “I originally planned to let you leave your last
words before starting, but now it seems that there is no need for that.”

“This king wants to smash your bones and ashes, crush your primordial spirit, so that you
will never be reincarnated.”

hum!

When the last word fell, a violent aura erupted from God King Haotian. He grabbed the
Moon God Halberd in the air and walked towards Darryl step by step.

A terrifying aura pervaded the world.

And every step of God King Haotian is more like stepping on everyone’s heart.

Gudong!

Seeing Haotian Divine King approaching step by step, Darryl couldn’t help swallowing
his saliva. He wanted to cry but had no tears.

It’s over, this time there is no chance at all, it’s dead.

“stop!”

Seeing that God King Haotian was about to approach, suddenly, there was a coquettish
shout from high in the sky. The coquettish shout was clear and sweet, ethereal and
ethereal, like a fairy music, but it didn’t make people feel the slightest blasphemy.

What the hell!



At this moment, Darryl’s heart was shocked, and he immediately looked up at the sky,
shocked and confused.

This voice… Could it be Empress Hua Zhao coming?

I was talking about her just now, and she appeared. Wouldn’t it be a coincidence?

This….

The God King Haotian was also shocked, and froze there, staring at the sky in a trance,
feeling excited and complicated in his heart.

Is Empress Hua Zhao here?

At the same time, everyone present, as well as all the Qinglong clan powerhouses and
divine generals, also raised their heads and looked up at the sky.

I saw that in the high sky, between the clouds, there was a vague figure looming.
Although it was not clear, the powerful aura of the other party made everyone present feel
an inexplicable pressure.

“Haotian!”

At this moment, the vague figure said again: “You are not too timid, you dare to take
action against the teacher of the Emperor of Heaven, you violated the order of heaven and
earth, the sin is unforgivable, and you still don’t kneel?”

The sound is crisp and pleasant, but unmistakable.

Pfft!

Hearing this, the God King Haotian was shocked, and then instinctively knelt down.



Seeing this situation, Zhan Wuji and the surrounding gods and soldiers also knelt down
quickly. Although Empress Hua Zhao doesn’t ask about political affairs, she has a very
high prestige in the Divine Realm. Who would dare to be presumptuous in front of her?

call!

Seeing this, Darryl took a deep breath and couldn’t help but muttered in his heart.

Judging from this situation, it is really Empress Hua Zhao who is here, but… how could
she go down to Kyushu alone with her dignified body?

Just when Darryl was thinking about this, the figure in the sky said again, “Haotian, do
you admit your mistake?”

“I…”

God King Haotian opened his mouth, not knowing how to respond for a while.

The man Ying’er didn’t seem to give him a chance to explain, and continued: “Okay, let’s
not say more, you immediately leave with the gods and soldiers of Qin Tianjian. Whether
it is a sin or not, we will return to Yutian Palace to judge later. “
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This…..

Hearing this, Haotian God King showed a look of embarrassment on his face, and his
heart became more entangled.

Victory and defeat are here, if you lead the army to leave, wouldn’t it be a total loss?

At this time, the God King Haotian was very depressed, and he never thought that at this
critical moment, Empress Hua Zhao would suddenly descend to the realm.



call……

At the same time, Zhan Wuji and the gods and generals around him were all in a mess.

This Empress Hua Zhao, wouldn’t she want to cure the sins of His Highness the King of
God? After all, Darryl is the Nine Heavens Profound Sage of the Divine Realm, and he is
also the teacher of the Heavenly Emperor.

On the other hand, Lorenzo, Xian Di and others were very excited.

Great!

There is a big man in the realm of the gods, and it looks like he is going to help Darryl
deal with the God King Haotian.

Only Xian Di Xiumei frowned slightly, feeling that something was wrong.

strangeness…

With Empress Hua Zhao’s personality, it is impossible to go to the lower realm privately,
so why did she suddenly come to Shenlong Island?

At that time, Xiandi did not lead the Qinglong family in the lower bounded Kyushu. She
had several relationships with Empress Hua Zhao, and she knew her very well. Empress
Hua Zhao enjoyed her glory and lived in Yuyao Xianyuan most of the time, rarely
showing up. Even in the battle between the gods and demons, they did not take half a step
out of Yuyao Xianyuan.

But now, to actually come to Kyushu alone, it has to make people puzzled.

Not only Xian Di felt strange, but Darryl also felt that something was wrong.

its not right…



At this moment, Darryl was staring at the shadows in the sky, and he was also muttering
in his heart.

Empress Hua Zhao is noble as the Virgin of the Heavenly Emperor, and she is very
ostentatious. No matter where she goes, she is always shouting and hugging. Why is she
now alone on Shenlong Island in Kyushu?

Is it….

Thinking to himself, a bold guess suddenly flashed in Darryl’s mind.

Could it be that this is not the real Empress Hua Zhao, but someone fake?

It’s just…. this voice is too similar, who is so daring?

But no matter who it is, such a mess is very beneficial to himself.

“Haotian!”

At this moment, seeing God King Haotian faltering and undecided, the figure in the sky
seemed a little impatient, and said coldly: “What? Are you going to disobey the decree?”

The sound is still pleasant, but it gives people an invisible pressure.

Gudong!

Haotian God King secretly swallowed his saliva and said quickly, “I don’t dare.”

Saying that, the God King Haotian took a deep breath, stared at the figure closely, and
said, “Why did the goddess suddenly descend to Kyushu? Could it be that something big
has happened in the realm of the gods?”

When he said this, Haotian God King couldn’t help but guess secretly.



Could it be that…the matter between yourself and Empress Hua Zhao was exposed, and
Empress Hua Zhao had no choice but to leave God’s Domain when Olin was up to her?

Like Darryl, the God King Haotian was also secretly suspicious at this time. He knew
Empress Hua Zhao best, and had never left God’s Domain for nearly 10,000 years.
However, at this time, he appeared on Shenlong Island alone, which was really
suspicious.

“This…” High in the sky, the figure responded lightly, “You don’t need to worry about
this.”

call!

Hearing the answer, Haotian God King secretly exhaled, and continued: “My
subordinates are bold, and I want to talk to the Empress alone and report the situation of
Qintian Prison in Kyushu during this time.”

When speaking, Haotian God King’s eyes showed some anticipation.

God King Haotian guessed in his heart that it was because there were too many people
around, so it was inconvenient for Empress Hua Zhao to tell the reason for the lower
realm, so she proposed a separate account.

After all, with the relationship between the two, Empress Hua Zhao would definitely not
refuse.

However, what Haotian God King didn’t expect was that the ‘Hua Zhao Niangniang’ in
front of him would not give him this chance at all.

“Haotian!”

At this moment, the figure in the sky said very displeasedly, “This palace still has
something important to do, and it is inconvenient to have a private interview with you.
Also, don’t change the subject, and quickly withdraw from Shenlong Island.”



Hearing this, the God King Haotian was stunned, as if he did not expect that the ‘Hua
Zhao Niangniang’ in front of him would suddenly be so heartless.

However, with so many gods and soldiers around him watching, the Haotian God King
couldn’t resist the decree.

“As ordered!”

Finally, the God King Haotian came to his senses, responded, then stood up slowly, and
said to the gods and soldiers present: “All the soldiers obey the order and withdraw from
Shenlong Island.”

When the last word fell, the God King Haotian looked at Darryl closely, very unwilling:
“Darryl, you are lucky this time.” After speaking, the figure rose into the sky and flew
into the distance.
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wow…

At the same time, Zhan Wuji and other gods and soldiers secretly regretted it, and
immediately evacuated from Shenlong Island.

midair.

Zhan Wuji speeded up, caught up with the God King Haotian, and said very aggrievedly:
“His Royal Highness God King, let’s just leave like this? Just spare Darryl?”

When he said this, Zhan Wuji was very angry.

In order to exterminate Darryl, how much effort has been made by the entire Qintianjian,
especially in the past half month, many gods and soldiers have been secretly monitoring
Shenlong Island, and they are not endless, but now it is because of the words of “Hua
Zhao Niangniang” , even if it is not in vain.

call!



Hearing the inquiry, God King Haotian suddenly became angry and said coldly: “You still
have the face to ask me, if you didn’t command the forces at the beginning, would Darryl
have the opportunity to deploy a large formation?”

“If you hadn’t wasted so much time, Darryl would have already left.”

Zhan Wuji’s face immediately flushed, and he said very ashamedly: “His Royal Highness
taught that his subordinates are incompetent. I implore His Highness to punish him.”

“never mind!”

The God King Haotian waved his hand, and he was very irritable at this time: “It’s
useless to say this now, you go back to the Qintian Prison first.” After speaking, the God
King Haotian gradually slowed down.

“Yes!” Zhan Wuji responded quickly, and then cautiously said, “Your Highness the King
of God won’t go back?”

The God King Haotian did not answer directly, but turned his head to look in the
direction of Shenlong Island, and said lightly: “The maiden suddenly descended to the
realm, this time is no trivial matter, I must check the truth.”

Saying that, Haotian God King urged again: “You guys go ahead.”

To be honest, God King Haotian didn’t want to withdraw his troops, but he had no
choice. His ambiguous relationship with Empress Hua Zhao couldn’t be known, not even
his trusted subordinates.

He thought about it, after Zhan Wuji and these gods and soldiers left, he returned to
Shenlong Island alone to find a chance to meet with Empress Hua Zhao alone and ask the
reason.

“Yes, Your Highness!”

Zhan Wuji was not a fool either. Seeing that God King Haotian was reluctant to say more,
he didn’t ask any more questions immediately.



Hobby Chinese Network

At this time, Shenlong Island is here.

Whoa!

Watching Haotian God King and the army leave, whether it was Lorenzo or Xian Di and
the warriors of the Qinglong clan, they were all relieved and excited.

finished?

Great, Shenlong Island has finally been saved.

At the same time, Darryl also breathed a sigh of relief, and respectfully said from the sky:
“Thank you for resolving the crisis.”

Although it is uncertain whether the person hidden in the high-altitude clouds is the real
Empress Hua Zhao, but the other party chased away the God King Haotian, this is an
indisputable fact, and I should thank you anyway.

At the same time, everyone around Xian Di also respectfully thanked the sky.

“Thank you madam!”

However, in the face of everyone’s gratitude, the figure in the sky did not respond.

“Cough cough…”

A few seconds later, the figure Ying’er coughed a few times, seemed to clear his throat,
and said indifferently, “You’re welcome, everyone.”

Immediately, Yu Feng turned around: “Darryl, come to the hall, I have something to tell
you.”

Whoosh!



When the last word fell, the figure turned into a golden beam, penetrated the clouds and
landed at the entrance of the main hall. At that time, everyone only felt that their eyes
were blurred, and before they could see what was going on, the figure had already
entered the main hall.

For a time, everyone looked at each other in disbelief.

Why is Empress Hua Zhao so mysterious, what is the matter, can’t she say it in front of
everyone? Would you like to summon Darryl alone?

interesting…

At this moment, Darryl’s curiosity was also lifted.

“Fengzi!”

At this moment, Peter couldn’t help but said: “There is nothing wrong between you and
Empress Hua Zhao? Why does she want to see you alone?”

Speaking of which, it was only natural for Empress Hua Zhao to see Darryl alone. After
all, Darryl was the Profound Sage of the Nine Heavens and the teacher of the Emperor of
Heaven, while the rest of Lorenzo were lay people in the Jiuzhou rivers and lakes, and
were not eligible to receive a summons.

But this is Shenlong Island after all, and everyone who is ugly and ugly is not qualified,
but Xiandi, as the leader of the Qinglong clan, has a high status and should not be treated
indifferently by Empress Hua Zhao.

Swish!

Peter’s voice fell, and the eyes of others converged on Darryl, flashing complex and
profound meanings…
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Especially Maria, whose eyes flashed strangely.

What the hell!



Feeling the eyes of everyone, Darryl couldn’t help laughing and crying, and quickly said
to Peter: “Dasheng, you can’t talk nonsense.”

After speaking, Darryl said to Maria again, “Ms. Hua Zhao and I have nothing to do with
her. I also know what she means. I’ll go check the situation first, and you should stay
outside and wait for my news.”

The last word fell, and Darryl was sweating profusely, and quickly approached the hall.

“Darryl worship…”

The moment he entered the hall, Darryl bowed first, then instinctively opened his mouth,
but halfway through his words, he was stunned when he saw the person sitting on the
throne.

I saw that the one sitting on the throne was Empress Hua Zhao, but an old man with a
jade face and white beard.

He was dressed in a large purple robe, his hair and beard were all white, and his face was
full of red light. At this time, he was touching the dragon-shaped carving on the throne
with great interest, and he couldn’t help but admire.

“As expected of the throne of the Empress of the Qinglong family, it’s really beautiful.”

“Well, it’s not bad to sit, it’s comfortable.”

I go!

Seeing this old man, Darryl was stunned for a moment, then overjoyed and couldn’t help
but say, “Senior, is that you?”

When speaking, Darryl couldn’t hide his excitement.

The old man sitting on the throne is none other than Yutong Xianweng.



When Darryl was in the God’s Domain, because of chance, he was ordered to marry by
the Nine Heavens God. At that time, Darryl and Princess Dongling were extremely
resistant, so they were going to escape from the God’s Domain together, but they met the
jade boy fairy who was traveling around.

After that, Darryl encountered crises several times, and it was only with the help of
Yutong Xianweng that he was safe. So, how can I be unhappy when I see Yutong
Xianweng at this time?

Happy colleagues, Darryl is also very surprised.

To be honest, Darryl noticed just now that the ‘Hua Zhao Niangniang’ hidden in the
high-altitude clouds is strange, and it is very likely that it is a fake, but I never thought
that this fake person turned out to be Yutong Xianweng .

“Ha ha….”

Seeing Darryl’s face of surprise, Yutong Xianweng couldn’t help laughing: “Little friend
Darryl, didn’t you expect that the old man just faked Empress Hua Zhao, it’s hard to tell
if it’s true or false, haha…”

When saying this, Yutong Xianweng couldn’t hide the pride on his face, like a child who
succeeded in mischief, he couldn’t help but show off.

“awesome!”

Darryl nodded again and again, and he was in a good mood at this time, and said with a
smile: “It’s more than just indistinguishable from the real and the fake, it’s simply vivid,
senior didn’t pay attention, the Haotian God King was kneeling there just now, and he
didn’t dare to let out the air.”

The voice fell, and the two sides looked at each other and laughed.

“senior…”

At this time, Darryl couldn’t help but wonder: “Why did you come to Kyushu? Why did
you come to Shenlong Island again?”



Yutong Xianweng stroked his beard and said with a smile: “Some time ago, this old man
traveled to the outer world and felt very boring, so he thought of you, little brother, and
then came to Kyushu Continent to see.”

“After I arrived, I heard that the God King Haotian was going to deal with you, and the
old man rushed over without worry.”

Speaking of this, Yutong Xianweng winked at Darryl: “You know, I am a fairy from
outside the world, and I don’t ask about the world, it is very inappropriate to show up to
help you directly, so I can only pretend to be Mother Hua Zhao. “

“Speaking of which, I have had a few encounters with Empress Hua Zhao, and I knew
her personality, so I thought of pretending to be her. If it is the new Heavenly Emperor, I
have very little contact with her, and I can’t pretend if I want to.”

I see.

Hearing this, Darryl was stunned, and then smiled: “Senior is smart and brave, if it wasn’t
for Senior, not only would I die, but the entire Azure Dragon clan would no longer exist.”

“On behalf of the Qinglong family, I would like to thank the seniors for their life-saving
grace.”

Having said that, Darryl bowed again.

“oops..”

Yutong Xianweng waved his hands indifferently, with a relaxed expression on his face:
“I’m so polite with this old man. No gift, no gift!”

Darryl smiled and wanted to say more, but he was dizzy and slumped on the ground with
a flick of his body.

Darryl had been fighting continuously before, and was seriously injured again. At this
time, he couldn’t hold it anymore.



“Ouch!”

Seeing this situation, Yutong Xianweng exclaimed, quickly jumped off the throne, and
walked quickly to check Darryl’s situation.
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call!

A few seconds later, Yutong Xianweng frowned and said, “Little friend Darryl, your
divine power is exhausted, and the injury is not light.”

When saying this, while Yutong Xianweng was worried, he was also secretly surprised.

He clearly felt that the power of the primordial spirit in Darryl’s body was exhausted, and
the whole person was extremely weak. Even a child could easily kill him. In such a
situation, others would have fainted long ago. He could survive until now.

Simply incredible.

Hearing this, Darryl smiled weakly and wanted to speak, but he didn’t have the strength
to speak.

What Yutong Xianweng said is right. When he was outside, Darryl could not stand it
anymore, but in front of the God King Haotian, he could only grit his teeth and hold on.
Now that the God King Haotian has led the army to withdraw, Darryl is covered When
you relax, you can’t hold on anymore.

At this time, Yutong Xianweng showed a smile, and his tone became relaxed: “Speaking
of which, thanks to the old man, your luck is not bad.”

“The Ronin from Douluo”

“Now the old man casts a spell to help you restore the power of your primordial spirit.
Just sit cross-legged and get rid of distracting thoughts.”



Um!

Hearing this, Darryl nodded and sat down with his knees crossed.

Yutong Xianweng also stopped talking nonsense, sat cross-legged behind Darryl, put his
hands on his back, and used his mana to help Darryl recover…

……

At this time, outside the hall.

After Darryl entered the hall, Lorenzo, Peter, Xian Di and others did not dare to break in
rashly, so they sat cross-legged to regain their strength while waiting for Darryl to come
out.

However, an hour later, Darryl still did not come out.

Faced with this situation, everyone became suspicious again.

What did this Empress Hua Zhao say to Darryl, and it took so long?

“its not right!”

This is, Peter scratched his head and couldn’t help muttering: “Did Fengzi lie to us? He
said that it has nothing to do with this Empress Hua Zhao, but what’s the matter? Can you
talk about it for so long?”

Seeing him muttering non-stop, Lorenzo said with a wry smile, “What exactly are you
trying to say?”

call…

Peter stretched out his finger and touched the tip of his nose, guessing: “Fengzi has
always been very beautiful, I’m thinking, is it that Empress Hua Zhao has a crush on
him.”



As soon as these words came out, Lorenzo couldn’t help crying and laughing: “Don’t talk
nonsense, how is this possible, the other party is Hua Zhao’s mother, who is rich in gold
and has a noble status.”

Maria on the side also blushed and couldn’t help but said, “Yes, Big Sage, don’t talk
nonsense.”

Darryl is his own man, how can he tolerate Empress Hua Zhao’s occupation?

At the same time, the surrounding Xian Di and others also looked at Peter, secretly
laughing.

This Peter’s imagination is too rich.

He was able to link Darryl and Empress Hua Zhao together and said Empress Hua Zhao
had taken a fancy to Darryl.

Uh….

Hearing the rebuttal, Peter was a little embarrassed, but he still retorted: “What happened
to the body of ten thousand gold? Fengzi is still the teacher of the Emperor of Heaven,
and his status is no worse than that of Lady Hua Zhao.”

“Besides, the Nine Heavens God has been extinct for so long, Mother Hua Zhao must be
empty in her heart…”

Seeing that the more he talked, the more outrageous he was, and Lorenzo was both angry
and funny, so he quickly said, “Okay, stop talking nonsense.” As he spoke, he secretly
paid attention to Maria’s reaction.

This great sage is also true, Maria is by his side, but he speaks unobtrusively.



At this moment, Maria couldn’t listen anymore, her delicate face was flushed red, she
stomped her feet and broke into the main hall directly.

In fact, she also felt that it was impossible for Darryl to have something to do with
Empress Hua Zhao.

But Peter’s words are not unreasonable. Darryl and Hua Zhao Niangniang are two, one is
the Nine Heavens Profound Sage, the teacher of the Emperor of Heaven, and the other is
the mother of the world, which is also considered a match.

More importantly, the two sides have been in the hall for so long, and they have not come
out…

Thinking of this, how could Maria hold back?

“Brother and sister!”

Seeing this scene, Lorenzo was taken aback and wanted to stop him.

If Empress Hua Zhao was discussing business affairs with Feng Zi and was interrupted
suddenly, no one would be able to bear the guilt.

However, it was too late.

Seeing that it was hopeless to stop him, Lorenzo sighed and had to quickly follow.


